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FOREWORD

This -uLllcation describes the princ£pal characteristics of the
30-centimeter ion propulsion thrust subsystem and will serve as
an aid _n solar electric propuls£on vehicle desiKners and users
of electric propulsion,

The thrust subsystem defined by this publication was used co
focus the thrust subsystem technology program performed for the
NASA Office of Aeronautics and Space Technolosy by the_qASA Lewis
Research Center,
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istics of the hardware at both the subsystem and ccmponent level.
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1.0 Introductiqn

The 30 cm mercury ion thrust subsystem technology has

been developed to provide the low thrust, hlgh speci-

fic impulse propulsion capability to satisfy the needs

of future planetary and Earth orbital missions. This

publication provides a comprehensive description of

the thrust subsystem design, hardware, and software

that has been developed. The technology program has

been sponsored by the NASA Office of Aeronautics and

Space Technology and has bee_, conducted at the NASA

Lewis Research Center. This docu_nent is intended to

provide solar electric propulsion (SEP) vehicle de-

signers and users of electric propulsion a complete

description of the technology program efforts.

Section 2.0 of the manual provides a perspective of

the solar electrlc propulsion technology and de[ines

the thrust subsystem configuration _hat has been

used to define configuration dependent requlreme_ts

for the technolog9 elements. These elements include

thrusters, power processors, propellant storage and

distribution, thruster gimbal system, and thermal

control subsystem. Section 2.0 also presents the

SEP vehicle design crlte_la which are applicable to

th_ specific thrust subsystem design.

I-I
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The organization of the design manual is consistent

with the physical architecture of the thrust subsys-

tem. As discussed in Section 2.0, the thrust subsys-

tem comprises BIMOD engine systems and an interface

module. The design manual sections have been arranged

in a three level tier. Section 3.0, Thrust Subsystem,

presents the requirements at the thrust subsystem

level. At the subassembly level, the requirements for

the BIM?_ engine system are sta_ed in Section &.0 and

the requiTements for the interface module are stated

in Section 10.0. At the component level, Sections

5.0 through 9.0 describe the requirements of the BZMOD

elements. Sections ii.0 throu@h l&.0 describe the re-

quirements of th_ i:_terface _.od_ie elements.

Each section from 3.0 _hrou&h l&.0 describes the subject

functional requirements, functional description, inter-

face requiren:ents, performance requirements, physical

characteristics, development history, and ground support

equipment. [he desi_nmanual thus provides a hierarchy

of functional, interface, and performance requirements

from the thrust subs':s_e_ level to the component level.

Foz convenicnce in usin:._, this manual, a table of con-

tenl's and li._ts of tables and figures are included

at the beu|nnin._ of each section fro-. 2.0 through

l&.O.
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A wealth of doc_Dentatlon has been produced during

the course of the techn_logy program. These in_iude

formal NASA publications, contractor final reports,

contractor briefln& packages, design drawings, soft-

ware flow cherts and programs, and internal memo-

randa. For the design manual these documents have

bee_ placed in two categories. Those documents

which are ceferenced in the text and available for

distrlbution are listed in the subsection Reference

Documents of each section. Those documents, such as

internal memoranda, drawing packages, and contractor

briefing packages are listed in the subsection Appli-

cable Documents ET_closed of each section.

There are four supplemen,s to this design manual

which are a_3ociated with the applicable documents.

The Index Supplement of Applicable Docu_nents contains

a listing of all applicable document titles referenced

in the design manual and instructions for retrieval of

the documents from the other three supplements. The

Microfiche Reference Supplement contains those appli-

cable document_ suitable for reproduction on micro-

fiche cards. The Microfilm Draw£n_ Supplement con-

tains card framed microfilm design drawings. The Pho=.z

coRrrph Supplement contains photograph collections.

1-3
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2.0

2.1

Solar Electric Propulsion System TechnoloRy

Perspective and Design Criteria

Overview

The information contained in this design manual is

intended to facilica=e the transfer of electric propulsion

_echnolo_y fro_ the Lewis Research Center to NASA mission

centers, industry and 9oten_ial user agencies. Industrial

5riefincs. _,'orkshop_ and on-site _ra_nin_, programs may

5e required to cc_91ete the technolo£y transfer as NASA

_oves from _he research and develeFment phase to the

s_Dlicatlon of electri= propulsion technology. NASA OAST

an_ the LeRC are _!._nnin_ to _rovide the add_iomal

necessary support as re<uired to insure the transfer process.

It is crucial that in_.ustrv. ",'ho are to be the manufacturers

of the systems emDlovin _- "his ,_echnolo_v. be _iven access

".o all of the details of :he tecbnelo.ey. It is also

important that the responsible .NA_'A mission centers ar.d the

user a=encies be _tiven enough of an understandine of the

technoloev so that t_ey can effect i':ely manaEe it and

inteRrate it into tbfir svstem._.

The information contained in this desi<t_ manual is directed

toward industry, The manual contains a collection of the

latest available d,_cuz_vnts _ertainin_ to primary electric

propulsion within XASA The documents include heretofore

2-3
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unpublished design notes, analysis, computer codes, draw-

ing_ parts lists, manufacturing and process specifications.

photographs, assembly and test procedures, operational

software, facility requirements, test plans, test data,

and general design information that will enable industry

to build this technology into an operational sys=em with

known and acceptable risk.

The information contained in this manual was collected

and prepared by members of the staff at the LeRC who have

been involved in electric propulsion as a team for

20 years.

It is difficult to document the technology that exists in

this team as a result of their con.bined experiences The

next section on perspective is intended to sire the reader

a chronological overview of the electric propulsion

activity in NASA that lead to the currently focused tech-

nology program that is described in this design manual.

The next section is also intended to give _he reader an

appreciation for the experience inherent in the Lewis team.

In subsequent sections that sire requirements, design

criteria, and specific designs, there are often no refer-

ences available. Over the past ten years, a close working

relationship has developed bet_Jeen members of the staff of

JPL and LeRC. As a result_ many of the requirements and

%
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2.2.2

desIKn choices had the benefit of inputs from the user-

oriented JPL team and the technology-oriented LeRC team.

When the detail design choices were made on the hardware

produced in this program, the previous flight experience

gained by the LeRC staff were applied. And again many

informal discussions were held between members of the

staff of JPL and LeRC. Some of these design trade offs

may not be well documented in the open literature. The

reader is urged to consider the current design carefully

before concluding that a design choice might have been

non-consequential, arbitrary, or capricious.

Perspective

Early Research and Facility Development

In 1959, the first electron-bombardment thruster was con-

ceived and tested by members of the staff of the LeRC

(reference 2.6.1). In the early 1960's, several facilities

were brought on line and the Electric Progulsion Laboratory

(EPL) was dedicated to support research and development of

electric propulsion (reference 2.6.2).

SERT I

In July 1964, SERT I was launched into a 50 minute ballis-

tic trajectory ,)ut of Uallops Island. This spacecraft

successfully demonstrated the ability of a mercury electron-

bombardment thruster to mroduce thrust and to neutrallze

the exhaust beam in the spac nvironment (reference 2.6.3

T

o.
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2.2.Z_

and 2.6.4). SERT I provided those involved with a great

respect for the problems of ha_dllng hlgh voltage ac high

power in the space and vacuum f_cillty environment and

the testing of spacecraft utilizing electric propulsion,

SEPT IZ

In February 197D, SERT II was launched into a circular

polar orbit. This spacecraft remains operational as of

this writing. This spacecraft which was developed, tested,

and flown by members of the Lewis staff demonstrated

thruster llfe and provided information on thruster/space-

craft systems interactions. I_ terms of technology, the

SERT II flight provxded those involved with an understanding

of the systems problems associated with Inte_ratlng electric

propulsion into spacecraft and qualify£ng it for a space

flight (reference 2.5.5). ARaln, a great respect was

gained for producing and handlinR high voltage at high power

levels in the vacuum/plasma environment and the unique

testing requirements of electric propulsion

The Technology Refinement Phase

After the SERT II flight, research and development activ-

ities at LeRC proceeded to refine the basic concepts of

thrusters and began to concentrate on the required support-

Ing technologies required to firmly establish the tech-

nologv at the system 'level. While this basic refinement

continues tcday, there was a growlng awareness of the need

I

4
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2.2.4.1

to gain user acceptance and technology adoption in the

carry 70's. As a result, the electric propulsion program

was divided into two major parts based on the anticipated

use of the technology.

Auxiliary Propulsion

There was a perceived need for precision station keeping

and attitude control of communication and navigation

satellite# operatin K at synchronous orbit. A number of

studies had been performed showin$ the advantages of

electric propulsion to perform these functions (reference

2.6.6). The 8cm electron bombardment thruster and its

associated propulsion system elements were developed

specifically to perform the auxiliary propulsion function.

The basic research pot:ion of this program concentrated on

thruster life and restart capabilltv to enable i0 year

station keeping missions

User adoption of the 8cm propulsion system has remained

elusive. As a final a_tempt to transfer _he 8cn technology,

NASA is sponsoring _he fliRh_ test of a complete auxiliary

propulsion system on an Air Force (STP P80-1) flicht in

early 1981 (reference 2,6.7). A fundamental objective

associated with this flight is _o have an industrial source

for th£s technology at the conclusion of the flight test.

The technology associated wlth this flight test is not

. q
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2.2.4.2

describe_ in detail in this design mnual, because it is

covered adequately in the published literature. Although

the technology required to develop an operational auxiliary

propulslon system is less deraandlng (low power, low effic-

iency) for both the thruster and power processors, there

are a large number of common elements with the primary

propulslon and the reader ks urged to study the 8cm liter-

ature carefully.

There is a great deal of conznonality between many of the

ancillary supportlnR systems for both the primary and

auxiliary propulsion programs.

Primary Propulsion

The 30cm electron bombardment thrusters and its associated

propulsion system elements described in this design manual

were developed specifically to support the anticipated

requirements of both planetary science and Earth orbital

transportation users.

After SERT II. mission planners at JPL began to seriously

consider SEP as a candidate propulsion system to perform

some of their science missions. Design teams led by

Gerphefde and Duxburv of JPL performed the first vehicle

level design studies and _enerated specific propulsion

system requirements. At this same time. mission planners

at _ISFC were considerin_ 3EP as a candidate for Earth

,q
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2.2.5

orbital missions. They, too, generated technology

requirements. The basic technology program at Lewis

attempted co satisfy these requir_ents as the mission

planners moved from mission co mission.

In 1973. OAST established a SEP Advanced System Technology

(AST) group co coordinate the requirements for primary

elecCr£c propulsion and focus the technology program.

Members of the scarf fro= LeRC, MSFC, end JPL established

the common system level des£_u requirements chac were co

became the basis for the technology program described in

ch£s design manual. Before she AST prosram produced a

for_alized output, NASA made a decision co reduce the

effort £n electric propulsion. In 1974. almost all thrust

subsy|Cem work WaS stopped at JPL and MSFC and She basic

thrust subsystem technology effort was concentrated at uhe LeRC.

Focused Technology Program

Until 1974, the primery propulsion technology program ac

LeRC had concentrated on compon_mts. Like the auxiliary

pro_Islon program, the princip_l emphasis was on the

thruster. The thruster technoloKy was aimed at increasing

the llfe and efficiency. The power processing technology

was concentrating on reducing weight and Increasin_ effic-

iency.

, I

i

k
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2.3

Without a clear mission in sight and with _otal program

resources reduced, OAST and LeRC agreed that they would

structure a focused technology program aimed at being

technology ready for the user Centers in 1979. This

program was to look at all of the elements in a thrust

subsystem as defined in 3.0. The supporting c_mponents

were to be developed around the so-called baseline 30cm

thruster. Decisions were to be made as to a specific

power processor type and thermal control approach, and

the elements were to be integrated into the smallest

optimum buildfn_ block above the thruster level. The BIMOD

engine system described in 4.0 resulted. As the technology

ready program matu. ed, the technology ready date was moved

to the end of FY 1980.

The decision to focus the technolopy ready program around

the BIMOD engine svstem was not apparent at the inception

of the program. The attributes of such an approach became

apparent as the design alternatives and programmatic

advantages were explored. The next sections discuss the

vehicle level requirements and system features of the

concept.

Vehicle Level Design Crlteria

Why are the thrusters here? 14hv are the power processors

there? Why are _he radiators so lon27 What goes in this

q

I
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2.3.1

big empty spa:e? These are questions that are asked by

almost everyone when they first see the engine syste_

described in section 3.0. The ansvsrs to these questions

£ie in an understandin,_ of the top level vehicle desian

requirements described below,

The dominant feature of a SEP vehicle is the solar array.

Based on packin_ density of 100 _acts per m 2 and an aspect

ratio of five to one, then a single winR of a two wing

25Kw array has the dimensions of 5 meters by 25 meters.

The vehicle center body on the ocher hand is typically

less than 2 meters in wLdth. Figure 2.3-I shows the

basic vehicle conflgura_:ion assumed for these studies.

When compared with the _!arlner Encke Spacecraft proposed

by Duxbury in figure 2,3-2, it can be seen that the

basic configuration has _emained essentially unchanged

after innumerable studies of alternate concepts (reference

2.6.8). If we examine these designs, the top level con-

figuration reouirements become apparent.

Solar Array/Vehlcle Articulation

Requirement: A rotating joint shall be provided through

the vehicle cente_ body to provide solar array articulation

about the lon@i_udinal axis of each solar array wing.

It can be shown that a single degree of freedom between

! 0

!

&

i
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2.3.2

the solar array and vehlcle center body is necessary and

sufficient to allow the solar array face to be sun track-

ing and to allow the thrust vector to point in any

direction in inertial space. By rolling the total vehicle

and articulating the solar array shaft with respect to the

center body, all of the required thrust beam cone and

clock angles can be achieved to perform both planetary

and Earth orbits] missions.

Structure

Requirement: The structural loads associated with the

chemical boost phase of the launch seauence shall be

carried in a launch tower or exoskele_al structure

capable of being separated from the BEP vehicle during

SEP thrusting phases of the mission.

Requirement: The SEP vehicle shall have its mass con°

centrated near the launch tower pick up points.

The typical launch seauence for SE_ sho_ in figure

2.3.2-1 is: Shuttle launch to low Earth orbit, IUS burn

to Earth escape, and SEP separation, deplov_ent and low

thrust burn for several years. The launch loads from the

Shuttle and IUS are large compared with the micro-g's

resulting from the SEP thrusters. The SEP structure need

only be strong enough to support launch loads that must

be carried through it during the chemical boost phase of

4
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2.3.3

the mis=ion. A launch tower or axoskeletal approach to

the structural design _Ives a 1011 weight advantage over

an approach that carries launch loads through that portion

of the structure and remains for the low thrust phase.

A further weight savings is enjoyed in the SEP structure

if the mass is concentrated near the adaptor tower/vehic|e

structure pick up points.

Center of Pressure/Center of Mass Control

Requiremen_: The center of pressure (CP) and center of mass

(CM) sha_l be maintained coinctdant throu8hout the flight.

For SEP veh'.cles, the center of pressure resulting from

the solar flux is _ssentially determined by the solar

array. The relatively dense center body determines the

center of mass. The center of pressure ar.d center of mass

must be coincident in order to avoid steady state distur-

bance torques. Steady state disturbance torques can be

handled in the short run with momentum wheels. But for

the typical 25Kw SEP vehicle, the NASA standard momentum

wheel will ssturate in less than one day for only a few

centimeters of CP/CM offset about the pitch axis Planetary

missions require periods of "quiet" coast which preclude

operating the ion thrusters or any other mass expulsion device

that would be required to unload the momentum wheels and main-

tain attitude control.

2-13



2.3.4

A number of potential solutions to this problem exist,

The initial design can be controlled but this makes the

design peculiar to a given payload. It also requires that

the mercury propellant be stored and expended in such a

fashion chat no center of mass travel is experienced. The

center of mass can be controlled actively by placing part

of the payload on an Astromasc type extension mechanism

and moving it in and ouc to crLm the center of mass

position. The center of pressure can be controlled by

developing reflector vanes either from _he center body or

from the solar arrays. A method proposed by Jim Stevens

from JPL is perhaps the bess method. Stevens' me hod is

based on a variable swept wing concept that is implemented

with _imple flexures and a single jack screw located at

the Junction of the two solar array wing shafts inside

the center body. 3Cereus' method of wing sweep a11ows for

large variations in the initial CH position and for large

CM travel due to asynunetrical consumption of expendables

during the mission.

Heawy Component Locations

Requirement: The heavy components and especially the

mercury propellant tanks shall be located as near to the

location of the solar array shaft axis as possible.

This is a derived requirement from 2.3.2 and 2.3.3.

q
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2.3.5 Thruster Locations

Requirement: The thrusters shall be located as far aft

of the solar array shaft axis as possible.

There are three reasons foz this requirement. The first

reason is to minimize thruster glmbal requirements, the

second reason is to insure clearance between the root

section of the solar array and the thruster exhaust beam,

and the third reason is to maximize the distance between

the thrusters and the payload.

The typical outbound mission for SEPS will end up with

only a sufficient amount of electrical power to operate

one or two thrusters. Since, in general, the thrusters

are not pointed through the center of mass when they are

all operating or operating in pairs, they must be gimbaled

through the center of mass if they are to be operated as

singles. When one considers the practical geometry of a

vehicle with as many as I0 thrusters, the gimbal angles can

become quite large. Movin_ the thruster aft reduces the

required gimbal angle.

The thruster plume is generally considered to be bound

by a half cone angle of 55 ° . When one adds the required

glmbal angles menCloned above plus a _mall amount for

attitude control, it becomes apparent that the thruster

exhaus_ plane should be kept aft of the end of the root

2-15
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2.3.6

section of the solar array. This amounts co, 2.5 meters

aft of the solar array axis for the 25Kw class vehicle.

The thrusters .have inherent characteristics (e.g. E,'!C.

magnetic momen=s, plume and efflux emissions) that are

potentially a source of concern to science payloads. It

can he stated [hat v:irh the thrusters mounted as far aft

as possible and with the science mounted as far forward as

possible, the interactions will be minimized.

Thermal Radiator Location

Re__quirev.ent: A sufficient amount of radiator area shall

be provided norr.'al to the sun direction to dissipate the

waste heat from the gEP power processors.

Since the ._olar 4rrav._ ;:re '_un .-ointin_-. and the arrays are

connected ro the vehicle tearer body by a sln)_le degree

of treedo_ .ioint. th_,n there are two side_ of the x'ehlcle

c¢_rl[t-_" hodv _}_.,1[ cill" ill.'[ /IS _';IdJ/I[ol'. Thl'v ;lt'v Lht* sides

facin.e the root st, c'_ ions of '.he sol;iv a_rav wita._,s.

The question ol ,.,'!,.c:!-cr the :'.idiator should be single sided

or double sided d,.,,_ct_d._ o11 how ollt' il_tt,1"prvts t'hc require-

ment. If. in f,lc: . "hc s_,lav ar'r;_vs are _:':lintained precise-

iv normal :o the .qtlP. :!:lO_l)'.h,_tl'. lht' :',is_',on, then a double

sided r:l,ti.ltor :,.,u:ld !:4re a mass ,Idvnnta_:e over a sill.stle

.qidt, d ra_liaror ;is propo.qt, d in _his desi!_n manual, t,owe\,er

if the vehicle '>o_u', i1_' is nc_t held ,_reci._elv either for

'-!t_
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convenience or for improved performance, then the single

sided radiator proposed in section 3.0 has dlstinct

functional advantages. For some engine out situations,

a "slipped" or "crabbed" flight attitude provides a more

optimum thrust vector. For a reacquisition maneuver,

when the spacecraft is generally disoriented, at least

one radiator side would be nen-_un facing. This would

allow thruster start up and SEP thrust vectoring for the

reacQuisitlon maneuver.

Thermal Radiator Area

Requirement: A sufficient amount of radiator area shall

be provided to dissipate the waste heat from the power

processors when the vehicle is operating over the required

AU range. This is obvlouslv a mission dependent require-

ment.

The radiator are_ is fixed by the amount of w_ste heat and

the desired temperature of the electronic components in the

power electronics. The temperature of the electronics is

determined bv the reculred system reliability, parts type

and thermal control characteristics and conduction path

characteristics in the electronic packaging. The actual

dimensions or aspect ratio of the radiator area is not

entirely an independent variable when one considers all of

the constraints mentioned above. The x._id_h of the radiator

can be at least as wide as the minimum center to center

2-17
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distance between thrusters. This distance, in turn, is

governed by the thruster/glmbal clearance requirement.

Once the area and width are determined, the length is

then determined. Foz the hardware considered in this

design manual, the aspect ratio was about optimum for

a 6 thruster SEP vehicle.

System Features

The top level design requirements discussed in the previous

section are independent of the approach selected to develop

a SEP vehicle. The requLrements must be a¢cowmodated in

either a hivhly inteKrated approach or in a tot,fly modular

approach.

When the technology ready program was being formulated,

a number of system features were established as goals for

the vehicle desiFn point around which the technology pro-

gram was to be focused. These goals, which are listed

below, were based on the cultural heritage and experience

of the Lewis team and on their perceptions of USer needs.

FiRure 2.4-1 shows how the SEP vehicle was physically

divided into major subsystems of spacecraft (or mission/

science module or _ission/payload module) thrust subsystem,

and solar array. This and lower level architectural

design choices were made to satisfy the following goals.

_imple Interfaces

The goal for the thrust subsystem defined above was to have
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simple interfaces. The interfaces were to be comparable

to a conve_tionel propulsion system. Specifically, the

thrust subsystem should be structurally and thermally

autonomous, have a simple mechanical (bolt pattern)

interface and respond electrically to simple start/stop/

_imbal cor_nands. All complex intezfaces were to be inter-

nalized within their major subsystems.

Separate Technologies

The goal for the thrust subsystem was to separate and

internalize all of those technologies peculiar to electric

propulsion. This was also the _oal for the other two major

subsystems. By separating the technolo_iea, the major

subsystems could be developed at their own technological

pace and could benefit from separate a_encies and industries

that had specialized expertise.

A feature of this definition of subsystems is that the

thrust subsystem can be powered by alternate power

sources as they become available.

Mission Flexibility

Figure 2.4.3-1 shows that the thrust _ubsvstem itself is

modular. The BIMOD engine system is the fundamental

buildln_ block of the thrust subsystem in the focused

technoloRv proRram. Although the BIMOD does not have

interfaces that are as simple as the thrust subsystem, it

does contain most of the high technology s_sociated with
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2.5

electric propulsion. The use of the BIMOD allows for a

wide selection of propulsion options. Figure 2.4.3-2

show the range of options available to satisfy various

mission requirements. Still other optica_s using a

singie BIMOD are obvious.

Technological Flexibility

Figure 2.4.4-1 shows how the modular concept was carried

do_ to the power processor level. The experience of the

Lewis team in trying to accommodate technological chanse

into a complex component such as the power processor

drove the package design into modules that could be

functionally isolated. This also allowed other flexiSil-

ities in the manufacturabilitv, testability, and manage-

ability to be enjoyed on the "man sized" modules. Several

examples of the benefits of this approach have been

realized in the course of building hardware in the tech-

nology ready program

SEP Focused Technology Program Progress

The degree to which these design goals have been achieved

in the selected design approach is subjective. But the

early agreement to proceed on the BIMOD engine system as

the basic building block for SEP focused technology pro-

_ram has allowed us to make significant progress toward

technology readiness. Real problems have been identified

and solved. Technolopv _sp_ have been identified and

chan_es have been made to strengthen the program. The
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2.6.3

2.6.4

2.6.5

2.6.6

Ji IJ

program outputs should be invaluable to those responsl-

ble for flight hardware development.
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Figure 2.4-1 SEP Vehlcle HaJor SubsysteNs
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Figure 2.4.3-1 ModulariCy of Thrust Subsystem
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Functional _e_uirmnC8

1) The thrust subsystem shall provide the thrust required

for prime propulsion and attitude control of the vehicle

cousistent v_th the solar array power available, the

missiou specific impulse requirement, and the m_ealon

environment.

2) The thrust subsystem shall accept as its input power

the unregulated solar array voltaKe and current and con-

ve_t this power co provide the twelve resulaced power

outputs to satisfy ion thruster requirements.

3) The thrust subsystem shall respond to external control

requ_.red for normal and ogf normal thruster and power

processor operations. These f_nctions shall include

executing start sequences, executing throttle sequences,

correcting for anomalies, and processing power processor

_nterrupt siKuals.

4) The thrust subsystem shallhave the capability to store
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the mercury propellant load sufficient for the mission,

to supply the propellant co and array of multiple

thrusters over the required pressure range, and co

isolate the propellant from the thrusters during che

latmch environment.

5) The thrust subsystem shall in response co executive

level control, provide external disturbance torques

to unload the reaction wheels of the attitude and

articulation control subsystem.

6) The thrust subsystem shall provide the structural

support for its components and subassemblies and shall

be capable of sustaining Shuctle/IUS induced loads.

The thrust subsystem shall maintain its components and

__aesemblies within operational and non-operational

teuperature limLts.

q

d

' t

F_mccion81 Description

Electrical

The functional block diagram of the thrust subsystem

electrical system is shown £n figure 3.3.1-1. Unregu-

lated solar array power and regulated mission _odule

power are input co the power distribution unic £or dis-

tribucion co the eight power processors and ocher thrust

subsystem equipment. Each power processor converts the

unregulated power _utputs co satisfy the load require

manta of the 30-cm ion thrusters. _ercury is vaporizec

by heaters £n the thru_ccr and ionized in the dfscharze

chamber via mercury electron bombardment. The mercury
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Ions drift toward the screen and accelerator Srlde of

the thruster where they •re accelerated by the hlsh

volt•st between these 8rlds and •re exhausted •t • hIsh

velocity, producin s thrust.

Control of the vehicle is arranged in three levels.

k_lthin the mission module, the mission module computer

provides executive level coeRande to the thrust sub-

systeu. The propulsion section of the mission module

computer provides start, atop, and throttle level

co.ands to the thruster controller within the thrust

subsystem. The functions of the thruster controller

are to execute the stored alsorLthn8 to provide the

stsrtup, shutdown, or throttl£ns of the thruster desl K-

hated by the _tsslon module computer. The thruster con-

troller provides command synchronization and clock syn-

chronization to the pc_aer processor. In addit_on to

processin8 telemetry data from the power processors.

the thruster controller receives interrupt flaKs gener-

ated by the power processor and takes corrective actions.

The third level _f control £s at the power processor

level. The power processor provides the resuletion and

control of its twelve supplies, Kenerates an interrupt

flee for certain out of limit conditions, recycles follow-

in s thruster arcs, and provides an emergency shutdown.

To perform the attitude control function, the simbal

electronics within the thrust subsystem receives power
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s£pals froe, the misslonmodule co drive the pair of

actuator motors for each thruster slmba$. Angle resol-

vers on th_ shaft axes of the gimbals provide dlrecc

position ±nformaCiou through the glmbal electronics co

the mission module computer.

As desc:Ibed in the following sections, the thrust sub-

system is divided into two :ypes of subassemblies. These

subassemblies are the BIHOD engine systems and the Inter-

face module, The elec_rLcal block diagram ac the BIHOD

level is shown in fisure 3.3.1-2 and the electrical

block diagram fnr the interface module in figure 3.3.1-3

S_ctions 4.0 throush 7.0 and 10.0 through 12.0 should

be consulted for further detail.

Mechanical

The configuration of the thrust subsystem is shown in

figur_ 3.3.2-1. The thrust subsystem comprises four

BIMOD engine systems and an in_erface module. Each

BIHOD contains _wo thrusters and thruster gimbals and

two power processors which conduct _heir waste heat to

a common thermal control system (fig. 3.3.2-2). The

B_MODs are attached to the interface module at four

mounting polnts as described in Section 4.0. Adjacen_

BIMODs are attache_eyla struts near the thruster ends

of the BIMOD truss.

The interface module contains the two mercury propellant

tanks and propellant distribution components, power dis-
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tributlon _m£t, thruster controller, and 8iubal electron-

£©e.

The___._nm1

The BIHOD ensIne systems and the interface module ere

thermally autonomous assemblies. Thermal control for

the power processors is provided by the heat pipe/radi-

ator subassemblies of each BIHOD. Insulation blankets

ere placed between the thrusters and the BZHOD cruse

to maintain the proper thruster thermal environmenc and

shield the back of the BZHOD radiators from solar ilium-

£nation (see fi 8. 3.3.3-1). Insulation blankets are

placed on the end8 of the thrust subsystem. There are

no blankets however between adjacent BIMODs. Section

9.0 should be consulted for further detail on the :hermal

control for the BZMOD.

J

i
I

The interface module exterior is wrapped with insulat£on.

All thermal blankets on the exterior of the thrust sub-

systems are constructed to provide protection from meteor-

£te and cometary dust. As desc_tbsd In Sections 10.0 and

14.0, the Interface module electronics are mounted to

radiators. Supplementary heaters are used to provide

the proper thermal environment for the mercury propell-

ant tanks.

Interface Definition

Electrical

The electrical Interfaces between the thrust subsystem

and mission module are identified fn figure 3.3.1-3,
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The thrust 8ubsystm shall aalntaln isolation of all

Interface circuits from structure. The thrust subsystem

electrical interface shall contain all sisnal functions

ac a single interface point, including tmbillcal func-

tions, if any. The number of interface connectors is

TBD, buc each connector shall be keyed or sized co pre-

vent improper mtlng arrangement.

Solar Array Power

The solar array configuration unit of the mission module

will provide nominal 200 to 400 V dc power co the power

distribution unic of the interface module. The battery

bus will provide power through eleven separate circuits:

Eight circuits to the PDU for the eisht power processors;

one circuit Co the PDU co provide heater power, mercury

solenoid valve pulse, and siJbal electronics; and one

circuit to each of the thruster controllers.

Mission Module Computer

The mission module computer will provide commands to

and receive telemetry from the thruster controller and

the thruster simbal eleccronics in the interface module.

The Interface to the mission module computer from the

chruscer controller shall be through a first-ln, first-

ouC buffer memory which limlcs the data transfer race

to TBD bps and provides noise filtering. The buffer

memory is connected Co the mlssionmodule computer bus

via a bus adapter unit. The interface £:rc_n the gimbal

electronics is similar to _hat for the thruster controller.

3-9
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3.4.2

3.4.3

3.5

3.5.1

3.5.1.1

3.5.1.2

3.5.1.3

Machanlcal

The thrust subsystem shall be mated co the mission

module at the ten mouncins points as shown in figure

3.3.2-1, LeRC Drawing CR 622760, Thrust Subsystem

Interface Control Drawing (also included in applicable

document 5.8.1).

Thermal

The thermal interface between the thrust subsystem and

the mission module shall be the multilayer insulation

blanket placed across the top of the interface module

as shown in fisura 3.3.3ol.

Performance Description

Propulsion

Thrust l_anicude

For the solar array power input Into the power discrl-

butlon unlc the thrust subsystem shall be capable of

producing the nominal thrust and specific impulse in

table 3.5.1.1-1 for each of the eight thrusters. Sec-

tions 5.0 and 5.0 should be consulted for detailed per-,

formance information on the thruster and power processor.

Throcclin_

Each thruster shall be capable of operating over the

standard operacin 8 envelope identified in figure 3.5. I.2-1.

Scarcu_

The t.hrust subsystem shall be cajable of starClng the

thruster and providing stable operation ac 0.75 amp beam

curzent within a nominal time of 43 minutes from start

3-10
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3.5.1.5

3.5.2

3.6.2

of thruster preheat.

Shutdown

I) The thrust subsystem shall be capable of providing

a normal shutdown of the power processor into a s:andby

mode within TBD minutes.

2) The thrust subsystem shall remove a faulted load

from the unregulated bus in less than 1 second and fro_

_he regulated bus within 0.i seconds.

Lifetime

._

Each thruster/power processor combination shall be

capable of providing operation equivalent to 15 000

hours when operated at 2 amp beam current.

Thrust Hagnitude Variation

Thrust magnitude errors are TBD.

Thrust Vector Control

The thrust subsystem shall be capable of providing

thruster glmbal travel angles of +35 o about the y-axis

and TI6° about the x-axls as defined in figure 3.3.2-2.

Physical Characteristics and Constraints

Mass

The estimated mass of the thrust subsystem is 708.7 kg.

This includes four BIMODs at 137.5 kg and the interface

module at 158.7 kg. A mass breakdown of the BIHOD and

interface module is given in tables 3.6.1-1 and 3.6.1-2.

Powe_._..Er

The unregulated and regulated power required of the

mission module by the power distribution unit shall not

3-11
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3.6.4

exceed the estimated values given in table 3.6.2-1.

Environmental

The thrust subsystem shall be compatible with the

structural and thermal design criteria identified in

Sections 9.0 and 14.0.

Confisuration

The configuration of the thrust subsystem is defined

by LeRC Drawing CF 638168 (see £ig. 3.3.2ol and appli-

cable document 3,8.1).

Development History

Research and Technology

Solar electric propulsion technology programs related

to the 30 cm thrust subsystem have been on going since

the late 1960's. Until the mid-1970's the efforts at

LeRC were primarily related to thrusters and power pro-

cessors. As explained in the development history sect-

ions on the thruster and power processor, the 30 cm

thruster technology was derived from the SERT II tech-

nology. Parallel contract efforts were couducted for

bridge inverter and series resonant inverter power pro-

cessors until 1975. The series resonant inverter approach

was first sponsored by the NASA Electronics Research

Center (ERC) and also by JPL for the 20 cm thruster be-

fore LeRC initiated contracts for the 30 cm power pro-

cessor breadboards. Documentation for electric pro-

pulsion related work conducted by LeRC both in-house

and on contract is identified by year in applicable docu-
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menc 3.8.2,

In parallel with the component technology ac LeRC, JPL

had responsibility for solar electric propulsion system

technology from the late 1960's to 1975. Reference docu-

ment 3.1.i provides a description of that work. Mission

and application stldies were also conducted by JPL during

this time period (see reference documen:s 3.1.2 and 3.1.3).

Also, Marshall Space Flight Center was conducting feasi-

bility studies for a SEP stage (see reference documen:s

3.1.4, 3.1.5, and 3.1.6).

Advanced Systems TechnoloRy Program

The Advanced Systems Technology (AST) program was con-

ducted in 1973 and 1974 by MSFC, 2PL, and LeRC. Drawing

upon the component and systems technology efforts ac

the three centers, this activity focused on the definit-

ion and integration of SEPS wich a planetary spacecraft

The concept of a thrust subsystem evolved during this

activity. Most of the SEPS vehicle design drivars dis-

cussed in Section 2.0 were recognized and established

during the AST Program. _n addition to these design

criteria, the major outputs of the AST Program were

functional, interface, and performance requirements for

the thruster and power processor. Reference documents

3.1.7 and 3.1.8 should be consulted for some of the AST

results. Trade of£ s_udies near the end of the AST

program lead to the decision to package the power pro-

cessor for compatibility with a variable conductance heat

3-13
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pipe radiator thermal control subsystem (reference docu-

ment 3.1.9).

Focused Technology Readiness Program

Upon the completion of the AST program in October, 1974,

a focused technology readiness program was established

by OAST at LeRC. The objective of this program has been

to develop the technology for thrusters, power processors,

thermal control, propellant system, and thrust vector

system. The technology readiness goal is to identify

and provide solutions for critical engineering problems

such that system performance, interface requirements,

and constraints will be defined to the point where appli-

cation of the technology can be accomplished with known

and acceptable risk. A description of the technology

program is contained in applicable document 3.8.3.

The system and configuration dependent cequirements on

the above component technology were specified as a result

of the thrust subsystem definition and Jesign process

continuing at LeRC since 1975. A thrust subsystem was

defined which contained the above technology elements

and supporting structure to provide a physical identity,

The configuration was governed by the design criteria

discussed in Section 2.0. The interfaces were chosen

such that they could be simply specified, controlled

during the development program, and verified during the

test program. The selected thrust subsystem definition

and interfaces with the solar array and mission space-
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craft internalized all the high technology and function-

ally interactive elements within the thrust subsystem.

The design process examined various approaches to a

thrust subsystem with physical modules containing thrust-

er(s), power processor(s), thermal control, propellant

storr%e and distrib_tlon, and thruster gimbals (reference

documents 3.1.10 and 3.1.11). The objectives were to

create a modular thrust subsystem having six, eight,

or ten thrusters. This would yield mission flexibility

and enhance the ability to assemble and test the thrust

subsystem. The selected configuration, called a BIMOD

engine system, is described in Section 4.0. The BIMOD

engine system has been under development a= LeRC since

mid-1976 and represents the highest integration level

output from the OAST t_chnology program. As discussed

in 4.7, the BIMOD design, power processor package design,

and thrust subsystem design were parallel efforts. The

BIMOI, provided the physical configuration to focus the

design and development of the power processors, thermal

control system, and thruster gimbal sysuem.

As the BIMOD engine system development has proceeded,

thrust subsystem definition studies have continued to

refine the interfaces between the thrust subsystem and

SEPS and to verify that the thrust subsystem performance

and mass meets the mission requirements
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3.8.2

3.8.3

3.8.4

System Studies

The major system studies conducted wlCh JPL and MSFC

since the AST program have been the "August Project"

during 1977, and the JPL/LeRC Comet/Ion Drive Develop-

ment Project during 1978. Although the "August Project"

was for a higher power and specific impulse system, some

of the system design and conflgurat%on information was

used to refine the thrust subsystem design. Documentat-

ion for the thrust subsystem part of this activity is

presented in reference document 3,8.2.

During the JPL/Le_C Comet/Ion Drive Development Project,

a mission and system design was established for the Halley

comet flyby/Tempel 2 rendezvous mission using the BI_D

as a baseline. The results of this study are given in

applicable documents 3.8.4 and 3.8.5.

Applicable Documents Enclosed

Thrust Subsystem Drawing List. NASA Lewis Research

Center, Hay 1979.

Reports and Papers Pertaining _c Elec_rosta_ic Propulsion.

NASA Lewis Research Center staff and contractor reports

from 1958 to 1978.

DePauw, James F.: Prime Propulsion Technology Readiness

Program. NASA Lewis Research Center, Solar Electric

Propulsion Office, July 1978.

Comet/Ion Drive Mission and Flight System Design Repolc.

Volume [It-Mission Requirements and Description. Jet

Propulsion Laboratory. September 1978.
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3.8.5 CoBet/Ion Drive Htsmton and Flight Sylte_ Design Report.

Volume IV-Flight Symtem Requirements and Description.

Jet Propulsion Laboratory. October 1978.
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4.2 Functlona_ Lequlrements

I) T_: B_MOD engine sy6tem shall convert unregulated

solar array power into thrust.

2) The BTMOD engine system shall accept regulated bus

power to support Its housekeeping functions.

3) The _',IM_D engine system shall respond to external

control required for hemal and off normal thruster

and power processor ope'-atlons. These external con-

trol f_actlon8 shall Include executing thruster start,

stop. and throttle sequences, correctlng for anomalies.

and proc_ssln$ power processor interrupt slgn&ls.

4) The BIMOD engine system upon ezterrutl command shall

provide _ axle simballlnS of Ion thrusters.

S) _e BIHOD i, nsine system shall distribute mercury

propellant t'o the Ion thrusters,

6) The BYHOD engine system shall maintain all components

wlthLn operatlonal and non-operatlonal temper3ture

limits.

7) The BIMOD engl.e system shall provide structural

support £or its components and subassemblies.



", r

4.3

4.3.1

4.3.1.1

4.3.1.2

_cttoaal Do•crlption

Electr£cal
T

General

The BINOD electrical system •hall be comprised of L_o

paver processors, two thrusters, t3Jo thruster gimbal

systems, and tvonercurypropellant valves (figure 4.3.1-I).

Potmr Processor

Each paver processor shall receive 200 to 400VDCpmmr

from the power di•trlbuclonunlt of the Interface module

and convert this Fever to the Cvelve power supply outputs

required to operate a thruster. This conversion shslI be

eccompX£shed by • silicon controlled rectifier (set)

series resonar, t inverter for the screen mud accelerator

supplies, an SCR series resonant inverter for the dis-

chars• supply, and • transistor serle• resonant inverter

wlth nine output resulscors for the remaining supplles.

Control of the twelve supplies to execute scars, stop, and

throttle _unctlo_s shall be accompllshed by set point com-

mands from the thruster controller In the Incer£acemcdule.
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Telemetry date shall be obtPtned by telemetry commnds

from the thruster controller. The power processor shall

automatically control the beam current, discharse voltage,

and neutrallzer keeper voZtase of the thruster by means

of feedback control Zoops.

4.3.1.3

The power procussor sh811 a18o rece£ve 73 to 33 VDC power

from the power d£strtbutionun£t for its housekeepin_

supplies.

Section 6.0 should be consulted for ! complete description

of the power processor.

Thrustor

Each thrustor shall receive power suppl£ed by its power

processor and convert tc into thrust. Mercury is vaporized

by heaters in the thruster and then ionized in the dis-

charge cha_e_. The mercury ions drift Coward the screen

and grid where they are accelerated by the high voltage

between the screen and accelerator grids and are exhausted

4-8
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4.3.1.4

4.3.1.5

at a hish velocity, producini thrust. Electrons are added

co the ezl_ausC besa to nautraliTe £t.

Section 5.0 should be consulted for a complete description

of the thruster.

Thruster Cimbal

The direction of chs thrust vector shall be changed by

$imballius the thrusters. Each 8tmbal shall be driven

by t_ao stepper motors and its orientation derived from

two reaolvers. The $1mbale xhall be controlled by

commands from che m_sa£onmodule computer.

Section 7.0 should be consulted for a complete description

of the _£mbal.

Hercury Propellant.Valve

Hercury propellant flow to each thruster shall be turned

on and off by a mercury propellant valve. The valve

shall be a latchins type solenoid valve where pulains

one coil opens the valve and pulsing the ocher coil

closes the valve. It _s anticipated chat all valves will

4-9



be commanded open via ground command at the beginning o£

the mission and rill be left in the open position.

Section 13,0 should be consulted for a complete description

of the mercury propellant valve.

Mechanical

Ceneral

The BIHOD Is an integrated assembly of two power processors,

two thrusters, two thruster glmbals, a heat pipe/radlator

subassembly, and supporting s:ructure. As shown in

figure 4.3.2.1-1. the two power processors are mounted

to two heat pipe evaporator saddle assemblies. The heat

pipes extend to remote space radiators which are attached

Co the power processors and are supported by an aluminum

truss. The base of the truss is mounted to the four

colu_ms on the sides of the power processors. The thruster

and thruster gimbals are motmCed Co the far end of the

truss. Harnessing and mercury propellant feed lines and

valves are supported along the trues.
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4.3.3.2

Section 9.0 should be consulted fo_ more detail on the

BII,IOD structure.

Thermal

General

The required temperature environments of the BIMOD com-

ponents shall be maintained by a combination o_ varlable

conductance heac pipes, radiators, mulcilayer insulation,

and heaters.

Power Processor

The two power processors are e_mted co opposite sides of

two heat pipe evaporator saddle subassemblies and are

_rceppad with a mul_lla_er insulation blanket. An exploded

view og £1sure 4.3.2.1-1 is provlded in figure 4.3.3.2-i

wblch shows the assembly of the po_er processors and heac

pipe saddles. Three heat pipes are embedded in each

evaporator saddle, with one heat pipe a reduudaut pipe.

The mouuting arrangement of the heat pipes within the

saddle allows for heat dissipated from either power pro-

cessor to be distributed co both heat pipe radiators.

q

PJw
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4.3.3.3

4.4

4.4.1

4.4.1.1

Thruster/Thrvster Oimbal

Multilayer i_sulation is placed between the thruster and

thruster gimbal motors to provide the proper thermal envi-

ronment for each and to prevent solar flux from impinging

on the bac9 of the radiators.

Section 8.0 should be :onsulted for more detailed infor-

mation on the heat pipes and Section 9.0 for the thermal

control subsystem.

Interface Definition

Electrical

Po_,er Distribution

The power distribution unit in the interface module will

provide the required unregulated and regulated power co

operate each BIMOD.

a) The power distribution unit will provide nominal

200 to 400 VDC power to each power processor.

t) The power distribution unit will provide 23 to 33 VDC

power to the housekeeping supplies of the power pro-

ces_ors and to the mercury propellant valves

.%
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t,.4.1.2

4.4.1.3

_.4.2

c) The power distrlbutlon unit will provide excitation

voltages of TBDVDC to the BIMOD temperature and

pressure transducers. Transducer outputs signals will

be conditioned and formatted by the power distribution

unit.

Gimbal Electronics

The gimbal electronics in the interface module will provide

the drive signals of 23 to 33 VDC to operate the glmbal

stepper motors and will provide Ii VAC, 400 Hz power at

.05A current to each glmbal angle resolver.

Thruste" Controller

The thruster controller in the interface module will pro-

vide col_nands to and receive telemetry from each power

processor as described £n applicable document 4.8.1,

Command and Telemetry Codes of Power Processors for the

30cm Ion Thruster.

l.icchanical

The BIHOD will be mounted to the interface module truss

at the four mountln& points as shown on LeRC Drawing

CF 638168. BIMOD Thrust Module Inter£ace Control Drawin 8.

(applicable document 4.8.2).
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4.4.3

4.4.4

4.5

4.5.1

4.5.1.1

Thermal

A multilayer insulation blanket placed across the top of

each B_MOD will assure thermal isolation between the

BIMOD and the interface module.

Propellanu

Mercury propellant t_nks within the interface module will

distribute mercury to the ion thrusters through individual

distribution lines in _he BIMOD. Field joints will be used

in the distrlbutlo_ lines between the BIMOD and the inter-

face module.

Performance Descriptlo_

Propulsion

Thrust Magnitude

The BIMOD shall be capable of providing the nominal thrust

and specific impulse as a function of input power listed

in table 4.5.1.1-1. The corresponding performance at the

thruster and power processor level is listed in

table 4.5.1.1-2.
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4.5.1.2

4.5.1.3

4.5.1.4

4.5.1.5

Throttlln£

I) The BIIdOD shall be capable of chrottllng each thruster

over the thruster voltage - current envelope identi-

fied in figure 4.5.1.2-1.

2) Throttlin E within this envelope shell be at beam

current increments of .IA within 30 seconds and shall

be in a dlreccion thaC does not result in exceeding

syscem input power llmlts.

Startup

The BIMOD shall be capable of starting the thruster and

providing stable operation at .75A beam current within a

n_mlnal time of 43 minutes from start of thruster preheat.

Shutdown

The 51MOD shall be capable of provldln E a normal shutdown

of the power processor into a standby mode within TBD

minutes.

Lifetime

Each thruster/power processor combination shall be capable

of providing operation equivalent to 15.000 hours when

operated at 2 amp beam current.

%
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4.5.1.6

4.5.2

4.6.2

46.3

4.6.4

Thrust Magnitude Variation

Thrust magvitude errors are TBD.

Thrust Vector Control

The BIHOD shall be capable of providing thruster gimbal

travel angles of +35 O about the y axis and _16 ° about the

x axis as defined In figure 4.3.2.1-1.

Physical Characteristics and Constraints

Mass

The estimated mass of the BIMOD im 137.5kg. A breakdown

of the BIMOD mass is listed in table 4.6.1-1.

Power

The power required of the power distribution unit by the

BIMOD shall not exceed the estimated values given in

table 4.6.2-1.

Environmental

The BIHOD shall be compatible with the structural and

thermal design criteria identified in Section 9 0.

Configuration

_le configuration of the BIMOD is defined by Le_C drawing

CF b38168. _IMOD Tbrus': Module Interface Cont,_ Drawin#,

( _;_p]_ca_le document 4 6.2)
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Davelolment Nletor 7

Backlround

As discussed Ln Section 3.7, the BI]qOD concept was developed

tn 1975. The concept evolved from eu earlier one which

incesrated • sinSle power processor, thruster, thruster

S£mbal, heat p£pe/radtator/louver thetmsl control, pro-

pellent tank, and structure £nto • s£nElemodule (see

reference document _.I.I). SterrlnjS in late 1975, • trade-

off stud7 was conducted •c the enStne system level £n

psrellel with the functional model power processor destsn

and thrust subsystem deftn£tion activities. The B13qOD

w&e selecte4 in mid 1976 over eve compettz_ concepts

prtumrily because of the thermal redundancy £nhorent £n

the dee£Sn. (Reference document 4.1.2 and &.l.3). There

yes little difference tnumes monk the three concepts,

Detailed deetsn of the BIMOD continued ac • low level

chrouzh 1977. Procurement end fabr_caClon of lone lead

it.s occurred tn 1978.

Current ProRram

A mess slmulatlon model of the BIHOD has been completed

and is ready to enter vlbratlon testlnK (see flgure 4.7.2-I).

The =ass of the BIMOD stmulatLon model £s £n close asree-

meet with the mass estimates given in teble &.6.1-1. The

live BIHOD will be assembled in July 1979. Upon complet£on

of assembly, the BIHOD rill enter • test program which will

%
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1) obtain ensineer£ns data on the BIMOD destsn, perfor-

wnce, and interfaces; end 2) clutracterize the inter-

feces that are unique to ion drive. A s_ary of the

test program is given in table 4.7.2-1. A schecatic

of the test installation for the BIHOD test program is

given in fisure 4.7.2-2. Further detail may be f_und

in applicable docmnent 4.8.4, BIMOD Test Plan and in

Section 4.9.1, Engine System Test Facility.

4.8.2

4.8,3

4.8._

_opl£cable Docupe_;s Enclosgd

Co.and and Telemetry Codes of Power Processors for the

30 cm Ion Thruster, Revision 10. NASA Levis Research Center.

Solar Electric Propulsion Office, December 1978.

BIHOD Desi&n Dravin8 List. NASA Levis Research Center, May

1979.

BIHOD Ground Support Equipment Drevinl_ List, NAS/_ Lewis

Research Center. Hay 1979.

Ion Drive BINOD Thrust Idodule Test Plan. _ASA Lc_'is l_,esvar_h

Center, Solar Electric Propulsion Office, November ]9T$
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4.q.1.1

Ground Support Equipment

Enztna Syat,,em, Teat Fa¢ilitj

The Engine System Teac Facil£ty provides the eapabillti_

required]to test SEP engine systems under simulatedatssion

cond£tiOna for the teat confisurat£on *dentifiad in figure

4.7.2.2, The facil£ty also Includes the capabilltlea

necessary for teat£n& and intesrating subsystem elements

such &a ion thrusters and power processors. These capa-

bilities _nclude vacuum in the 10 .6 to 10 "7 tort range,

thermal envlrorment from liquid nitrogen temperature to

the equivalent thermal input of i sun, DC power at

300 _100 volts and 28 +5volCs, and centralized date

collection, processing, and display.

VacuunYeciltt_ Description

The Ensine System Test FacLltty is a part of the Electric

PropuXsion Laboratory of the Levis Research Center which

was destaned for caseins ion and plasma thrusters, _pace-

craft and other equipment in simulated space environments.

Reference document 4 1.4 details the laboratory as iC va_

configured in 1965. The Laboratory Operatlons BuiXding

houses t_o sp_ce-env_ronment tanks plus _uxi!lary and

test equipment and shop support facilittes. _he larger

of the two tanks - Tank 6 - houses the Engine System Test

Facility. This tank, shown in figures 4,9.1.1-I and

_.9.1.I-2, is 7.6 meters (25 feet> in diameter by 21.3 meters

4-19
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(70 feet) lo_6. Non_l preoeure in the tank with thrustere

running range_ from 2xl0 "6 to 2x10 "? torr. Reference document

&.1.4 contains detailed tnfor_stion on the tank pumping

system, prem_ure instrumentation, and performance. The

test facility currently occupies the largest of the ports,

W-I, which is a 1eli Jar 3.1 meters (I0 fete) in diameter

and 3.1 meters long (figure 4.9.1.1-3). Tank 6 also

includes two .93 _ter (3 foot) d_ameter ports for Indivldual

thruster operat£onu and a number of small ports for thruster

component tests.
#

The W-1 bell Jar is separated from the main tank by •

3.1 meter (10 foot) diameter vacuum gate valve of stainless

steel construction. _he t_me required to raise or lower

the val_e is five minutes. Such isolation (also present

on other' Tank 6 tees facilities) permits rapid test hard-

ware cyclln$ vlthout disturbi_& other test operations

and without the need to brinR the main tank to atmosphere.

One work-day turn-arounds, including hardware Instaiia:ion

and/or removal, are not unconuBon.

The W-I bell Jar includes a liquid nitrogen coole_ h_ffle

as does the main chamber. The baffle-co_ered por_io_ of

the bell Jar wall is shown in cross-section in

figure 4.9,1.I-_. With full nitrogen _low to the baffle,

test hardware in the bell jar can be cooled to -191°C
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4.9.1.2

This tuq)erature is lhmitedby the presence of the room

temperature W-1 end cap. In addition, an available

_seten iodide lmmp bank can be installed in the lover

sector of the bell Jar to provide the equivalent thermal

input of I sun (1.4 I_/M).

Toot Hardware N_un,tinR

Tn the current conf16uratlon, test hardware in the W-I

bell Jar is mounted frou the 3.1 ueter end cap. This

a_rauEement provides convenieut access to the har_are

when the and cap is in the rolled back position. All

test tutrdware vacuun penetrations - for th. electrical

harnesses, the mercury propellant feedlLnem and power

processor coolant linsm - are carried on 8 .93umter

(3 foot) flanse mounted to the end cap. Yhls srransement

sho_m in fisure 6.9.l.1-3 srsatly simplifies the task of

moving test hardware into and out of the bell Jar end ales

facilltates hardware check-out and servlcln8 when the end

cap is In the rolled-back position. The and cap flange

currently contains thlrty-seven 10cm (4 inch) flanges which

actually carry the penetrations, an arrangement which pro-

vldes a hlgh degree of flexlbility, End ct,p modificatlons

are currently underway to increase the numbez o£ available

10cm flanges to seventy-nlne by the addition o£ s 33cm

(13 in_h) spool-piece carrying 24 small flanges and 8

new .93 meter flange wlth 55 small flanges.

4-2L
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4.9,1.3 _ee¢ _rdvare Acco_odations

Zn its present ecmfiguratLon, the W-1 bell Jar is able _o

sccomodate up to three BI,_ODs in the flight configuration.

FiBure 4.9.1.3-1 is a sketch of the end cap in the rolled-

back posltlon with 8 three BIHOD array installed on _he

supporting frame. As can be seen in the 4ketch, three

BIHODs would f111 the cross sect£on of the 3.1 meter

bell-Jar. The BIMODs would also fill the ava£1abie bell

Jar length. In the current test program, the llve BIMOD

wlll be located in the center bay. Testing of a thrust

subsystem with more than e£x thrusters or Integration

testing the interface module In the flight configuration

would requlre mod£f£catlon of the support frame and the

fscillty. Fac£11_y modiflcttlons could Includ_ the

addltlon of spool-p£eces to the bell Jar.

The W-I facility presently also includes support fixT,._o_

of two types for thrust subsystem component re_ti_ The

first is the 87MOD Simulator which is sho_ in _igu;'c

4.9.1.3-2 with two thruster mass models inqta11,.d an"

is located in the lower test bay. The S±mul_or _d_i,'

has the same v_lume of a live _:_OD consists c,f ,, re". :_" : ,

t
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4.9.1.4

eleetr©utc equip_mt bay and 8 support trues for L_o ion

thrusters. The equipment bay is 1.6 meters by I meter by

0.65 meters end is used for thermml/vecuum inteKretion

tesCln K of paver processors and thrusters. In addition

to thrusters end power processors, the BIMOD Simulator

Is else a test bed for mercury propellant solenold valves

and thruster stmbal sy.teas. The second type of W-1 Cast

fixture is a simple t_s structure for two 8£ubal-mounted

thrusters loeated in the upper truss bay.

The configuration of the end cap aupportin8 frame is

tdent£fitd in applicable doc_nent 4.8.3 as LoRC _rmJinS

CR 622730, k4apter Structure for Three Ensine Systems -

EPL Tank 6. The BIMOD Simulator is aescribed in lppl.'csble

document &.8.3 as LeRC Drevin8 CR 6227&0, BIHOD Simulator

for EPL Tank 6 Engine Systeu Test Stand.

Utilities

The W-1 facility provide_ the basic utilities necessary

for thrust subsystem and subsystem compone_ testing.

These utilities include meccury propella.t feed systems,

power processor cooling systems, DC input power for the

power processors, a thruster con=hand system and an auto-

matic data collectlon and processing system. Ocher, more

specialized utility requirements for specific tests are

not presently part of the facility.

¥
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1) Propellant Syatlm - Each of the propellant syscmas

for the six thrusters contains a single mercury

reservoir whlch is manifolded co provide indlvldual

feadllnes for the three thruster vaporizers. The

reservoir has a capacity of 17 kilosrame (38 pounds)

which is sufficient for approximscely 1100 hours of

thruster operation at £ul] power (2 amp beam). For

CesC purposes, each vaporizer feedllne Includes a

calibrated flow Cube for measuring propellant flow
rstes for each thruster vaporizer. Simple line changes

t the thruster permits fllghc-like operaClon of all

three vaporizers from a single propellant feedltne.

2) Coolln_ $_sCem - Power Processor coollng for 1lye

BIMOD thermal/vacuum casein 8 is furnished by the BIMOD

variable conductance heat plpe/radlator system vhlch

is described £n Section 8. However, for routine BZHOD

operacios_ and for indlvldual power processor CesClng,

the use of liquid cooling bachs provides greater oper-

ating flexibility and simplicity. For this purpose,

the power processor hea_ pipe saddles also contain

].jqnid coclin_ channels, Avallab]e cooling baths can

malnrai_ any desired power p_ocessor sadd]e temperature

£rom -IO°C to +_O°C.

3) I.n._))cPower The primary DC power system is required

Co furnish the power processor input power for _IHOD

operation in the Engine System Test FacillrV The

%



ay=_mu_st also support fastln i of Indlvld_.l ._owtr

processors in the same faclllty. Each power proeesmor

requlres a DC Input power channel of approxlmately

31_ at 300 _I00 volts and approximately i00 watts ac

28 _5 volts. (Specific input power requirements are

defined in Section 6.0). The power system described

below 18 presently under construction wlth completion

expected in August 1979. The W-l Primary Power

System provides six input power channels. At present,

four are tndependenc and two operate from a counon

powe_ bus. The two-channel bus can be operated in

either the bottom-Krounded (0 to +V ouC) mode or as

a center-tapped power source. Other povsr system

capabAliCies include separacins the BIMOD sinKle

point ground from the £acllity ground, inserting a

solar arra'y simulator into the power train, and

potentially us_nK an actual solar array for lc_ out-

put power BIHOD an_.'or individual power processor

testing.

The Primary DC Power System (f£_ure 4.9.I.4-I) consists

of power control, grounding control, and system idenc£-

_£cat_on/statu8 panels located in the Engine System

Test Facility Control Center; DC power supplies, AC and

DC control units, and the grounding electronics located

in the Power Cage; and the DC Power Patch located

q
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adjacent to c_e W-I bell Jar. An interlock syst_

is included primarily for personnel protection, but

it also provides limited hardware protection.

a) Power Control - The power control panel provides

ON/OFF control and output voltage setpolnts for each

of the six power channels Tne_e are three levels of

ON/OFF control. The hlghegt level is provided by a

total power sTsr_m F_rmi_sive (key lock) and emergency

shutdown. This is followed by OH/OFF control of the

AC input power to the DC power supplles of each power

channel. The final level Is the simultaneous appli-

cation of the 300 volt and the 28 volt power to a

power processor. NOTE: the _nterlock system (see

below) exercises pre-emptive control over the power

_-stem AC _.J DC contactors. The output voltages for

each power channel are set by potentio_eter adjustment

on the power panel. The power processor input voltages

and current_ for each power channel are monitored on a

digital panel meter, in addition, the 300 volt line of

each power channel incluHes a current shunt and meter

rel_y fer ever-curre_t pro_ection.

b) DC Power Supplies - The syste.n DC power is produced

by an assemblage of co_nercial DC power supplies: twc

Sorenson DCR300-35A supplies .(0 to 300 rolls, 0 _o %

amDs) operated in series for the two-channel, center-

Eappable bus; fo,ar Sor_n_on DCR6 600-18A suppl_es (C _

%
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600 volts, 0 Co 18 amps) for the four £ndependenC power

channels; and six Kepco JQE36-8 supplies (0 to 36 volts
i

0 to 8 amps) for the 28 volt input power. Any or all

of these supplies can readily be paralleled co provide

for larger capacity common bus operations. Also, the

solar array simulator (see below) can be inserted in

the power train of any of the channels, including

the two-channel co_on bus, and still retains the

output monitoring and over-current protection of

the channel(s). At present, only the two-channel

bus power supplles are isolated from fecility ground

for floating operation. The isolatlon capability

for these two channels is greater than 2 KV. The

remaining channels have only the equipment-standard

500 volts input-to-output isolation.

c) Power Patch All six power channels are terminated

at a patch panel located adjacent to the W-I bell jar.

There any channel may be connected to a BIMOD or

individual power processor located either in the bell

Jar for vacuum testing or in one of the air-testing

cages. The power patch also provides 300 volt and

28 volt _est points for oscilloscope monitoring of the

current and voltage waveforms on each power channel.

d) Grounding - In the W-I test facility, all system

elements are tie_ [o a single point ground, analogous

to spacecraft common. The bell jar test support fixture

%



(see Section 4 9.1.3) is subdivided into four electrically

isolated cieme:_t. _" ,'hi,_': ,,:, -:_:o iF.ela_._d fr_-.r' t).,_

facile,". "'_,, u!'?..r ,,.'" _' ....... c.:u=er "es:. '_'=_'."

(BIM09) tl-._ '_,,cr :,.:: ,,,' (..':IYO;,._:.,_,.ator). a:.:=

the suFIw,--: :_:_-_ct-Jrc _;,,c!-:_f "kese e%e_en:._ carries

its ow_ Independer, ._!n_Ic :oir.r Cr_',md L'n3er

_,enera] re._ _ oper_'io_.._. ".has.-(:;,_u_d_ '_re tie _. ",-,

' 4 !ZCl_\.7 t-^,.the facili:' trou,_,: :,v r,--_-!'. -.-'._s.,,

special test nurbo.ee_.. , each.. .,:i_-_.. e,_-,...,.. c_n be

separated fron_ f-,cilirv ;:rnu:'.d _nde:_e_ae_t_v. i-_o_e,'cr.

the facilit', does rec,,Jire _necial eenFit,,ratioxn ,ned the

inte:rlock _ _tev" T':'e ' c."r .=_':. "..V.. Ca._ -emr,tiv_' ¢orlt.rT. . . -(':" _'_

protect!an T;e ':-{ .... :_,ir_'_ :'"'_*TL _. ?,,_.r('' ,_! CT" .... _ ": ,

Stat'J," O[ the _:r,-undCp.L ir-er_.,_-vk,._ aT'..! ir.dic].te_ whE':

a single ,_oi',;: _r..,,:'::_J_ _cTa: .....-,d ft. .... ",.,.f-_ :" "

grcL,_,.!

po._q"! !e. ,." ..... , ........ .'. "
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censor. The third level £a the permissive for inolattn i

the single point grounds from facility ground.

Table 4,9.1.4-1 identifies these various interlock

levels and the conditions that invoke _hem. The status

of each interlock is displayed iu the Control Center.

f) ldenti_ication_ atuL - In the Control Cen_er,

the identiffcatio,,/statun panel defines all operational

engine systems by thruster number, the location of the

power processor supplying that thruster, and the

identity of the _ower channel being used. The engine

system identification coding is self-defined (carried

in the interconnecting harnesses) and incompletely

deigned systems are inoperative. Table 4.9.1.4-2

displays the elements available to fo_ the potential

engine system configurations by merely selecting one

from each column. The panel also displays the

operational status of each defined thruster system -

interlocks open or closed, power processor on or off,

and thruster on or off. The power system configuration

(bottom gruunded or center-tapped) is also displayed.

g) Solar Array Simulator - A solar array simulator

(SAS) is available to serve as the power system identi-

fied in figure 4.?.2-2. The _axiuu_ power range ts

from 150 to 7500 watts. This representsan open circuit

./
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voltage from 50 to 300 volts and a short circuit

current from 4 to 36 amps.

The SAS vollage-current characteristics closely

simulate that of an actual solar array. Four illum-

inated solar cells were used in series as the con-

trolled element in the SAS. The illuminated solar

cells provide a true solar cell characteristic and

permit the option o£ simulating changes in this

characteristic due to variations in solar intensity

and/or temperature of the solar array. This is

accomplished by changing the illumination and/or

temperature of the control cells.

The output impedance of the SAS closely approximates

that of an actual solar array. This is indicated by

the response time and the dynamic path of the output

to a step change in load closely approximating that

of an actual solar array.

The functional diagram of the complete circuit is

shown in figure 4.9.1.4-2. The output circuit oper-

ates as a dissipative voltage regulator which follows

the reference input to the open circuit voltage (Voc)

adjust control. The reference circuit generates the

V-I characteristic curve that drives the output regu-

lator. A voltage across shunt RI0 proportional to the

current in the output load is applied to the short

.'_

t
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circuit current (Isc) adjust control. The _sc adjust

control scales thls slsnal and applies it to the input

of amplifier AI. Al Is a variable load, across the

contro, solar cells, proportional to the current in

the output load. Amplifier A2 measures the voltage

across the solar calls and provides a reference

sisal to the output circuit proportional to this

voltage. This reference slsnal correspondz to the

requlrad output voltage for the spanlflad load

currant as defined by the solar array V-Z charactaris-

tic curve.

The schematic diagram of the output circuit is shown

in figure 4.9.1.4-3. Amplifier A3 is an integrator

and lumens function for the output circuit feed-

shock loop. The integrator also stabilizes the

loop. Aa_li£ier A4 inverts the signal.

The power output consists of four stages of current

amplification capable of delivering • load current

o£ 40 amps. Capacitor C8 is used to dampen internal

oscillations In these stages.

The present design of the SAS is contained in one

standard equipment rack except for the DC power sup-

ply. The bottom of the rack contains 40 water cooled

transistor modules; 7 driver modules and 33 output

_f
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modules. A typical module is shown in flgure 4.9.1.4-2.

Each module consists of a printed circuit board, a

0.31_ c_ chick water cooled copper heat sink, and i0

pardllel transistors with base and emitter resistors.

Each board has a fuse in both the base drive and

the emitter output lead. If a transistor £ails in

a shorted condition, these fuses open and remove

that board from the circuit. The syst_ will then

con=inue to operate on the remaining boards. The

upper portion of the rack contains the control

electronlcs and indicator lights that identify

blovn fuses.

The reference circuit schematic diagrm is s_own in

figure 4.9.1.4-4. The four solar cells in series

were 0.4 cm by 1.0 cm, N on P, 10 ohm-cm silicon

cells with a short circuit current rating of 10mA.

The cells were chosen for their lov value short

circuit current, their representative character-

istic curve, and their availability. Any type o_

solar cell can be used in the circuit, however, A1

must be capable o£ sinkinK the short circuit current

from the cells. The £our cells in series provide an

open circuit voltage of approximately 2.2 voles.

Solar cell illumination is provided by an incandescent

DC light source, variable in Intensity fro_ _r_o t_

F
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140uW/cm 2 on the cells. "The temperature of the :ells

is controlled by a variable temperature heatstnk.

Capecitors C1, C2, and C3 stabilize the $AS.

4) Solar Array - The Electric Propulsion Laboratory

houses a I KW Solar Array Facility, which is des-

cribed in reference 4.1.5. This solar array is not

tied into the power systel st present, but such a

tie-in could readily be made. The installed capacity

could provide approximately 3.5 amps at a nominal 300

volts - adequate to supply a single power processor

operatin8 a thruster at sllshcly less than 8 1 amp

beam. A straight-forward expansion of the solar array

capacity to about 2 KWwould support ope-ation of a

single thruster at a 1.5 amp beam or • BI_rD could be

operated with both thrusters at the _.75 amp (1/4

power) beam level.

5) Co.and System - The _-1 facility includes a thruster

co_mnd system which is described in Section 11.7. The

cmmnand system idenclfied In figure 4.7.2 as "thruster

control computer" £s a precursor to a flight-type

thruster controller. The system functions in two

modes: manual, in which individual power processor

commands are accepted and transmitted as is; and the

automatic mode. in which ensine system pseudo-co_ands

(such as start-up, throttle, and shut-down) are used

to direct computer operation and control of the thrust-
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era, In the automatic mode, the computer also con-

tinuously monitors all operating thrusters and will,

if necessary, correct off-normal operating conditions,

such as low mode, repetitive arcing and neutralizer

outages. Both power processor comnands and engine sys-

tem pseudo-commands can be entered either on the Manual

Input Unit (in binary) or on punched paper cape (in octal).

The paper tapes also specify the times at which the com-

mands or paeudo-coramsnda are to be executed, This feature

provides for extended periods of hands-off thruster opera-

tiono with pre-determined profiles of start ups, throttles,

and shut-downs. Thruster operational status and all data

avallabl_ via power processor telemetry are periodically

loKged by the system. The command system is currently

beiz,g expanded from three to six command channels. A

second stake of expansion will improve the man-machine

interface to include English pseudo-commands (rather than

binary or octal) and greatly increase the flexibility and

speed of telemetry data pzoceasing and display.

Data System - The W-I faci1_ty has access to an auto-

matic data collection, processing and display system-

Escort, which is described in reference 3.8. The

test facility interface to the Escort system is the

Test Control Computer identified in figure 4.7.2-2.

Escort service for W-I £s intended to supplement the

data _vailable from the power processor telemetry
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87stem8 and to support thJ data needs of special tests,

such as thermal/vacuum testi_ and interaction testing.

There are up to 300 data channels available aC present

for test data over and above those channels reserved

for facility instrumentation. Escort can provide

acquired date in either mill_volts or in engineering

units alons with time, date, and teat Idantlflcatlon

information. Parmneters derlved from the acquired

data (for exsmPle thz_Jst, specific /zpulse, and in-

put pover) are also readily available on 8 real-t_e

basis. Escort data Is continuously updated and d_s-

played on the Test Control Couputer _T with up to 16

available display formats. Important parameters (15

maxims) can a18o be displayed on digital panel motets.

Hard-copy prlnt-out of the dlsplayed data can be obtained

by push-button control or at specified time Intervals.

The data can also be transmitted to the Le_rL8 Data Col-

lector Facility for recording on legal zecord tape end/

or subsequent central computer processinS. Data trans-

missions to the Facility can be invoked either at pre-

determined intervals or in response to out-of-limits

data.

_7
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4.9.2.2

4.9.2.3

4.9.2.4

Hechantcal Oround Support Zqui_ant

Fabrication Fixtures

1) BIHOD Assembly Fixture, LeRC drawing CF 622763,

applicable document 4.8.3.

2) Heat Pipes and PPU Assembly Fixture, LeRC drawing

CD 622762, applicable document 4.8.3.

Test Fixtures

i) Adapter Structure for Three Engine SysCems-EPL

Tank 6, LeRC drawing CR 622720, applicable

docmuent 4.8.3.

2) BIMDD Simulator for EPL Tank 6 Engine System Teat

S_and, LmRC drawing CR 622740, applicable document

4.8.3.

BLOOD Handling and Display Fixtures

1) BIHOD Display Roll Over Fixeure, LegC drawing

CF 622764, applicable document 4.8.3.

2) Portable BIMOD Display Fixture, LeRC drawing

CR 622765, applicable docmnent 4.8.3.

3) Off Axis Roll Over Fixture° LeRC drawing CR 622765,

applicable document 4.8.3.

Shipping Container

l) BINOD Shipping Container, LeRC drawing CR 622742,

applicable document 4.8.3.
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Table 4.9.1.4-1 Test Facility Power System
Interlock Levels and Operant Conditions

Level 1 - Total System Shutdown and Grounding

1. Access door to bell Jar flange open
2. Power cage door open
3. Power patch access dooz open
4. Single point ground cables open
5. Bell Jar gate valve closed
6. Tank pressure 2X10-5 tort
7. Propellant solenoid valves closed

Eu_q 2

X
X
X
X Y

X
X
X

Level 2 = Single Power Channel Shutdown

1. Power processor cage door open
2. Data monitor unit door open
3. Power processor over=temperature
4. Thruster computer permit off

X
X

X
X

Level 3 Ground All Single Point Grounds

I. Mercury reservoir cage door open
2. Coolant system cage door open
3. Non=floatable equipment connected

X
X
X X
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Table 4.9,1,4-2 Poteutlal E_ne System Test Conflguzati_ns

'q

t

Power Power ]_L'oceBsor "J_lL-uster
Channel Location Location

A

B

C

D

E

F

A1 - Air Location #I

A2 - Air Locatlou #2

A3 - Air Location #3

A4 - Air Location #4

B1 - Center Bay #I

B2 - Center Bay #2

B3 - Lower Bay #1

B4 - Lower Bay #2

C1 - 3-1nverter BB

1 - Lowe_ Bay #I

2 - Lower Bay #I

3 - Centu_ Bay #t

- Ctnte_ Bay #2

5 - Upper Bay #I

6 - Upper Bay #2

D - Load Simulator

o.
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HEAVY

COMPONENTS,,

M3DL;[_ _MODULE A3

BA_F PI.ATE _, ,,_

1 I

,II:JIL_.._'_.. ._ Po_so R

t. Four _ROCESSOR
!! b. '' RADIATORFIN

_ ._" _._ _" CONDUCTANCE
_ HEAT PZPES

Figure 4.3.2.2-] Power Processor/Thermal ConErol Assembly
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Figure 4.7,2-I BIMOD Engine System
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Figure 4.9,1.1-4 Cold Wall Inside the W-1 Bell Jar
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5.0

5.1.2

ThrllJ t or

This section describes the 30-centimeter electron

bombardment mercur7 ion thruster. The descriptions

and data provided are appropriate to the latest de-

si&n thruster vhlch Is called the "J-Serle8" thruster.

Front and rear side plctur_._ of the thruster are

shorn in flsuree 5.0-i and 5.0-2. The thruster

parts llst le applLcable docuaenc 5.8.1. A complete

set of drawlns8 is included. Fabrication, assembly

and test procedures which supplement the dravins8

are contained in Hushes Research Labs (HRL) Ion

Physics Department (XPD) procedures contained in

,.ppllcable document 5.8.2.

Functional reqt_Lrements and a £unctlonal description

are Liven in thls section alons vlth a description

of interfaces and performance. Standard operaclonal

sequences are defined. Detail on codlns vhlch has

been done co convert these algorlthms to software

is conca£ned in the thruster controller sect£on 11.0.

Reference Documents

Kaufman, H. R.: One-Dimenslonal Analysis o£ Ion

Rockets. NASA T1q D-261, Hatch 1960.

Kaufman, Harold R.: An Ion Rocket wlth 8n Electron-

Bombardment lon Source. HASA TH D-585, 1961.
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5.1.51

5.1.52
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30cm_uKineer£nsNodel Io_ Thrustor. AId_AYapet
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HIU, _on Physics Deparcnant Staff: LovVolcase 30cm
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Functional Requirements

1) The 30-cm thruster is required co coud_cion

neutral mercury propellant to provide a neutra-

lized ion beam and generate thrust.

2) The thruster must have sufficient flexibility of

control co operate stably at a variety of con-

ditions between the maximum and minimum power

levels.

3) The thruster must be capcble of throttling over

a four to one input power zanKe.

4) The thruster must operate at up co 2.7 kW input

power and have specific imp_llse of at least 3000

seconds.

5) Useful lifetime of 15.000 hours is required.
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5.3

5.3.1

5.3.1.1

5.3.1.2

Funccior_l Description

Eleccrlcal

General

Applicable document 5.8.3 contains • general over-

viev of thruste_ development history and operating

principles. References 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 provide a

more technical revtwof principles of operation.

The thruster seneraces thrust by ionlztns the mercury

propellant in • dtech_|e chamber and arc•let•tins

the positively charsed ions chroush a parallel arid

accelerator system aC one end of the dtscharse

chamber. Electrons are injected into the positive

ion beam by • neuCrallzer dmmstream of the accel-

erator srld system co malntaln overall chars• and

currant neutrality. The ability co neutralize ion

beams in space by this technique was demon•crated

by the SERT I fllshC in 1964 (see reference 5.1.3)

Basic Thrueeer Operation

Basic thruster operation is shown in figure 5.3.1.2-1.

Electrons emitted aC the cathode crave1 co the

anode. Their path is through the dr•charge chamber

which contains mercury vapor thac vaporizer assemb-

lies have produced from the Liquid mercury propel-

lent. lonlzaClon occurs when mercury vapor atoms

lose an electron after bombardment by these ener-

getic electrons. Zonizacicn efficiency is improve_

5-12
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and controlled by superposttion of radial and axial

permanent masnet£c fieXds which lengthen the tra-

Jectory path of electrons from the cathode to the

anode thereby increasing the probability of colli-

sion rich the mercury atoms. Figure 5.3.1.2-2 is a

potential diagram for vsr£ous thruster element_.

The discharge voltage which produces energetic

electrons is no'r,_slly at a constant 32 V. The dis-

charge chmnber is raised co the hlsh positive screen

potential o£ llO0V, thereby providln s the potential

energy term, eV, shown in fiRure $.3.1.2o2.

Extraction of the ion beam from the plasma in the

dlscharse chamber is accomplished by the accelerator

grid system, sometimes referred co as the ion optics

or ion exCracclon systmn. This system consists of

two closely spaced, perforated electrodes or grids

having a parallel, spherical ceometry. The grid

nearest the dischmrKe chamber, called the screen

grid. is raised co the same high potential as the

discharge typically 1100 V. The downstream grid

called the accelerator grid is biased co a -_00 V

potential to aid in beam extraction, provide focus-

ing of the £on beam, and co retard low energy elec-

trons formed outside the thruster In the beam plash..

Otherwise, these electrons world be attracted by the

5-1]
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hllh positive ecrten potential.

The reoult£nS plasma ion bemn must even_811y ap-

proach :ere potential in order to be decoupled from

the thruster (and space vehicle) and produce thrust.

Since a small (typically 10 volts) potential differ-

ence is required to eztract the neutraltztns elec-

trons from the neutralizer cathode to the ion beam,

the naueral£zsr itself muse operate a some potential

below zero potential as 8hmm in fisure 5.3.1.2-2.

This enersy is actually delivered by the screen

supply and 88 a result represents a reduction 4n ion

enersy.

ParametrLc Relations

Thrustor performance is jenarJlly measured in terms

of thrust, specific impulse and total efficiency.

_.quati_n8 follow vhich relate those terms to elec-

trical parameters and propellant flow :ace. Addi-

tional information is provided in reference 5.1.4.

1) Thrust is the result of rate of chanKe of momentum

T - d c (MY)

where T is thrust

H 18 mass

V Is velocity

t
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Xn electric thrusters, the second tern Is ue•r zero.

It can be shown that 14 Le • functloa o_ been curreat

(Jb) and that V is • function of acceleratin$ release

(V:). The follovin8 ideal thz_st equation can be

derived. It 18 ideal since it assumes that all £one

are slnlily charsed and axial in dtreccAon.

T1 - 2.0391 Jb v_VI

where T1 _s ideal _hrust (:H)

Jb ts bess current (A)

Vz is net acceleratLn8 volt--lie (V)

The constant 2.0391 •risen frou the follov£ull :e-

let£on:

2. 0391 " _ x 103

whore u Is the mass to charse ratio for sercury
@

(2.079XI0 "6 ks/coulomb)

Also. VI = Ys + Vd - Vn

ehere Vs Ls screen volta6e (V)

Vd is dtscharse volt, aSs (Y)

Vn 18 neutraZlzer flc_tins potential (V)

FtSure 5.3.1.2-2 shove these potentials.

,t

q

t

Zn =ealtty. Ideal thrust is not achieved due to

existence of doubly charged ions and the £ect that

the been dtverses somewhat. These factors 8re

determined by uethod8 discussed in references 5.1,5

and 5.1.6. Actual thrust is ezpressed as fellers:

5-15



Ta = _ T£

where _ is thrust reduction factor whlch varies

nearly linearly from 0.95 at 2.0A beam to 0.975 at

0.75A beam. D£rect meaeurenent of thrust has been

made by a laser £nterferometer technique described

Ln reference 5.I. 7.

2) Specific impulse is the second thruster per-

formance parameter of Lnteree_ here

Ta
ZS_ - ......

Ho.
vhere Mo is I:otal propellan: mass flov race.

The follo,_ins expression for specific impulse can

be derived:

100.08 v Jb_
Ysp "

me

where me is propellant =ass flow in "equlvalen_

I_ptril"

where I_l i. the ma,e to charge ratio for mercury

(kS/coulomb)

_0 is mass flow of mercury (kg/second)

The constant 100.08 arlses from the followlng

relation:

loo.os-
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3) Efficiency Is the third ydrformanco parJeettr of

interest. For ion thrusters, cots1 efficiency can be

exl_reeeed as follows :

"T " y2 n u np

where Uu is propellant utilization efficiency

_p is power efficiency

The utilization efficiency is the ratio of actual

bern current to the be-- current which could be ob-

tained if each propellant atom were s_ngly ionized

and extracted. To maintain consistent diumnsione

_C is necessary to convert mass flow race from kilo-

irene per second co equivalent chanses per second or

equivalent mll14amps as described above.

vltI m
mo

_m.,er efficiency Is the ratio of electrical power

which produces thrust (via the bean) to cecal input

powmr

np " ---
Pc

Pb " VZ Jb

PC " VsJb + VdJ d + VaJa + Pv + Ph ÷ Pk ÷ Pmb

where Vs is screen voltage (V)

Jb is screen (beam) current (A)

Vd is dlecharge release (V)

Jd is dlscharge current (A)

.f

t
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5.3.2

Va is accelerator _Xtage (V)

Ja is accelerator current (A)

Pv is pover required by three vapori_ers (W)

Ph is power required by two tip heaters and

isolator heater (W) (This term is zero

durin 8 run phase. )

PM is pcn_er required by two keepers (W)

Pmb is power required by the magnetic baffle Og)

Some simpllfications Lead to a convenient expression

of input power durlnl run phase.

Let Vd - 32 volts

Jd " GOb + 2

VaJ a is nqligible

Ph" 0

Pv ÷ Pk + Pmb is approximately 52 rafts

?hen Pc " VsJb + 32(6Jb ÷ 2) + 52

Mechanlcal

?he mechanical design and construction features will

be described for the following major subassemblles:

I) }4aln structure

2) Discharge chu_er

3) Grid system

4) Isolator vaporizer assemblies

5) Cathodes

L
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A cross section of the thruster is shown in flsure

5.3.2-1. Host of the above subansmnblics are shmm

on this cur.sway. For more dote11 refer to the ap-

propriate drswins numbers which are cited.

Main St-ructure

The loads on a thrustor are carried by a cylindrical

frame structure shown in fiSure 5.3._-1 and drawins

D1025324 oE applicable docummnc 5.8.1. This cylin-

drical frm consists of two annular rinse supported

by 12 box-type columns. The annular rinks are chan-

nel-shaped sections located both at the backplate of

the thruster and at the Krid system mountlr4j inter-

_ace. The rinse are deetEnod to carry loads in the

transverse direction (in the plmne of the rinK).

They have narrow flmnsee to resist tvistin$ moments

which may occur aloe s the $£mbel taxis. The flanses

also resist in-plane tvisttn S and bendtnK £orces

vhich prevail durl-e vibration parallel to the

thrust axis. The box-shaped columns between these

ave rlnss resist axial and bendlr_ forces. Each of

ch_ two $1mbal mounting brackets are attached to the

cylindrical frame through six insulators.

Fisure 5.3.2-1 shove that the thruster backplata

supports much o£ the mass cf the thruster. The back-

plate supports the cathode isolator-vaporizer (CIV),

main iao_ator-vmportzer (_lV), propellant distribution,
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baffle assembly, end _gnets during vibration par-

allel to the thrust axis. Support for the backplate

is provided by a tubular cross structure shown £n

drawins EI026510 of applicable document 5.8. I,

This cross structure £s attached to the backplate

of the thruster at the outer edses and to the CIV

mo_mtin$ flar_je in the center as shown £n dravtn8

E10253_3 of document 5.6,1.

To minimize thruster vsisht, the entire discharse

chamber, includins anode, .creme support assembly,

backplate, outer shell, and 3imbel mounts are made

of titanium and assembled by cunssten inert gas

(TXO) veldin8 and 8poL_etdins methods. The gro_md

screen, rear shield, and perforated outer shield

are made of sluLtnum alloy (type 6061) and the down-

stream mask is made of titanium.

D£scharse Cha_er Asaes_ly

The prime functlon of the discharge-chamber assembly

o£ an electron-bombardment ion thruster is to ionize

the neutral propellant. The main components o£

the discharge chamber assembly include the main

structure, propellant distribution sys_.m, permanent

._sKnets, iron pole pieces, electromagnetic ba££1e,

an electron emitter (cathode). backplate and shield,

and an electron collector or anode as shown in

1.

t
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figure 5.3.2-1.

The anode is made from 304L st:sinless steel wire

mesh sintered to a 304L stainZess steel backing sheet.

The backplate shield is made irma 304L stainless steel

_ire mesh. These mesh materials provide a ro_h

surface to an=,,or deposlted materiel which has been

sputtered from the erosion sites within the dis-

charge chamber. A1inco magnetlcs are u_ed in 12

axial and 12 radial positions acound the sides and

backplate of the discharge chamber.

G-_d System

The grid system structure as shown in fig_re

5.3.2.3-1 is a critical thruster subassembly in

terms of thruster stability, e£ficiency and life-

time. The grid system is bssically_a pair of 0.38-_m

(0.015-in.) thick _olybdenum plates per£orated with

matching apertures. Screen grid holes are 1.90 rm

(0.075 in.) in diameter and accelerator grid holes

are 1.14 mm (0.045 in.) £n diameter. These grids

must be positioned parallel to each ocher, with

sbout 0.5-mm (0.020-£n.) £ntereleccrode spacing.

The screen electrode defines _he plasma boundary in

the discharge chamber, while the electric field

produced between the electrodes acceZeraces and

£ocuses a beam o£ positive ions fro_ the p_asma
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through each pair of screen-accelerator aperatures.

Ion thrusters with dished Grids would be subject to

significant thrust losses due co the divergence of

the ion beam if the hole pattern of screen and ac-

celerator grids were identical. This divergence is

a consequence of the relative displacement caused

during fabrication in the centerlines of screen grid

and accelerator apertures. A change in the aper-

ture center-to-center spacing pattern of one of the

electrodes is needed to vector the individual beam-

lets to provide parax_al trajectories downstream o£

the grid system. A change of less than 0.5% In the

center-to-center aperture spacing is used to converge

the beam sufficiently to eliminate such thrust losses.

Such a change in spacin G is called "compensatlon"

and will "e discussed later in section 5.3.4.1.

Isolator Vaporizer Assemblies

Three isolator va_rizer assemblies are required to

control propellant flow by heating the liquid mer-

cury to produce mercury vapor at a rate required

by the thruster. The phase separator used between

the liquid and vapor is a sintered porous tungsten

disk electron beam welded into a tantalum tube.

Heat is cupplled by a nichrome heater brazed to the

outside of the housing. Such a subassembly is called

'%
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a vaporizer.

The vaporizer subassemblies are assembled to isolator

subassemblies so that isolator-vaporizer units are

replaceable ur_i_s in a thruster. The isolator

function is Co, provide electrical isolation of the

vapor side of the isolator-vaporizer assembly which

is at ll00V screen potential from the liquid side

which is at ground potential. The isolator for the

CIV and MIV a_semblles are shown in figures 5.3.2.4-1

and 5.3.2.4-2. The isolators are made up of a series

of stainless steel screens spaced apart with ceramics

in a ceramic tube such that the minimum Paschen

breakdown voltage for mercury vapor is not exceeded.

Screen baffles, as used in the cathode and main

isolators, are not required in the neutralizer i$,_-

lator because rh_ voltage level is low. This can

be seen in figure 5.3.2.4-3.

The locatlcn of the three isolator vaporizer assem-

blies used in a thruster is shown in figure 5.3.2-1.

The CIV a_; shown in figure 5.3.2.4-1 is mounted on

the thruster backplate. Mercury vapor is carried

from the CIV to _he main cathode via a 1/16 inch

stalnle_s steel cube. The vapor enters the discharge

chamber through the hollow cathode which will be

discussed later
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The MIV provides the majority of the propellant flow

to the discharge chamber. The MIV is shown in figure

5,3.2.4-2 It discharges mercury vapor into an

annular plenum mounted to the thruster bookplate.

The plenum distributes the vapor to equalize the

mercury density in the discharge chamber.

The neutralizer isolator-vaporize. (NIV) is located

in the neutralizer assembly at the outside edge of

the thruster. The mercury vapor from the NIV is

carried in a tube to the neutralizer cathode as

discussed later. The NIV is shown in figure 5.3.2,4-3.

Cathodes

Two hollow cathodes are used in the 30-cm thruster.

The main cathode is in the discharge chamber and

another cathode is in the neutralizer. The main

cathode is located at the center of the thruster

backplane. The neutralizer cathode is located at

the tip of the NIV. The location on the thruster

of both of these cathodes is shown in figure 5 3.2-I,

A cross section of both of these cathodeJ is shown

in figures 5.3.2.5-.1 and 5.3.2.5-2.

A cathode consists of a tungsten tip which is welded

into a tantalum tube. A heater is brazed around

the tantalum tube. Inside the tantalum tube is a

porous tungsten hollow cylinder impreRnateo with
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carbonate compounds containing barium. These com-

pounds lower the work function of electron emitting

surfaces and fac/ltcate emission at temperatures

consistent with long life. Section 5.3.&.1 describes

operation of the cathodes.

Thermal Description

No need for any special thermal control surfaces or

devices has been identified and none are included

on the thruster subsystem. The thermal dissipation

resulting from thruster inefficiency is radiated.

mosgly through the grid strucgure to space. Tests

have been conducted over a wide range of thermal

envlrorments wlth up to 2.5 suns solar intensity

perpendicular to the grid face on both a 400 series

(reference 5.1.8) and 700 series thruster (reference

5.1.9). Results of these tests showed only one in-

stance where control of the thruster was lost due

to a vaporizer overheating problem. During all the

other tests, no apparent thermal problems were en-

countered end there were no indications of impact

on thruster lifetime. The major thermal difference

between the tested thrusters and the J-series is

t,,at the accelerator (outermost) grid as tested

was 43 percent open while the J-series grids are

24 percent open. Analysis has shown that major

components of J-series thruster run about 20 ° C
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warmer than the 400 and 700 series test models for

a full-power - no-sun case. The interior of the J-

series thruster is less susceptlble to solar input

than previous series due to a smaller percentage

of open area o£ the outermost grid.

Corresponding to the test program cited above, thermal

analytic models of the thruster were generated co

allow calculation of temperatures for the main

parts og the thruster (i,e., anode, engine body,

etc.). The results og the analysis compared to

test results are reported in reference 5.1,10 for

the 400 series tests and in reference 5.1.11 for the

700 series tests. In Reneral, cht analytical models

predicted operating thruster temperatures within 10 °

C of the measured values for the main components of

the thruster.

As m_ntioned above, analysis was conducted simulatin 8

a J-Series thruster. This was accomplished by

modifying the model presented in refezence 5.1.11

to account for the reduced open area of the accel-

erator grids. The specific modi£icacions along with

a sample case are presented in applicable document

5.8.4.
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O_era,t :[onal Characteristics

Hardware Characteristics

The hardware required for chruecer operaclon is

divided into four funcclonal groups: 1) propellanc

feed system, 2) ion production syscmn, 3) ion ex-

traction system, arid 4) beau neur.raIizaclon system.

1) Propellanc Feed System - Propellant flow rats

_a introduced at three loca_ione on _he thruster.

The bulk of the flow is in_roduced thrc_Kh _he

main vaporizer and feed plenun as shown tn

£LSure 5.3.2-1. l_ia flow rate is of the same

order as the desired beam cu_ent so _hac a 2.0

mnpere beam current requires about 2000 milltampe

flow. (Flow rates are measured £n equivalent

mA w/oh the aseumpclon thac each neutral atom

can become only a slnsly charged ion). The con-

Crol o£ the £iow rate is achieved by sensing the

beam current and varyln g naln vaporizer heater

power to hold the beam constant.

Some mercury flow is introduced directly through

the discharge plasma-brldge hollow cathode.

This £1ow rate is required to form _he plasma-

bridse for opera_ion of the cathode. It is

generally nmlncained between 85 and 120 equiva-

lent milliamps. The control of this flow rate
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is achieved by sensLu8 the discharsa voZtqa

and varyinS the cathode vaporizer po_r to held

the volt_e constant.

The rest of the total flow rate is Introduced

through the neutralizer cathode. This cathode

lJ also a plas_a-brldse hollow cathode. The

flow rate is Senera}ly maintained beL_een 30

and 50 equivalent milli_s. The control of

the neutralizer flow race is achieved by sensing

the neutralizer keeper voltage and varyln 8 the

vaporizer h_aCer peter to keep the voltage con-

stant.

All three vaporizers are functionally the same.

a porous cunKsten plus is welded into the mercury

food system Co act as a phase separator. The

liquid mercury immediately behind the plug is

heated by a nichrome heater windinK. The actual

vapor flow through the porous tunKscen plug is

8 function o£ the mercury vapor pressure and

the plug geometry. Thus an increase in heater

power will increase the vapor flow race.

Each vaporizer is dewl_j_ed to operate in the 270 °

Co 320°C _8nse Co produce the required flow

races. The range of flow rates ac a given

, q
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tlsptratur¢ for different vaporizers ie con-

trolled by proper selectio, of the porous tungs-

ten density and area

Each vaporizer require8 Its own dedlcaced pover

supply in the baseline design.

The propellant £eed system incorporates mercury

vap©r electrical Isolators as part of each

vaporizer subasse=bly as sho_m £n figure 5.3.2-i.

These permlc each vaporizer co operate at ground

potentlal and use the llquld mercury supplled

from storage tanks at ground potential. It

also permits several thrusters on _he sane

spacecraft co use a single storage end feed

system.

The isolators (reference 5.1.12) involve cas-

cading several sections, each of which is capable

of withstanding a certain fraction o_ _he total

voltage. In each section, dimensions are sel-

ected to insure that the voltage drop across the

section is less than the Paschen breakdown

minimum for mercury vapor. The main and cathode

vaporizer isolators are required to stand off

the entire beam voltage of up to llO0 V plus

margin. The neutralizer vaporizer isolator is
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required to stand off only the neutraliser

floatinS potential and therefore is designed

£or 100 V.

Ion Production Syst m - The =ercury ions are

formed by electron-bombardment inside the dis-

charge chamber. The discharge power supply is

operated in a constant current mode, Coarse

control of the discharge volt-ampere character-

istic £s achieved by a solid baffle located

do_mstrema of the discharse cathode and shown

in flsure 5.3.2-1. Fine control of the dlscharRe

voltase is maintained at a constant 32 volts

by varyins the propellant flow race introduced

throush the cathode vhile the discharle current

operating set point is selected based on the ion

production rate required to provide the beam

current desired. In order to increase the ion

production eg£iciency a permanent magnetic

field is imposed on the discharge which causes

the electrons to spi_al out to the anode thereby

increasing their length of travel and increasing

the probability of an ionizing collision.

Further an electromagnetic field is superimposed

on the permanent masnetic field in a critical

£ield _egion. Location oF this magnetic field

0

!
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cotl is sho_ in f£suze $._.2-L. This f£eld

further £uprovas the 1on produ:tton efficiency

and also serves to control the cathode to anode

electrical impedance. Thus the electromasnet£c

field c_n be used to shift the discharse volt-

ampere characteristic anJ voltage-propellant

flow rate characteristics to provide optlmum

control and stability. This becomes useful

vhau throttltu8 over a 4:1 power ratio. Since

this electromalnet serves to control the elec-

tron flow It Is referred to as the magnetic

baffle. Detailed discussions of the effects of

discharse chamber physical and malnet£c see-

metrtes on thruster performance can be found in

references 5.i.4, 3.1.13 and 5. I.14,

The electron source for the discharge is a

plasma-brldge hollov cathode descrlbed in

Section $.3.2,5. The holler cathode concept 18

required in the _on thruster to provlde electron

emission more efficiently than theru£onic emis-

sion alone could provide for required lifetimes.

A configuration is needed which shields the

e_isstve surface from direct ion bombardment

which would deplete the em£ssive surface ac a

rapid rate.

, %
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The i_Lttin_; mch_tm within the holler cathode

is .o|" co.lately _r•too_. Rowever, it is

clear thac field enhanced the_Lontc emission

(Schottky eaisslon) is • predoatnate :echanis:.

Hercu_-y vapor from the CIV flows throush the

hollow cathode which is emitttr_ eleccrous from

Che high temperature mmisstvs material. Elec-

tron bombardment of the vapor produces a htSh

den•icy, low potential plasma tns£de the cylin-

drical cavity. Plasma condlClons are such thac

althoush the voltage drop from the plasma to the

cavity walls Ls small, the distance is also very

small. Htih field strenlths therefore ex£st at

the surface of the hollow cavity. Field enhanced

thermlooic emission occurs ac temperatures chat

permit lone life op_rsCion.

This hollm._ cathode concept was first used on

bombardment thrusters on the SERT II thruster

(reference $.1.15). Because the excel'n•1 power

_upply is operated in a constant current mode.

the plasma sheaths w£11 continuously rearrange

themselves co form the necessary i_pedance

"bridge" between the cathode and the external

main discharge (reference 5.1.16). These sheaths

will actually assume dimensions to nm_ntain a

,b

I
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space chafes _n£ted sttustiou. Because the

hollow cathodt requires the plans- to essemtially

provide space-chafes limited distances, tKnicton

of the discharKe wtchout sons auxiliary means Is

extremely difficult. This is due to the rela-

tively low fleld strengths resulting frou the

larse cathode co anode dimensions. To allevlate

thls problem, 8 keeper electrode 18 placed 0,060

f4_ches downstream o_ the cathode. This elec-

trode £8 T.aise(i to &O0 vol|:s open ctrculc veil:eKe,

DischarKa ignltlon can then be achieved by hsac4n8

the cathode and low york £unctlon materiel co ap-

prcxlmately I000°C, Introduclr41 about 100 equlva-

lent milllaNps of mercury flow. and applylns the

starting voltaSe to the keeper etectrode. The

keeper supply is designed to rapidly decrease

volt;eKe as the current increases until _he final

operat;:Lng volt;age of 5 to 10 volts is attalned.

Operation of the discharge requires four indi-

vldual power supplies: the discharge supply,

the keeper supply, 8 _agnet£c baffle supply, and

a cathode tip heater supply.

Zon Excraction System - Once the Lens _re Eormed,

they are extracted and accelerated from the

d£scharse into an ion beam by the ion extraction
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sTstem (teEs. 5.1.17 and 5.1.18). This syatea

i8 also referred to a8 an accelerator 8rid or

an ton optics system. Zt consists of rye per£or-

ated0 dished electrodes which are maintained

at • spacln8 of 0.50 to 0.75 m (0.020 co 0.030

in.). The screen electrode has 1.9-nm (0.075"

i_.) diameter holes and is biased posltlvely and

forms one boundary of the dlscharKe chamber.

The accelerator electrode has 1.14-"m (O.OAS-£n.)

diameter holes and is ma£ntained ac 8 nesattva

potential of -300 volts. Ions are extracted

from the discharge plasma throush each hole

in the screen and acceZeraced throush the macch-

ins holes in Che accelerator co form ion beamlecs

as depicted in gisure 5.3._.1-1. Proper focus-

Ins o£ the Lens is required to prevent them

from striking the accelerator electrode. The

faccors which a£gecc focusin K are the relative

values of the electrode voltages, gap co hole

diameter ratio, alignment, and ion current

throush the extraction system (ref. 5.1.19).

If coo much current £s forced on the grid system,

a space charse condition Ir£11 occur wh£ch v£11

defocus the ion beamlet and cause direct impinse-

ment on the accelerator.
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Xn practice, the hole pattern on the screen grid

is intentionally misaligned (reference 2.1.20).

The degree of miealignment is greater at the

periphery where the curvature of the electrodes

makes the beamlet diverge from the thruster axis.

This divergence represents a thrust loss. The

intentional misalignment distorts the electric

field to curve the beamlet hack to a direction

paralleX to the thruster axis and thereby re-

covering the thrust.

One important electrode parameter which slgnifi-

cantly affects performance and discharge voltage

is the accelerator hole diameter As will be

seen later, the discharge voltage strongly

affects thruster lifetime. Thus the p_esent

accelerator design incorporates a small hole

accelerator grid. Th£s design is discussed in

detail in references 5.1.21 and 5.1.22.

Beam Neutra_izatlon System - The ion beam which

is extracted from the discharge chamber _ust be

neutralized. Xf charge neutrality is not

achieved, a space-charge condition will result

which will cause ions to return to the acceler-

ator electrode to achieve neutralization. In

i
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practice neutralization is accomplished by the

screen supply. A small fraction of the screen

energy is use_ to inject the excess electrons

resulting from ionization, originally collected

at the discharge anode, back into the ion beam.

The neutralizer is also a plasma-bridge hollow

cathode and operates in the same manner as

the main discharge cathode described previously

(references 5.1.23 through 5.1.25). The neutral-

izer also requires a tip heater supply and a

keeper supply.

A primary beam fort has sufficient energy to, if

properly focused, overcome the attraction of

the negatively biased accelerator. The vast

majority of these high energy ions continue on

in the beam to provide thrust. However, a few

ions undergo a charge-exchange collision, This

results in a high energy neutral and low energy

ion which is attracted back co the accelerator

elec:rode as ImplnRement current. The level of

this current increases as either the ion curren_

and/or the neutral density increase. Thus high

neutratizer propellant f_ow rates and/or poor

utilization of main prope_lan_ flow rates will

result in high accelerator currents which can

%
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be focused on a small portion of the accpl.erator

electrode. This led to significant erosion on

the SERT II thruster However, proper location

of the neutralizer relative to the accelerator

electrode has reduced neutralizer caused accel-

erator erosion to acceptable levels (ref. 5.1.26)

Software Characteristics

Thruster operation consists of static or steady

state _,peration and dy_amic operation which includes

startup, throttling, off-normal correction, and

shutdown. This section defines the sequence of

events and algorithms used to operate thrusters.

Section ii.0 on thruster controller describes ho_"

these procedures have been implemented in software.

I) Steady State Operation - A steady sta_e operating

point is obtained by settlng each of the elec-

trlcal operating parameters and the three vapor-

izer proportional controller references. The

principal parameters to be varied are the screen

voltage and beam current since these define the

thrust and specific impulse. As discussed in

reference 5.1,4, the screen voltage operating

envelope is between 600 and ll00 V. The maximum

beam current is 2.0 A. The minimum oeam current

is 0,75 A. For minimum power at Ii00 V. the

i
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minimum beam current is 0.&6 A. Although opera-

tion at low beam currents is possible, operational

preferencez limit minimum beams to the 0.75 A

level, At very low power levels, the discharge

losses are low enough that thermal feedback is

insufficient to keep isolators and feed system

elements warm without adding heaters or pur-

posely making the discharge inefficient to in-

crease losses (dissipation). Also, at very low

power levels the discharge is "noisy" and the

ability of the power supply system to quench

arcs and reestablish a beam is marginal. Opera-

tion above 0.75 A eliminates these considerations.

In establishing thruster operation procedures,

some attention was paid to the "programability"

of the resulting algorithms. The largest factor

in an accounting of thruster power is the beam

power which produces useful thrust. The next

largest factor is the discharge power loss. It

is useful to express discharge operating condi-

tions as a simple function cf beam conditions.

It was decided that the discharge voltage ref-

erence should be h_Id st a constant 32 volts

for long life operation, The discharge current

(anode current ) ld is related to the beam
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current Jb by the following relationship:

Jd " 6Jb + 2

V•rlacion_ in dd resul= in only second order

effects on perfoz_ence. Using this relationship

and ocher approximations discussed in Section

5.3.1.3 and reference 5.1.&, it is possible to

express total power as • function of screen volt-

age and beam current only. Any point within the

solid envelope of figure 5.3.4.2-i is considered

an acceptable steady state operating polnu.

Thls envelope is defined by the lines of Jb "0"75

and Jb " 2.0 A and Vscreen - II_0 and 600 V. Note

that the high beam current low screen voltage

corner of the envelope is cut-off. This line

represents the practical maximum beam current for

which an ion extraction system can be designed tc

extract a beam as a function _f screen voltage.

Note •leo extension of the envelope below Jb =0.75 A

is possible, but is not immediately available with-

out further refinement of operatlng algorithms.

Dynamic Operation - There are many procedures

and sequences which will result in _hruster

startup and ooeration. The procedures described

in the following sections have been selected as

%
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"baseline" procedures for J-series thrusters

and have been comuitted to software for computer

control. BasellnlnS alSorithms was necessary

to allow prosraumln s and orderly evaluet£on and

refinement to occur. Because the evaluatlon

process Is a lengthy one, chanses are not made

unless needed. The followlng sections then are

quite specific wlth resard to thruster operation

but It must be pointed out that chanses are

possible in many areas if appllcations require

them.

Startup - The baseline thruster startup algorithm

is shown in figure $.3.A.2-2a and b. It con-

sists of four phases: Preheat High. Preheat

Lov, Ignition Heat, and Run. A brief descrip-

tion of each phase follows:

The "P_eheat-HIKh" phase provides initial heatinK

of main and neutralizer cathodes and main and

cathode isolators and feed system prlo_ to

starcup. The isolator heater pover is provided

by the dlscharse supply through the isolator

relay. The total isolator heater power is

typically 120 watts and is intended to raise

feed system temperatures close to those needed

prior co initiating propellant flow in a re_a-

o tn
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tlvely short perlod of time. This _hase is

maintained for 18 minutes unless the thruster

off time is less than about four hours, in which

case the "Preheat-High" time is shortened,

The "Preheat-Low" phase continues c_hode and

feed sys_.em heating prior to turning on propel-

lant flow. However the isolator heater power

is reduced by a factor of two ro slow the rate

of temperature increase This increases the

probability of tanperatures remaining within

the desired temperature window when main pro-

pellant flows are initiated. This phase lasts

for 17 mlnuees.

Further, since the neutralizer feed system ther-

mal mass is low, neutralizer tip heater power

is sufficient to provide adequate neutralizer

temperatures in relatively short times. Thus

the neutralizer wtporizer is turned on at the

beginning of "Preheat-Low" phase. The vaporizer

supply is maintained in closed-loop proportional

control at all times

During the "Ignltion-Heat" phase, the isolator

heater power is turned off and the isolator re-

lay again opened such that the discharge supply

%
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is £n normal operation. The cathode vapor£zer

is turned on in closed loop control and the

main d£echarse is established. This phase lasts

for 8 mlnuces. During this phase, the main

vaporizer is off and ICe temperature is uncon-

trolled. The main vaporizer flow race is crlcl-

cal for a good ecarcup. The main vaporizer

temperature should generally be 0 co I0 ° C

abov@ the 0.75 A operaCins temperature of the

vaporlzer and will cool off by about I0 ° C in

the 8 mlnuces of thls phase.

At the and of this phase, a final check of

neutralizer and discharse lSnition should be

made. If either is not lit. then the algorithm

should retreat ¢o the beginning of the '°Preheat-

Low" phase £or a second pass through "Preheat

Low" and "Ign£tion Heat". If this final check

is negative the second time. the scarcup should

be terminated and the thruster allowed co cool

down before any restart attempts. This is shown

in the glow diagram of figure 5.3.&.2-2a.

The "Run" phase involves the turn on of the

screen and accelerator high voltages and extrac-

tion of the ion beam.
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If low mode or excessive arcing results, the

appropriate off-normal algorithms aho_m in

figure 5.3.4.2-3 or 5.3.4.4 should be employed.

If the discharge goes out the algorithm should

retreat to the oeginntn8 of the "Preheat-Low'"

phase as above.

ThrottlLnK - Throttling is changing from one

steady state operatinS point to another during

the run phase. Throttlinj must be done in a

prescribed manner to maintain control during

the treneitic_ and to prevent off-nornml condi-

tions. This is achieved by obaervin8 proper

seque,;cing and timing of set point changes to

all_ for thermal lags in the system respons_

Only five operating points need be changed for

throttle. They are 1) the beam current refer-

ence, 2) discharge current. 3) magnetic baffle

current, 4) screen voltage, and 5) neutralizer

keeper voltage reference. All other set points

are fixed during the run phase. A general

discussion of throttling is presented in ref-

erence 5.1.4. Since operation at too low a

discharge-to-beam current ratio results in low

mode, changes in the above parameters should

be made in order i to 5 when throttling do,_n

4

t
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and in reveree order when throttling up, The

abnor_tl operatin 8 conditions ere described in

detail in a later section.

Chanie8 durtns throttltns should not be made in

greater than 0.1A bean current increments or

100 V screen voltaic increuents, Chanses should

be made at 30 second or 8reater intervals to

provide adequate ttae for proportlonal control

loops to respond and temperatures co equillbrace.

Consideration of mission parameters _ctates

the selection of a throttlins profile. For

exanple, the ideal epeclflc impulse (see Section

$.3.1.3) is a fLLnCt£On _nly of screen voltaze.

The line on fisure 5.3.4.2-1 corresponding to

1100 Y screen volCase represents an ideal specific

impulse of 3350 sac. Likevise, screen voltage

o£ 900 V corresponds co 3035 sec and screen

voiLage of 600 V corresponds to 2490 sec. The

ideal thrust is a £unctlon of both beam current'

and screen voltage. Two typical constant £deal

thrust llnes for 65 and 75 millinewtons are

shown in the figure. A throttlinK profile near

the top of the envelope rill provide a high

specific iupulse as the expense of thrust, vh£1e

I
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movin$ aloha a line of constant power Cowards

the lover half of the envelope will increase

thrust at the expense of specific impulse.

Throctlln@ has been demonstrated for the three

profiles o£ flsure 5.3.4.2-1 as well as for

constant voltage lines of 1100, 900, 800, 700,

and 600 V within the envelope and lines of con-

stant beam current equal Co 0.75, 1.0, 1.3, 1.6,

and 2.0 A within the envelope. Therefore, it is

possible by combining various profiles to 8eneraCe

virtually any throttling profile within the en-

velope vhtch mission considerations might dictate.

A "standard" chrottlin8 profile for Ch_ 30 cm

thruster is the linear screen voltage-beam cur-

rent relaclon sho_n in flsure 5.3.4.2-I.

Vs - 400 Jb + 300

This so-called "standard" was adopted as ic waJ

simplest to code and It fulfilled the require-

ment to throttle over a 4:1 power ranse. Ic

need not be adhered to riaidly if there is ad-

vantage to the mission by Chroctlins over another

profile within the bounds described above.

Speciflc values of magnetic b_ffle current and
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neutralizer keeper voltase as a function of

beam current are d_termlned for each thruster

during the thruster acceptance test.

Off-_ormal Correction - The two most co._on

off-normal conditions are low mode and excessive

high voltage arcing, These usually result from

improper throttlin8 o- start-up or other pertur-

bation. Low mode is a condition resulting from

excessive _atn propellent flow. The high density

of neutral mercury atoms change the characteris-

tic of the discharge such that ths beam actually

decreases with further increases in flow rate.

This causes loAs of control since the proportional

control loop continually attempts to increase

beam current by increasing vaporizer flow and

that only succeeds in driving the main flow

rate to th_ limit determined by thermal equilLb-

ritzn of the feed syster,_. Since this condition

results in very low utilizstion efficiency, i_

is accompanied by a high accelerator i_pingeuent

current. Correction of this condition is accom_-

lished by turr, ing off the main vaporizer until

control of propellant flow is reestablished

as shorn in figure 5.3.4.2-3. Increasing the

discharge voltage set point serves to increase
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stablllty of control loops and hastens the

ion_.zatlou and extraction of the excess neutrals

in the dlscharse chamber.

Excessive high voltage arcing is also generally

caused by excessive fl_. The correction of this

condition is co turn off the high voicase and

main vaporizer until neutral densities are

sufficiently reduced. This alsoricl_n is shown

in fisure 5.3.4.2-4.

5.3.5

lC should be noted chac proper cimtuS and checks

must be added Co Chess alsortchms Co insure Chat

operation is not trapped in a conclnuous loop

if the alsorichm should fail.

d) Shutdown - Shutdown of the thruster is accomp-

lished by merely throttling down co the lowest

point on the throttlin 8 profile and turning

off all power supplies.

Thruster Lifetime

Thruster life limitin& factors can be discussed on

the basis of two types of areas within the discharge

chamber. First are erosion sites where sputter

phenomena remove material and cause wearouc. The

second consideration is degosiCion sites where the

sputtered material is deposited at a rate exceeding

:°

,i
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the sputter rate for that site. Sputter erosion of

various diecharse chamber surfaces i8 discussed in ref-

erences 5.1.27 and 5.1.28. The most critical of Chest

surfaces is the discharge side of the screen elec-

trode since it is thin to begin with and its geometry

effects ion extraction performance. Deposition

sites are also of concern since sputtering of erosion

sites results In thin deposited metallic films on

non-sputtered surfaces. These films build to a

thickness where they begin co peel off or spall

(references 5.1.27 through 5.1.30). The resulting

flakes are then free co move about within the dis-

charge chamber and cause electrical shorting.

These phenomena were noted in the 10,000 hour life

test described in reference 5.1.27. Short and long

te_n testing (references 5.1.29, 5.1.31, and 5.1.32)

indicated covering of deposition surfaces with

wire mesh to be an effective preventive of deposition

spelling. This wire mesh provides 8 rough surface

for deposited material to lock into as tt builds up.

These results primarily influenced the physical

design of the discharge chamber components.

The primary factors that influence sputter rates

were found to be beam current (ton density) and

%
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discharge voltase (ion energy).

The beam current operating point is obviously dic-

tated by mission requirements, however selection

of the 32 volt operating point for the discharge

voltage is dictated primarily by sputter erosion

rates. Since lower voltages result in lower sputter

rates, the lowest discharge voltage consistent with

performance requirements was chosen.

Results of both component and thruster testing for

both 30 cm and SERT II systems indicate that other

factors such as cathode emlssive mix depletion,

accelerator electrode erosion, and so forth, are

not critical life-limiting factors. (See refs. 5.1.27,

5.1.31, 5.1.33 throu$h 5.1.35),

Interface Definition

Electrical

The electrical interface between the thruster and

the power processor outputs is the wiring harness

This harness grouped in two bundles, attached to

the thruster, is shown in figure 5.4.1-1a and the

accompanying wire list of figure 5 4.1-1b. The

wires are terminated at the power processoz end

with loop type crlmp-on connectors designed to

flt over a #i0 screw type terminal
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The wire llst also shows three Chromel-Alumel (type

K) therraocouples included in the harness. It is

intended that these vaporizer thermocouples be

used only for ground testing and would be suitably

terminated without thruster disassembly and would

not be used for flight.

An interconnection drawing of the thruster/power

proc(ssor is shown iv figure 5.4.1-2. _at figure

includes an isolator heater supply (PS-4). In

reality that supply i8 not use6 in the baseline

algorithms described in section 5.3.4.2. The dis-

charge supply is used to provide isolator hear.

Mechanical

Mechanical interface details and outline dimensions

of the thruster are shown in figure 5.4.2-I. It

shows that the thruster is supported at four loca-

tions. Two mounting points are located 180 ° apart

on the thruster sides. These are referred to as

gimbal mountinR pads. The two remaining points are

located on the backside of the thruster on the

ground screen. (For the gimbal side see section

7.4.2),

The standard electrical harness for the thruster

is contained in two bundles 12 feet long located as

shown in figures 5.4.2-1 and 5.4 l-la. That standard
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5.4.3

length of cable is adequate to reach the power pro-

cessor terminations in the BIMOD configuration.

The mercury feed llne connection is located on the

backside of the thruster ground screen as shown in

figures 5.4.2-1 and 5.4.1-Ia. (For mercury feed line

side see section 1.3 4.2.) The feed-llne can be

connected tO the thruster without removing the

ground screen. Either of two dlfferen_ malnfolds

can be mounted to the thruster. The type intended

for flight has a single mercury feed tube. The

type used for preliminary thruster testing has sep-

arate feed tubes for each of the three vaporizers so

that individual flow rates can be measured.

Thermal

The thermal interfaces of the thrusters consist of

an insulation blanket placed between the radiators

behind the thrusters, the mounting of the thrusters

with the structure, adjacent thrusters, and the

space environment.

A simplified heat balance for a thruster and i_s

interfaces is shown in figure 5.4.3-1.

Paso analyses assume that the heat transfer through

the insulstlon blanket is zero as shown in the

sketch and that the heat conducted through the
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supports (Qe) is zero.

The solution of the heat balance depends on many

variables such as view factors, optical properties,

radiating area, etc, Analytical results have been

generated for a thruster operating at full-power

(i e., 2 a_p beam current). These results can be

found in applicable document 5.8.5

The insulation blanket temperature varies from -87 °

C to &09 ° C depending on the solar flux, blanket

spacing, and the optical properties of the blanket.

Although noz presented in the results, the temper-

ature of the main body o5 the thruster (designated

thruster body in sketch) varies from 198 ° C to 323 °

C depending on the solar flux, blanket spacing, and

the optical properties of the blanket

Thruster Induced Environment

An interface area exists between propulsion device

effluents and other space vehicle systems. The par-

ticle and field efflux from ion thrusters and its

impact on space vehicle systemg has been the sub-

ject of many studies and publicaEions Reference

5.1.36 identifies many of the publications in this

area and classifies the_ with re_ard to analytical

or experimental _ype. ground or space location,
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thruster size and propellant.

Thruster efflux can be classified in the following

five categories: I) Nonpropellant particles which

are primarily sputtered metal - most of which travels

in straight lines from sputter sites. 2) Neutral

propellant particles which are emitted at low energy

from the thruster and also travel in straight lines

from the thruster, Occasionally a high energy

neutral particle will be produced by a collision of

a low energy neutral propellant atom with a high

energy beam ion. 3) Beam ions which are highly

energetic and travel straight away from the thruster

after being accelerated by the ion optics from the

discharge chamber plasma. 4) Low energy plasma

which is produced by charge exchange reactions of

the high energy beam ions and the neutral propellant.

Unlike the previously mentioned particles, the

trajectories of the low energy plasma particles

are strongly affected by local electromagnetic

fields. 5) Field effluxes which are the static and

dynamic magnetic fields of the thruster and electro-

magnetic fields from optical to very low frequencies.

The thruster efflux identified above has potential

to affect many spacecraft systems such as solar

%
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5.5

arrays, thermal control, opt£cal sensors, coamuntca-

tlons, science instruments, structures and materlals

and space vehicle potentlal control All of these

considerations are summarized more completely in

reference 5.1,36. A major emphasis of the BIMOD

test program is to characterize and assess the im-

pact of effluents from a single and multiple thruster

arrays. Mulclple thruster testing is important since

sfflux from "n" thrusters i. not in many cases

_Imply the superposlclon of "n" slngle-thruster

effluxea.

Performance Description

Thrust¢: performance can be totally described in

terms of thrust, specific impulse, and total thrust

efficiency, as a function of thruster input power

The exact values of these parameters depends on

the specific operating points chosen in the operating

envelope of figure 5.3.4.2-I. If the beam is operated

a_ the maximum voltage at the expense of beam current

for a given input power, the specific impulse will

be maximized, but the thrust will be minimized.

Operating at the maximum beam current to screen

voltage ratio (as determined by the Son extraction

system performance) will maximize the thrust to power

ratio, but minimize the specific impulse.
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At high beam currents, the power efflciency repre-

sents a larger loss than the propellant uc£1izacLon

efficiency. However. the utilization decreases more

rapidly with beam current at the lower beam current

values and beecmes the predominant factor in total

efficiency

However, in general, the actual difference in any

of these parameters over the entire ran&e of inpdt

power is less than I0 percent. Any operating point

within the envelope of fiRure 5.3,4.2-I is consid-

ered an acceptable steady state operatin$ point.

Therefore. constant voltage and constant bm_m cur-

rent throttling profile between the 2700 and 710

watt lines are acceptable operating profiles. This

affords a great deal of flexibility in mission pro-

file selection.

The performance curves for the linear profile shown

in figure 5.3,4,2-1 are _hown in figure 5.5-1.

These curves represent serial number J-1 thruster

data and show improved performance over the data

of reference 5.1.6. This is due to the improved

extraction system design, A first order approxi-

mation of the effect of throttling profile on thruster

performance can be made using the combined data of

t
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f£guze 5.5-I and reference 5.1.4.

Physlcal Characcerlacics and Constraints

I) Mass - The thruster mess as measured on thruster

3-4 is 10,37 kg (22,8 lb). That mass £ncludes

1.45 ks (3.2 lb) of cable.

2) Powe._._.._r Input power required from the power

processor Is 710 to 2700 watts depending on

operating point. Section 5.3.4.2 conta2ns a

d£acusston of how power gevel varies wlth throt-

tl.e point.

3) Volume - Thruster volume Ls 26,130 cubic centi-

meters (1595 cu in.) based upon the outline

dimensions of ftgure 5.4.2-1.

4) £nvironment - Vibration envtroruaental requirements

for the thruster are contained £n applicable

document 5,8.6. Thermal envfrorenental limits

are as follows Temperatures are defined as

bulk temperature of ma£n structure baseplate.

a) Honoperating Surv£val (dry) - Ultimate

_emperatures have not been determined.

b) Honoperating Survival (w£th mercury in lines) -

Reference 5.1.9 documents successful thruster

operation after cold soak to -90 ° C.

High temperature l£mits have not been determined

but would be in excess of operat£ng values below.
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Feed line teQeracu:e mum: noC be raised 1£ the

feed line valve has been closed with mercury In

the line.

c) Operat_n E Large - Thruster operation _s pos-

sible above -39 ° C - the freezina point of mercury.

High temperature (vlthout appllcaclon of heater

power) should be llmlced co +250 ° C so vaporizer

heater control is melnCalned.

5) P_¢kaEinK - No unusual packaglng requ£reaents

ex£sC.

Development Hlscor7

The development of the electron bombarJmentmercury

ton thruster is well documented in the literature

FZsure 5.7-1 shows pictorially the development

history ac NASA-LeRC. Tests of a !0 cm thruster

were conducted by Kaufman (ref. 5.1.2) as e_r1_ Is

1959. These first lab thrusters uClllzed s_mple

solenoLdal electromagnetic fields, hoc wLre filament

cathodes and neutrallzers, and "steam" operated

propellant systems that were "boilers" i1_ the truest

sense. Since the primary concern regarding

electric propulsion in the early days was the ability

Co effectively neutralize an ion beam in space, the

first efforts were dlrecCed towards developing a

fliEht thruster for use on the SERT I spacecraft
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(fisure 5.7.1 and reference 5.1.3).

Parallel e_forts were being conducted to improve

thruster and system performance, lifetime, and weight

by use of permanent maanetic fields (re£. 5.1.37),

oxide coated cathodes (refs. 5.i.38 and 5.1.39) and

electrically controlled, variable flow porous tungs-

ten propellant vaporisers (ref. 5.1._0). These

efforts made possible the SERT II mission, intended

to demonstrate extended operation of mercury ion

thrusters in space (refs. $.1.34, 5.1.35, and 5.1.41

through 5.1.45). Parmnetrlc Investlgatlons of dis-

charge chamber and permanent magnetic fle_d variations

evantually increased thruster efflclencles. The use

of the plasma bridge hollov cathode neutraltzer im-

proved neutral_zation eff£ciency and lifetime (refs.

5.1.23 through 5.1.25) The adaption of this type

cathode co the main discharge further enhanced l£fe-

time and, since chemical contamination and absorption

was not nearly as critical as with the oxide coa_ed

cathode, greatly simplified ground testing, handlfng,

and storage. With the exception of the ion extrac-

tion system, the SERT II thruster represents the

summation of various technologies which are still

in use on the 30-cm thruster today.
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The SERY Zl spacecraft contained _ thrusters. The

first thruster operated for • total of 2000 hours

before a grtd-to-srld short apparently terminated

Its test. _;e second thruster operated _or 3800

hours, compared to the mission goal 4300 hours be-

fore the same type failure occurred. These shorts

were attributed to extensive localized ton erosion

of the accelerator electrode in the area of the

neutralLzer location (ref. 5.1.35). This probtem

was subsequently addressed in the SERT 11 and the

30-cm thz_sters with the resultln s reposltlonlns of

the neutralizer further away from and directed more

dc_metrean from the accelerator (ref, $.1.26). This

modification has eliminated this life limiting factor.

After the shutdown of the SEPT ZZ thrusters, the

spacecraft continued to orbit for several years vith

• portion of each 90 minute orbit in the earth's

shadow. In 1973, the spacecraft was repowered and

the discharges of both thrusters re-lit (ref, 5.1.3_).

One thruster also has successfully produced an ion

beam. Tests with the SERT II spacecraft are

continuing.

Even before the launch or SERT II in 1970, research

into higher thrus_ to power systems was underway,

%
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Since this goal requ|:ee • 1meet beam voltage and

higher bean current, nitial emphasis was placed on

improving the ion extraction system using the same

analytical techniques which were perfected during

the SERT l! program (ref. 5.I.19). One concept

tn_olved the use of a single composite, glass-coated

grid. but this design proved to be dependent on

sputtered material from the test facility and was

abandoned (ref. 5 1.46 and 5.1.47). Eventually. a

technique of hydroforming the grids and then chemic-

ally etching the apertures proved to provide excelo

lent mechanical integrity under :he thermal load

of the discharge at span co gap ratios of about

600-to-1 alone with good beam extraction performance

(ref. 5.1.17 end 5.1.18)

At the same -oinc in time, the Hughes Research Labs

of Malibu. CA were contracted co perform plasma

stuties of mercury bombardment thrusters (ref. 5.1.48).

From 196/ through 1973 the status of the 30-cm thruster

was one of continued redesign in order Co improve

performance, lifetime, and vibration capabilicles

(ref. 5.1.49). By 1973 however, the thruster design

had taken shape in the form of the 700 series thruster.

Thruster S/N 701 was commiCned to a lO,O00-hour life

nest (ref. 5.1.27 and 5.1.28) and thruster SIN 702

%
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was vibrated (ref. 5.1.50). The vibration east

resulted in the need for sllght structural modi£1-

catlons resultln8 in the B00 series thruster. Sub-

sequent I0 O00-hour llfe test results £ndlcated

Internal sputtering to be the primary llfe llmltins

factor Extensive testlng st Lewis identified and

verified modifications for these problems and led to

the evsluatlon of the 900 series thruster. Th£s

thruster was cmmltted to life test (ref. 5.1.31).

The test was tez_InateO after 4200 hours due to an

electrical harness short. Men the thruster was

removed from the va¢uu_ facility to modlfy the harness.

dlasnostlc measurements of thruster wear areas were

made. Screen grid eros£on was more than predicted

and the required 15 O00-hour lifetime could not be

met.

After intensive investigation, the reason for the

erroneous prediction of wear rate was discovereo.

Pretest wear rates were determined in a LeRC vacuum

facility at the equivalent of 2xlO -6 torr. It was

discovered that sputter phenomena (thus wear rate)

are a function of tank pressure and background gases,

At higher pressures, oxides and nitrides of the

base metal were being sputtered rather than the base

%
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metal molybdenu_a itself. This peno:ena Is docmaented

in reference 5.1.51.

Yt was known from previous _echnology work chat re-

ducing the size of the holes in the accelerator

grid wou_d permit operating the thruster at lower

discharge voltage to reduce screen grid erosion wLth-

out loss of performance. That was the major change

involved in moving from 900 to 2-serles identifica-

tion although several minor chan&es to s_mpllfy

fabricarlon were made at the same _£me. A thruster

design review was conducted by Hughes Research Labs

in February 1978 under Lewis Contract.

One S-series thruster (Jl) is currently in long

term test at Xerox EOS (ref. 5.1.52) under Lewis

contract. This test is a thruster design verlflca-

tlon test scheduled for completion in July 1979.

Subeequent 2-serles thrusters (22 through 28) will

be sent to the Xerox EOS facilLty and to the Hughes

llfe test facility where they will be evaluated.

Two J-thrusters will be in=luded in the BIMOD _est

program. Both of the contracted test facilities

mentioned have frozen mercury target facilities to

minimize the e_fect of back sputtered facility mater-

ial. A description of the BIMOD test program is
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5.8

5.8.1

5.8.2

5.8,3

5.8.4

5.8.5

5.8.6

included in section 4.0.

As the thruster hardwace configuration became estab-

lished, fabrication and test phases began. Increased

emphasis was placed on integrating the thruster with

the power processors and defining necessary control

algorithms. In 1977, these components were combined

with a control computer to provide a total system

for test. Prom these tests has evolved a total sys-

tem control package which is currently being tested

at the Xerox EOS facility and will form the basis of

control methods for flight use.

Applicable Documents Enclosed

T_ruster Parts List. (Hughes Research Laboratory,)

Fabrication, Assembly and Test Procedures 37 (IPD's)

for 30cm Thrusters.

Ion Propulsion for Spacecraft. NASA Lewis Research

Center, 1977,

Modifications of the 30cm Thruster Thermal Model to

Account for "Shas" grids (J-Series Thruster), NASA

Lewis Research Center Internal Memorandum, April 1979.

Oglebay. Jon C.: Thermal Analysis of 30cm [on Thruster,

NASA Lewis Research Center Internal Memorandum, March

1978.

Test Requirements Document for J-Series Thruster,
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5.9.2

5.9.3

Grom_dSupport Equipment

Electrical Simulator

The electrical simulator is an array of resistors

sized to handle the power requirements of a thruster.

Resistances which are fixed on a thruster can be

simulated by fixed re:tarots or by variable resis-

tance potentiometers. The potentiometers can be

useful for documenting power supply characceriscics.

The discharge and beam supply loads usually require

variable loads simulated by discrete resistors which

can be switched-in sequentially or high power carbon

pile potentiome_ers. A schematic of a typical

electrical simulator is shown in figure 5.9.1-1.

Shippina Container

Recent 30 cm thrusters have been shipped in standard

wooden shipping containers. No special design effort

was made a,,d no container documentation exists.

Serious consideration should be given to permanent

containers for shipping and storage of flight hardware.

Dynamic Hass Model

Two mass models of the thruster can be seen in figure

5.9.3-I. The mass model thruster is fabricated from

aluminum. It is only a weight mass simulation, t.,e

moments of inertia noz the dynamic response of the

thruster were not simulated. The major elements
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of the mass model were placed as lumped mass to

closely simulate the inertias. The thruster is

primarily of sheet metal construction, and i¢ was

impossible to simulate the dynamic resF_nre. In

sheet metal construction, the masses are low and do

not couple any significant loads to the gimbal or

structure. The thruster glmba! mounting pads are

identical to the actual thruster, and the two stand-

offs that mount the bottom of the thruster to the

gi:_bal moun_ing frame were simulated.

Ground Power S_pply Szstems

There are presently four different de_ _ns of power

processors used to support thruster testing. They

are i) the two inverter chermal vacuum breadboard

(TVBb). 2) the three inverter technology breadboard.

3) the electrical prototype power processor (EP/PPU),

and 4) the lab power uni_ (LPU). All are capable of

operating the present "J" seri_s thruster. The first

three power supplies are precursor breadboaldr to

the Functional Model Power Processor (FM/PPU) and use

$CR series resonant inverters for the main _ower

s_ages. The TVBB and three inverter power processors

each have manual conuro! panels, but have the ¢apa-

bili=y of pre-selection of all set points r_quired

for each phase of thruster start-up. They also have

k
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pre-setable set points for up to 15 different thruster

throttle operating points (see section 5.3.&.2).

These two units have accrued well over 20 000 hours

of thruster operation, The EP/PPU incorporates the

same electrical design as the FM/PPU and is operable

by either a _nual input panel, or directly from a

computer.

The LPU is funcclonally equivalent co the FM/PPU,

but hooted in four staodard equipment racks with

interconnecting cables. _t consists of prograaumable

laboratory type power supplies, signal conditioning

amplifiers. A to D and D to A converters in three

of the racks while the fourth rack contains the

command and control logic and a continuous data

display on digital panel meters. The LPU can operate

an ion thruster in a direct manual mode with potentlo-

meter adjustment of all power outputs or it can

duplicate PPU operation under control of the thruster

controller.

The LPU require_ a three-phase, 208V input of about

10KW. The output connectors are two "MS 3102" type

connectors. The computer control interface is

through an "MS 3102" type connector while the 28V

power is through an "MS 27508" connector as on the
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F}_/PPU. For personnel safety, the LPU has inter-

locks on all doors and power conneccors. All ground

power supply systems are fully protected for unat-

tended operation. Flgure 5.9 4-I is a block diagram

for the LPU and figure 5.9.4-2 is a picture of the

unit.
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l
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{_
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1
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|

{

J

l

FIGURE 5.3,4.2-2a THRUSTEP START-UP ALGORITHm'
eSee Fimure 5.3,4.2-2b
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TERMINAL NO.

I
2

3

4
5
6
7

8
9

I0
11

12
13

14
!5

16
17
18

19
20

21(-) 22(+)
23(-) 24(+)

25(-) 26(7)

TERMINATION AWG NO. WIRE NO.

Cathode Vapoulzer 16 1
Neutralizer Keeper 16 2
Neutralizer Heater 16 3

Neutralizer Vaporize_ 16 4
Neutralizer Common 16,16 5A,SB

Accelerator 20 6

Main Vaporizer 16 7
Main Isolator 16 8

Discharge (Anode) 16,16,20 9A,9B,9P
Cathode Heater 16 I0

Cathode Keeper 20 11
Magnetic Baffle (Outer) 16 12
Cathode Isolator 16 13

Vaporizer Return 16 14

High Voltage RetuEn 16,16,20 15A,15B,15P
Sensor Common 20 16

Nag Baffle (Inner) 16 17
Main Vaporizer Sensor 20 18
Cathode Vaporizer Sensor 20 19
Neutralizer Vaporizer Sensor 20 20

Main Vaporizer Thermocouple 21(-), 22(+)

Cathode Vaporizer Thermo-
couple 23(-), 24(+)

Neutralizer Vaporizer Thermo-

couple 25(-), 26(+)

Figure 5.4.1-ib Thruster Wire List
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QTSl

_,_a _ THRUSTER BODY

I NT TS2

,e--

J
L INSULATION BLANKET

4:----- _s

where

QINT ÷ % " QC

QI NT "

QS "

QC =

QS =

OvSl _ _s2

* % ÷ _s,' + QTs2

Internal heat generated in thruster

Solar flux absorbed by the thruster

Heat conducted from thruster through

its supporting structure

Heat transferred between rear of thruster

and insulation blanket

- Heat transferred between the thruster

and environment

FIGURE 5.4.3-I - THRUSTER HEAT BALANCE IN BIMOD INSTALLATION
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t

RESISTOR

R1 Cathode Tip

R2 Cathode Keeper-Coarse

R3 Cathode Keeper-Fine

R4 Cathode Keeper-Bleed
R5 Main & Cathode Isolator

R6 Magnetic Baffle

R7 Discharge - Coarse

R8 Discharge - Fine

R9 Neut. Keeper - Bleed

RI0 Neut. Keeper - Coarse

RII Neut. Keeper - Fine

R12 Neut. Ti9
R13

Beam

OHMS

3

0-750

0-25

50K

2.5

0.5

0-35

0-2

50K

0-750

0-I0

3

5K

(each)
R22

R24 Main Vap - Platinum Res. Temp. i00

R25 Cath Vap - Platinum Res. Temp. I00

R26 Neut Vap - Platinum Res. Temp. i00

R27 Main Vap 6.8

R28 Cathode Vap 3.4

R29 Neut Vap 3.4

MAX POWER

100W

20W

20W

5K (500V)

250W

25W

1000W

600W

5W [500V)

20W

20W

100W

400W (1100V)

(each)

0.i

0.i

0.i

30

40

40

%

Figure 5.9.1-ib - Thruster Electrical

Simulator - Specifications
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Figure 5.9.4-2 Lab Power unit (LPU)
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61.7

Power Processor
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6.1.9

6..0

Processor Design Study. (T_ DSSG, Redondo Beach,

CA.) NASA CR-135357 and CR-135358, 1977.

Herron, B.C.: Development of a 30-cm Ion Thruster

Thermal Vacuum Power Processor. AIAA Paper 76-991,
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Herron, B.G., et al: 30-cm Ion Thruster Power Pro-
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CA.) NASA CR-135401, 1978.

Functional Requirements

l) The power processor shall accept as its input,

unregulated solar array power and condition

this power to provide the twelve regulated

power outputs to satisfy ion thruster operation

requirements.

2) The Dower processor shall provide telemetry

signal conditioning for power processor input

parameters, operatln_ parameters and status,

and thruster operating parameters and status.

3) The power processor shall receive regulated

2S volt power to provide startup control and

standby status/telemetry information.

A) An external computer will send commands and re-

ceive data from the power processor. The Dower

processor shall verify, decode, and execute

commands for thruster startup, throttling,

' i
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shutdown and anomaly correction, and for power

processor/thrust_r status and telemetry.

5) The power processor shall sense for critical

thruster/power processor out-of-llmlt condi-

tions, and depending on the condition sensed,

shall either: (i) initiate corrective action,

(2) generate a flag so that the external com-

puter will provide action, or (3) shutdown the

power process/thrus=er.

6) The power processor shall be designed to meet

the sine, random, and static acceleration levels

specified in applicable document 6,8,1.

7) The power processor Shall dissipate all inter-

nally generated heat through the power proces-

sor baseplate mounted heat pipes. Junction

temperatures for solid state components shall

operate at less than II0 O C. High reliability

for solid state components shall be maintained

by limiting mounting surface temoerature to 75 ° C.

Preliminary requirements for the electri=al proto-

type (E/P) power processor are referenced in anDli-

cable document 6.8.2.

Functional Description

Electrical

The F}I/PPU electrical circuitry is contained in a

6-6
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seven module assembly, This modular approach al-

lowed for a logical division of circuitry that

facilitates testing and permits hlgh voltage, high

power, and noise sensitive circuitry to be isolated.

A block diagram of the power processor (PPU) cir-

cuitry and its module allocation is shown in figure

6.3.1-I.

The first, or AZ module, contains the input filter

for the solar array power, the 28 volt converter

that supplies the internal control electronics

power, and the telemetry signal conditioning oscil-

lator. The input filter uses a special swingin 8

inductor filter design that provides the necessary

current ripple attenuation. The input filter feeds

the three series resonant inverters used in the PPU.

These are: (I) the Beam Inverter, for the screen

and accelerator supplies, (A3 module), (2) the Dis-

charge Inverter (A4 module), and (3) the Hultlple

Ou_out Inverter (AS module), which supplies power

for nine low Dower output supplies (A6 and A7

modules).

The beam and discharge series resonant inverters

use _hyristor power switches and ooerate ac a

resonant frequency of 20 kHz. Figure 6.3.1-2

presents a basic schematic of the series resonant

6-7
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inverter Dower stage used for the DC-AC power in-

version. The power s_a_e includes two power switch-

ing thyristors (SCRI and SCR2), t_o shunt power

diodes (CRI and CR2), the series r_o_lant tank (LI,

L2, CI and C2), and the output transforn_er and its

associated output rectifiers and filtering. _en

the power thyristor SCRI is turned on, a sinusoidal

current flows through the power thyristor, the

resonant tank (LI, Cl and C2) and the output power

transformer T. On the alternate half cycle,

thyristor $CK2 is turned on. The sinusoidal current

waveform in the power switching devices allows for

high frequency operation without the associated

=urn-on and turn-off switching losses commonly found

in other power conversion circuits. Also during ab-

norm.al output loading conditions such as thruster

arcing, the series resonant LC tank limits the in-

stantaneous peak current flowing through all the

power components and thereby erovides inherent com-

ponent overstress protection.

The multiple output inverter is also a half bridge

series resonant inverter, hut uses transistors as

the 9ower switches and operates at a resonant fre-

quency of 50 kHz. The hiBner frequency operation

of this inverter permits minimal weight magnetics

%
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and output stage filtering. This inverter provides

the current source for n£ne series-connected, trans-

former coupled output stages. These output stages

are contained in the A6 and A7 modules. A6 contains

those supplies that are referenced to the high volt-

age screen output (up to +ii00 volts) and A7 con-

tains those that are ceferenced to neutralizer com-

mon or spacecraft common (as previously shown in

ff ;ure 6.3.1-I).

All power outputs of the three inverters mentioned

have individual control electronics to provide ouc-

put regulation, overload protection, on-off control,

and commandable operational set points or references.

The A2 module contains the digital interface unit

and the PPU command, protection and control sections.

The digital interface unit provides the interface

between the power processor and a compute,'. High

speed serial data from the computer is processed by

the digital interface unit and controls the overall

opezltlen of the PPU. PPU telemetry data and off-

normal PPU/thruster operation signals are processed

by this module and transmitted to the computer to

allow monitorinB of the thrust system operation. A

block diagram of this module is shown in figure 6.3.1-3.

6-9
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6.3.2

and information regarding the d_gital commands and

their format is contained in applicable document

6.8.3. Reference 6.1.1 and applicable document

6.8.4 provide a de=ailed description of the power

processor

Mechanical

The power processor (PPU) has been structurally de-

signed to support its own mass during the launch

environment as well as act as the foundation rot

the rest of the BIMOD. The PPU structure has been

designed so that no electrical component has a vibra-

tion resonance below 200 Hz (applicable doormen=

6.8.15). The overall first mode resonance in the

Z axis (thrust a:.is) occurs at 120 Hz; a frequency

that is between the point at which the sine vibration

cuts off and the random vibration builds up to full

level.

The PPU structure is designed for a nominal combined

static and dynamic acceleration of 72 g's for all

axes. A structural analysis is included in applica-

ble document 6.8.14. The main structure is comprised

of seven cross beam moflules (fi E . 6.3.2-1) Each

cross beam is machined from a solid block of 6360-T6

aluminum alloy _o get reliable thermal conduction

throughout the structure. A zirconium-magnesium alloy

6-10
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b

(ZK60ATb) was also considered and would have been

more weight efficient, but was rejected on cost

grounds (applicable doct_ent 6.8.16). Hish heat

dissipation or heavy components are mounted on the

module base plate which is boltod to the heat pipe

evaporator saddles. The lighter components are

mounted to the cross beam webs between the base

plate and the upper flange. All other components

such a_ integrated circuits, capacitors, resistors,

etc. are mounted on Printed Circuit Boards (PCB's).

To remove the dissipated heat, the PCB's were

mounted _o aluminum picture frames. These frames

are mounted to the cross beam base plate. Aluminum

spacers and bolts tie the edges and central portion

of the PCB's to the cross beam webs for structural

integrity.

The heat pipe evaporator saddles are bolted to the

cross beam base plates and are the structural back-

bone of the PPU's in the BIMOD configuration, as

well as providing good heat transfer from the module

base plate to the heat pipes. The heat pipe saddles

also transfer the shear loads from the cross beams

of the upper PPU to the cross beams of the lower

PPU so that the upper and lo_#er cross beams become

one very deep shear beam.

%

b
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6.3.3

The long 0.040 inch thick magncsium sides of the

PPU are the most highly stressed for the thrust

(Z) axis launch environment. The thickness of these

sides was the major factor for determining the 120

Hz first mode Z axis resonance. This resonance

could be shifted by small changes in the side thick-

ness.

The BIMOD truss cantilever loads are transferred to

the interface truss through columns attached to the

sides of the PPU near the corners. The structural

sEability of these columns is enhanced by the PPU

sides and cross beam webs, thus allowing the use of

lichtwei_ht columns. NASA drawings CF 63700, CF

637010, and CF 637011 are the main PPU assembly

drawings, A complete PPU drawing list is shown in

applicable document 6.85.

Thermal

Temperature measurements made during electrical

testing of the electrical prototype power processor

(EP/PPU) showed that many hot spots existed. A

thermal model was assembled (applicable document

6.8.8). The results showed that many areas within

the 9ower urocessor woull be oDeratin_ at tempera-

tures much higher than desired.
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90 ° C. Hea_ dissipating components mounted on the

web section were located near the base.

Each printed circuit board has an aluminum frame

7.6-_m (0.030-in) wide and 1.59-mm (0.062-in) thiLk,

to aid in the transfer of heat to the module base

plate. Electronic compone'_ts dissipating 0.020

watts or more were _our, ceJ next to the frame and

cemented to the copper foil that extended from

under the frame. Components that must be electrical-

ly insulated are first mounted on BeO pads. The

copper foil 7.6 r_ wide extends around the perimeter

of the printed circuit board making direc_ contact

_i the frame. The aluminum frame and the circuit

board are riveted together at each loca_ion of a

heat dissipating comp.onent. Components dissipating

0.100 watts were placed at the bottom of the frame

near to _he module base plate; the lower heat dis-

sipators were placed at the top of the frame.

The standof£s, that are _equired to attach the

printed circuit board to the web section, are used

to transfer heat. The printed board is cut away at

the location of each standoff to the frame. The

_hreaded aluminum standoffs make contact with the

frames. Metal to metal contact is made from the

foil under the eleccronlc component Ehrough the

6-14
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6.4.1.1

standoff to the web. One or two standoffs are re-

quired for the center of the printed circuit boards.

They are used to transfer heat from components dis-

sipating 0.050 watts or less; copper foil connects

the component to the standoff.

Three ounce conner _olI was used on the surface

facing the frame; the other side has two ounce coT-

per _oil. The entire board was conformal coated

with Sollthane 113.

Applicable documents 6.8.10 and 6.8.11 detail the

procedures and the results of the thermal vacuum

testing.

Interface Definition

Electrical

The func=ional power processor inter_aces are shown

in figure 6.4.1-1. They consist of (I) the input

power, sola'_ array and regulated 28 volts, (2) the

computer interface, input and output lines, and

(3) the thruster Intecfaces, power leads and tempera-

Cure measurements.

Input Power

I) The unregulated solar array input voltage shall

be between 200 and &00 volts d.c. The maximum

voltage (solar array open circuit voltage) shall

not exceed 425 volts. The maximum nominal power
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6.4.1.2

6.&.I.3

will noc exceed 3200 watts. A single connector

for two power leads and a ground reference lead

is required. Since the power procesgor elec-

trically isolates the input power, the ground

reference may be at any potential within the

input voltage range (e.g., the solar array could

be grounded on [:he low side, or center tapped).

2) The F_/PPU also requires approximately i00 wa=_s

of 28T5 volts d.c. power, A single connector

for two power leade and a ,_round reference lead

is required. The 28 volts power is also elec-

trically isolated in the power processor,

Processor/Controller

The power processor/ on_roller interface requires a

single connector for five clrcuics; co.and, data,

enable, clock and PPU off-normal flag. These cir-

cults are typically twisted shielded pairs. A

description and specifications for the signals on

these lines is con'_._ined in applicable document

6.8.3.

Thruster

The thruster interface consists of twenty power

leads. The twenty thruster power leads, shown in

figure 6.4.1-2, are hard wired to the various power

processor modules. The voltage, current and power

levels for this interface are given in Table 6.5.4-1.

6-16
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6.4.1.4

6.A.I.5

6.4.2

Temperature Sensors

The three temperature sensors each require a

t,-isted, shielded pair, and a single connector

for all three circuits.

Grounding

The grounding philosophy is illustrated in figure

6.4.1-3. All grounds shown shall be referenced

to a single common point.

Mechanical

The two £dencical Power Processors, when bolted

back to back against common heat pipe saddles,

become essentially a rectangular box 1.17 m (3.84

it) long by 0.49 m (1.61 it) wide by 0.32 m (1.05

it) high. The heat pipes protrude from the small

ends. A clearance of 3.2 cm (1.26 in.) must be

allowed for the electrical harnesses and connectors

on the upper and lower surfaces of the box. The

Power Processors are fastened in the interface

truss on the BIY_OD truss by the eight #10=32 bolts

shown on the BZMOD interface Control Drawing

(CF 638168). The mating structural flanges must be

kept to the dimensions shown on the drawing in order

to avoid interference with the PPU llds.

Thermat

Multila_ver Insulation

The thermal interface between the PPU and the sur-
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g.4.3.2

6.4.3.3

6.5

_oundings (except for the PPU base prate) consists

of mul_ilayer insulation blankets. An opening

exlsCs between blankets for the PPU nearest t_e

thrusters to allow for outgassing of the PPU's.

Bonding

RTV 566 is used at the interface between the module

base plate and the heat pipe evaporator saddle to

enhance heat transfer by filling in voids.

Hechanical

Four rows of. bolts are used to assemble the PPU to

each heat pipe evaporator saddle. _._ere possible,

the spacing between bolts was set at a maximum cf

3.8 cm (1.5 in.).

Performance Description

The measurable parameters that are necessary to

m.et the functional requirements of the PPU are:

i Input Power

2 Command Format

3 Telemetry

4 Out,_ut Power

5 Elec_ro-Magnetic Interference (EMI)

6 Efficiency

7 Shorts. Overloads. Transient, Recycle Tests

The information provided herein is the result of

in-house testing on the Functional Model Power

Processor (F_/PPU) that was packaged, fabricated
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6.5.1

and tested ac LeRC. Extensive infozmation on the

Enginee_ing Prototype Power Processor (EP/PPU) is

provided by the documents referenced in section 6.1.

The EP/PPU and FM/PPU share a comon electrical

design. Test of _/PPU SN #1 was performed with a

thruster load bank (applicable document 6.8.6).

FM/PPU SN _1 also accumulated about 1300 hours of

vacuum operation with an ion thruster. A thermal

vacuura test was also performed on FM/PPU $N _1.

the results of wh£ch are detailed in applicable

document 6.8.7.

_i/PPU 5N #I has been shipped to Xerox-EOS for

participation in a Mission Profile Life Test. To

date (April 3. 1979) FM/PPU has accumulated an

additional 200 hours of vacuum operation for a

total of 1500 hours.

Input Power

The input power requirements for the _I/PPU are:

I. Input Voltage:200 to 400 V dc main bus
3 kW _ 2.0 amp beam

2. Input Voltage: 23 to 33 V dc control bus

100 W q 2.0 amp beam

The FM/PPU was successfully operated over the volt-

age range of 28 _ 5 V dc. Some problems were encoun-

tered in operations over the entire 200 to 400 V dc

range of the 400 V dc bus. Below 210 V dc, a

°_ :

q
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condition known as latchup occasionally occurred

were both A4 module SCR's conducted slmulta-

[Le.,_,:_l,. Th_s _ not consideled a major problem

but one that can be remedied by minor control

adj u_ tr.lents .

Conunan d Format

The, conunand control requirements for the FM/PPU are:

1 Format - Serial Pulse Code Modulation - NRZ

2. Logic Levels - 4.1 volts or greater for a
lugic "i"

0.5 volts or less for a

logic "0"

3. Parity - ODD

4. Command Word Length - ]6 bits

5 Echo Back Word Length 24 bi_s

b. Bit Rate Variable, 1 KBPS to i0 KBPS

/ !'i[ority Interrupts - Six

a High AcceleraLor Curr_nt

b Low Screen Voltage

¢ Beam Current OIL[ ot uimits

d. Solar Array Input Voltage Out of
Limits

,:. Excessive Arcs

L. Neutralizer Failure

_. 7he above sp-_cifications were met during

}'erformance Acceptance Testing (PAT)

(applicable document 6.8 7).
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6.5.4

Detailed information on the cormmnd codes, formats,

and interfaces is contained Ln applicable document

6.8.3.

Telemec_

Telemetry for the _!/PPU consists of 28 sever bic

digitally coded channels. Telemetry channels are

only transmitted upon receipt of the appropriate

interrogation command. The telemetry channels,

their range, and accuracy are shown in table 6.5.3-1.

During _I/PPU performance acceptance testing, the

repeatability, stability, and accuracy of _he

telemetry was within specification. During module

testing some analog channels (prior to digitizing)

indicated significant ripple due to the 2 _!z

magnetic amplifier isolation scheme that is used.

This ripple will be reduced on future units by the

addition of low pass filtering. Calibration curves

for FM/PPU S_ @I are shown in applicable document

6.8.3.

Output Power

The FM/PPU contains the twelve power sunplies re-

quired to power an ion thruster. These _/PPU out-

put requirements are listed in table 6.5.4-1.

The requirements for _I/PPU, SN #I were meC during

performance acceptance testing at an input voltage

of 300 V dc.
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6.5.5

Test results for the EP/PPU at various input levels

and loads are detailed in reference 6.1.1.

D_/PPU in-house LeRC testing successfully demon-

strated the following functional operations with a

30-em thruster:

i. Neutralizer _ 'eper ignition

2. Neutralizer keeper-neutralizer vaporizer

control loop

3, Cathode keeper ignition

4. Discharge ignition

5. Discharge voltaic - cathode vaporizer control

looD

6. Magnetic baffle operation

7. High voltage anplication to accelerator
and screen

8. Beam current regulation from 0.5 to 2.0 amps

9. Stable thruster operation

i0. Recovery from internal engine arcs

ii. Shutdown of ion engine

Electromagnetic Interference

Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) for the FM/PPU

will be done in accordance with NASA specifications

(applicable document 6.8.9).

At the time of writin_ this manual, the F_._/PPU EMI

testin_ contract is bein_ negotiated with R/_B Enter-

prises of Plymouth T_ee_ing, PA. Testin_ is expected

to begin in the Fall of 1979.
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6.5.6

Electr_na_etic interference _ests were performed

on the 30-cm EP/PPU so that baseline information

would be available to spacecraft system engineers

to conduct inueraction studies for spacecraft sub-

systems and scientific experiments.

Two basic sets of _es_s were formed:

1. Conducted narrowband and broadband inter-

ference with _he power processor and ion engine

operating at _he 2 amp beam current level.

2. Radiation and conducted narrowband and broad-

band interference wish the power processing operat-

ing with an ion engine load simulator in an electro-

magnetic compatibility screen room.

The results of the above testing on the EP/PPU are

shown in reference 6.1.1 and applicable document

6.8.20.

Efficiency

The efficiency of the DI/PPU was measured during

performance acceDtanca testing. Efficiency for the

F_;/PPU and EP/PPU were specified at 88_ at a 2.0

amp thruster beam. The efficiencies for both _he

DI/PPU and EP/PPU at 300 V dc input voltages and a

1.0 and 2.0 amp beam are shown in table 6.5.6-1.

Additional testing of _4/PPU's is curremtly under-
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6.6
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way and the data will be published when available.

Addi:ional efficiency information on the EP/PPU is

available in reference 61.1.

Shorts, Overloads, Traps ien=T. Recycle Tests

Some transient, recycle, ove=load, and shorting

tests were performed on the FM/PPU's but no quan-

titative data are available. In-house testing is

still underway and test results will be published

on completion of the testing. Detailed test re-

suits on the EPfPPU are available in reference

6.1.1.

Physical Characteristics and Constraints

This section defines the physical characteristics

and constraints of the Power Processor Subsystem.

Items to be specified here are:

i. Dimensions

2. Volume

3. Center of Mass

4. Mass

5. Power Profile

6. Outgassing

7. Grounding

S. Identification M_rking

9. Packaging

I0. Location and mounting

6 -24
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6.6.1

6,6.2

6.5.3

6.6.4

6.6.5

6.6.6

Dimensions

Dimensions of the PPU are 114.93 cm (45.25 in.) L,

A5.97 cm (18,10 in.) W, 15,24 cm (6.0 in.) H,

Volu___.___e

Volume of the PPU is 80 518 cm 3 (4914 in.3).

Center of Mass

Center of mass is shown in figure 6.6.3-1.

>_ss

_lass of the PPU is 37.53 kg (82.75 lbs.), The

detailed mass breakdown is shown in table 6.6.4-i.

Power Profile

The power profile for pre-hea_ and three levels of

beam current is shown in figure 6.6.5-1.

Outgassing

The outgassing design criteria for the PPU shall be

such that one square cm of venting area is required

for 1000 cubic cm volume. A total of 18 screen vent

holes _9 per side) provide the vent paths. Each

hole is &.7625 cm (1.875 in) in diameter and covered

with a 150 mesh stainless steel screen. The 150

mesh screen provides a 37.4,e_open area for venting

to space. _:ith a P_U volume of 80 518 cm 3, a vent-

ing area of 80.5 cm 2 is required. The design pro-

vides a venting area of about 120 cm 2 thus providin_

a margin of about 50%.
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6.6.7

6.6.8

6.6.9

Grounding

The grounding philosophy for the PPU is illustrated

in figure 6.4.1-3. The grounding Fhilosophy in-

cludes:

I. Isolation of the 200 to 400 V de bus

2. Isolation of the 28 V dc bus

3, Isolation of the thruster

4. Isolation of spacecraft computer control box

5. Isolation of digital interface unit

6, Isolation of PPU commands

7. Isolation of PPU telemetry conditioning

Identifica=icn Markin_&

The identification marking for each module is

located on top of each crossbeam near the connectors.

The identification marking for the PPU is located

at the center of the A2 module end.

PackaRing

Modular packaEing techniques were used in the design

of the PPU. The PPU is comprised of seven modules

fastened together by side skins, overlapping cover

plates and the heat pipe saddles Details of the

construction techniques are shown in the appropriate

assembly drawings listed in applicable document

6.8.5,

%
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6.6.10 Location and Mountin8

The location and mounting of the PPU in relation

to the BIMOD structure are illustrated in figure

6.6 10-i. _|ounting details are shown in the ap-

propriate assembly drawings listed in applicable

document 6.8.5

Development History

Electrical

The baseline LeRC Functional Model Power Processor

(FM/PPU) is the most current power processor hard-

ware available. The electrical deslgn of the

FM/PPU is identical to the El_ctrical Prototype

Power Processor (EP/PPU). The EP/PPU is an elec-

trical brassboard produced under a LeRC contracted

effort with TRW, Inc. Defense and Space System

Group from mid-1975 through 1976 (references 6.1.1

and b.l 2) The objective of the EP/PPU effort

was to design, fabricate, and test a power pro-

cessor that would meet electrical specifications

typical of s flight misslon. The EP/PPU was de-

signed to incorporate an integrated modular pack-

aging approach, although no detailed flight type

structural or thermal analysis was performed under

this contract. The subsequent FM/PPU effort used

the EP/PPU electrical design and further refined

the packaging by optimizing packaging density
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FM/PPU was deslgned for flight structural. _hermal,

and environmental requirements (references 6.1.3

and 6.1.5). The EP/PPU contract also provided the

electronic parts (commercial equivalents of Hi-Rel

parts), and flight type magnetics sufficient to

fabricate f_ve FM/PPU's. The EP/PPU has undergone

several thousand hours of thruster testing, includ-

ing vacuum operation with a thruster. Conducted

EMI tests were performed on the EP'PPU while oper-

ating a thruster, and radiated emission tests were

performed with a thruster load bank (reference

6.1.1 and applicable document 6.8.20).

Prior to the EP/PPU effort, there were three 30-cm

thruster power processor breadboard programs bet-

ween 1972 and early 1975. these were the Hughes

Thermal Vacuum Breadboard (TVBB)(references 6.1.8

and 6.1.9), and the TRW Thermal Vacuum Breadboard

(reference 6.1.6), and the TRW Three Inverter

Breadboard. The Hughes TVBB design uses a uniquely

driven, transistor full bridge inverter power stage

and was tested on a 30-cm ion thruster in both

ambient and thermal vacuum environments. The T_#

TVBB and Three Inverter utilize series resonant

thyristor (SCR) half bridge inverter power sta_es.

Both o5 these units underwent thruster integration
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testing and the TRW TVBB saw limited thermal vac-

uum operation. In February, 1975, a management

decision was made to pursue the SCR series resonant

inverter power processor as the baseline design.

To date, the TRW TVBB and Three Inverter power pro-

cessors have accrued a total of over 20 000 hours

of thruster operation (with no power component fail-

ures). During this time, these two power processors

were used extensively for thruster/power processor

development and characterization, and for numerous

parametric, optimization, interaction, and control

studies The results of this work established the

thruster�power processor voltage, current, set

points, and interface requirements; the high voltage

recycle procedure: the critical interrupt parameters

and their magnitudes It also baselined the thruster

startup, throttle, and shutdown algorithms; and the

control requirements, particularly the maln, cathode

and neutralizer control loops. This data has been

incorporated in the EP/FM power processor electrical

design. Also, several minor electrical design

changes have occurred as a result of EP/FH power

processor testing.

Since the FM/PPU design, uhere have been two con-

tracts to investigate the _echniques to further the
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baseline FM/PPU performance. The first contract,

the Extended Performance Electric Propulsion Power

Processor Design Study (reference 6.1.7), was to

compare and evaluate concepts for improving the

performance and increasing the power output of the

power processor to as high as i0 kW. This study

was initiated to support a possible 1985 Halley

Comet rendezvous mission, and was conducted by TRW

DSSG from May through October, 1977.

The most recent contracted effort is the Improved

Power Processor Design Study, or the "79 Bread-

board." This effort furthers the designs and data

base in the extended performance design study.

This was done by incorporating updated thruster

requirements co optimize power supply sizing, per-

forming trade-off studies and updating electrical

component_ (e.g., C_DS logic). It also included

incorporating a microprocessor, refining the power

stage and control logic, performing stability

analysis and performing a power processor reli-

ability assessment. This contract that started in

October, 1978, with TRW DSSG will extend until 1980

and produce an updated electrical brassboard power

processor.
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6.7.2 Mechanical

From 1972 to 1974, a number of FM/PPU packaging con=

¢epts were considered Ln the course of a joint pro-

gram with the JPL, the MSFC, and the LeRC. Most of

these concepts utilized direct radiation to space

through Zouvers for thermal control. The two earl-

iest competing concepts had the electrical compon-

ents either bolted directly to the radiators or

bolted tO the webs of the crossbeams, sandwiched

between two plates (reference 6.1.4). In 1974, a

study as conducted (applicable document 6.8.4)

that showed an all heat pipe thermal control _ystem

would be most weight efficient for the large heat

dissipatlons anticipated. The dual shear plate ap-

proach was then modified by enlarging one flange

of the cross beam enough to acco_uuodate :he heavy

or high hea_ dissipating components. The flange

was then bolted directly to the heat pipe saddles.

That approach eventually evolved into a packaging

arrangement for two PPU's holted to a counnon re-

dundant heat pipe system in order to further reduce

structural and thermal control system mass. Addi-

tional background and technical information is pro-

vided in applicable documents 6.8.17 through 6.8.31.

%
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6.8.2

6.8.3

6.8.4

6.8.7

6.8.8

Applicable Documents Enclosed

Sharp, G. R. : Functional Model/Power Processing

Unit Test Requirements Document. SSPD-Ol-04-0076

Vibration of FM/PPU S/N 2 _.o Qualification Levels

1978.

Exhib£c "A." Scacemen-. of ':ork. Electrical Pro-

=otype/Power Processor Unit for a 30-cm Ion

Thruster. (NAS3-19730.) July 1975.

Command and Telemetry Codes of Power Processors

for the 30-cm lon Thruster. Revision 10. NASA

Lewis Research Center, December 1978.

Maloy, J.E, ; and Sharp, J.R.: A Structural and

Thermal Packaging Approach for Power Processing

Units for 30-cm Ion Thrusters, NASA TM X-71686,

1975.

b._d,-PPUDrawing List

IRnaczak0 L.R : 30 cm PPU Dummy Load and Tesr

Console (DL/TC) Operating Instructions. July

1977.

Siegert, C.E. : Electrical Performance of FM/PPU 1

During Thermal Vacuum Testing. February 1979.

Description and Results of the Solar Electric

Propulsion System (SEPS) Functional Zodel Power

Processor Unic (FY._/PPL') [her._al ._:odek NASA Lewis

Research Center Memorandum to Record, April 1979.

%
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6.8.9

6.8.10

6.8.11

6.8.12

6.8.13

6.8.14

6.8.15

6.8.18

6.8,19

6.8.20

6.8.21

Renz, D,D. : Specification for Electromagnetic

Interference Test for a 30-cm Ion Thruster Power

>L_nagement and Control System, Specification

3-759182, November 1978.

Thermal Vacuum Testing of FM/PPU April-May, 1978.

NASA Lewis Research Center ,Memorandum, June 1978.

Functional Model/Power Processin8 Unit Thermal

Vacuum Test Procedure.

_kovec, R.J. and Reid, D.:

Simulator Operator's Manual.

Power Processor

1978.

FM/PPU Card and Module Test Procedure.

FM/PPU Structural Analysis

FM/PPU Electrical Component and Printed Wiring

Board Vibrational Natural Frequency Calculations.

FM/PPU Materials Comparison for Cross Beam Modules.

F_/PPU Photogcaphs, P.C. Boards, Nodules, and

F_./PPU.

EP/PPU Electrical Stress Analysis, Volume 1 -

Modules A1 through AS.

EP/PPU Electrical Stress Analysis. Volume 2 -

Modules A6 and A7.

Electromagnetic Interference Test Report for the

EP/PPU. (Systems Environment Associates, Report

TRS 4051 for TRW Sys=cms Group.) January 1977.

EP/PPU Magnetics Specifications.
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6.8.22

6.8.23

6.8.24

6.8.25

6.8.26

6.8.27

6.8.28

6.8.29

Electrical Prototype/Power Processor Unit, Final

Design Review. (T_4 Systems Group; NAS3-19730.)

1976.

Electrical Prototype/Power Processor Unit. Final

Design Review, Appendix _ - Schematics. (TR_

Systems Group; NAS3-19730.) 1976.

Electrical Prototype/Power Processor Unit, Final

Design Review, Appendix B - Parts List. (TRW

Systems Group; NAS3-19730.) 1976.

Electrical Prototype/Power Processor Unit, Final

Design Review, Appendix C - Electrical Stress

Analysis. (TRW Systems Group; NAS3-19730.) 1976.

Electrical Prototype/Power Processor Unit, Final

Design Review, Appendix D - Component Sizes.

(TRW Systems Group; NAS3-19730.) 1976.

Electrical Prototype/Power Processor Unit. Final

Design Review, Appendix E - Reliability,' Analysis.

(TRW Systems Group; NAS3-19730.) 1976.

Extended Performance Electric Propulsion Power

Processor Design Study. Preliminary Design

Review. Volume I - Program Sun,mary. (TRW Systems

Group; NAS3-20403.) 1977.

Extended Performance Electric Propulsion Power

Processor Design Study. Prel_minary Design Review.

Volume II - Detailed Results. (TKW Systems Grou#;

NAS3-20403.) 1977.
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6.8.30

6.8.31

Design Study for Improved Ion Thruster Power Pro-

cessor. Task I - Design Update. Volume I Summary

of Results. (TRW Systems Group; NAS3-21746.) 1979.

Design Study for Improved lon Thruster Power Pro-

cessor. Task I - Design Update. Volume II -

Schematics and Parts Lists. (TRW Systems Group;

NAS3=21746.) 1979.

Ground Support Equipment

Power Processor Controller

The Power Processor Controller (PPC) is a device

designed, developed, and fabricated at LeRC to gen-

erate PPU commands for testing an FM/PPU prior no

thruster innegration nesting, The PPC has been de-

signed to manually simulate the functions of a

thrust subsystem computer. Specifically, the PPC

will:

I. Transmit and acknowledge all command functions

a. Power supply ON/OFF commands

b. Power supply address and set point
discrete commands

c. Beam current set point cormnands

d. Discharge current sen point commands

e. Magnetic baffle set point commands

f. Screen voltage set point commands

g. Telemenry measurement co_=nands
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2. Provide a PPU, telemetry output display in

binary and decimal form. Display and iden.".ify in-

terrup_ identifica',ien signals _ransmitced by the

PPU.

a

b

c

d

e

f

High accelerator current

Low screen voltage

Beam current out of limit

Input voltage ouc of l_mit

Excessive arcs

Neutralizer failure

3. Provide single transmission of any co.._n_nd.

&. Provide repetitive transmission of any co..-rn..and

5. Provides a pseudo-memory of PPU zonfigura__ion

based on present display representing last co_and

transmitted.

6. Provides a variable address capability to

tes, the command user field word in the PPU. -he

PPC is a standard 19 inch rack mounted unit that

is powered by 60 cycle, 110-120 V ac power.

Figure 6.9.1-1 is a schematic diagram of the PPC.

An instruction manual is not avai%able at this ti_e

Power Processor Simulator

The Power Processor Simulator <PP$) _s .: ,!.:vice

designed, developed and fabricated at LeRC to sim-

ulate, as closely as possible, all functions of

an :"H/PPU, Specifically, the PFS will:
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I. Receive and acknowledge by visual display

all command functions which a PPU must respond to:

a. Power supply ON/OFF commands

b. Supply address and set point discrete
cor_nands

c. Beam current reference setting commands

d. Discharge current reference setting
commands

e Magnetic baffle current reference

setting commands

f Screen voltage reference setting commands

g Telemetry measurement commands

2. Provide a selectable (0 to 127) telemetry

measurement count output in response to telemetry

measurement request commands.

3 Identify ille3al commands which a PPU could

not decode.

4. Check the parity of the input pulse train to

confirm that it is in odd parity, which is the

proper form.

5. Check for the proper user command code in

input pulse train.

6. Initiate an interrupt signal identical to

those issued by a PPU.

a. High accelerator current

b. Low screen voltage

c. Beam ,_urren_ out of limit

6-37
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d. Input voltage ou; of limi_

e. Excessive arcs

f. Neutralizer fa_lure

7. Provide echo-back signals

8. Acknowledge a recycle signal

9. Confi-,'m that the external power supplies can

provide about i0 amps at 300 V and 5 amps at 28 V

while remaining within the 180 _o _20 V and 23 to

33 V rant.=, respectively.

The PPS is a portable device weighing approximately

35 pounds. A resistive load hank is provided that

is used to verify 6.9.2 Step 9 above. The resistive

load bank is also portable and weighs approximately

20 pounds. A PPS manaal (applicable document

6.8.12) contains a description, schematic diagrams,

operating instructions, illustcations, and photo-

graphs of the unit.

Thruster Du_y Load and Test Console

The thruster Dummy Load and Test Console (DL/TC)

is a device that provides loads, instru=_ntation,

and a simulated solar array power supply for power

processor testing. The DL/TC also provides arc and

short circuit simulation betwuen PPU outpuzs, output

to ground for selected supplies. The function of the

DL/TC is twofold:
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i. To provide the power source, loads, and meter-

ing for PPU testing only.

2. To provide a power source and metering for

PPU/Ion thruster testing.

Each of the above functions are a_complished by

jumper cables appropriately patched on a rear panel.

Two types of loads are used in the DL/TC. High volE-

ag= loads consist of power triodes with variable grid

bias controls to control load current. All other

loads consist of one or more additive decade stages

of fixed resistors. Protective circuitry for meters

and other circuitry is provided for arc and short

circuit testing. Digital and analog displays are

provided for easy readout. A DL/TC manual 'appli-

cable doc,u_,_ent 6.8.6) contains a description, photo-

graphs and operating instructions for the unit.

Procedures

Computerized test procedures have been developed to

assist engineers and technicians in checking the

FM/PPU's. Procedures have been developed at the

P.C. board and module level (applicable document

6.8.13), plus a Performance Acceptance Test

Procedure (PAT) along _ith a Data Package for

recording data. These procedures provide a s_ep

%
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by step procedure for performing a test, along with

expected values and limits. Table 6.9.4-I lists

all the procedures.

I'
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TABLE 6.5.S-1

JR (jll) Beam Current

v I (v11) _et AcceZeratlmg Vo1_e

JE (Jg) Discharge Current

v1
VG Neutr. Ccmmon/S/C/Cmmon Vol_e

JA (JZO) Accelerator Current

VI_K (VT) Neutr. Keeper Voltage

J_ (JL_) _. Baffle Current

vA (wo) Accele_tor/S/C/C_=o: VolVo

Jl_x(J7) Neutr. Kee_er Curren%

JNE Neutr. Emmieaian Current

JSA PPU Inpu_ Current

VSA PI_ In_u% Vol_aee

JCV (J2) Oa_ode V&pm-izez.CuaTen%

JRV (J6) Neutr. Vaporizer Current

JV (Jl) l,_inVaporizer Current

JCK (J8) Ca_ode Keeper Current

VCK (VS) Cathode Keeper Vol_e

JNT (JS) Neutr. Heater _Arrent

JCT (J3) Cathote Heater Current

JSTR (J_) IsolAtor Heater Current

V_T (VS) _eu_. Hea_er Volte_e

VCT (V3) Cathode Heater Voltage

_V Main Vaporizer Temperature

TCV Cathode Va_orlzer Temperature

TNV Neutr. Vaporizer Temperature

Interrupt Sis%us

Recycle Count

ACCVRACT

_AWc_ % oz r.s.

0-2.56A 3

o-_28ov 3

O-15A 3

O-50v 3

o-¿coy 3

O-SSHA 3

O-50V 3

o-6.4A 5

o-65ov 5

O-_A 5

0-2.56A 3

_2_ 5

O.-_5OV 5

O-2A 5

O-2A 5

O.-_ 5

o-z.28A 5

0-5ov 5

O-10A 5

O-IOA 5

o-ZOA 5

O-2OV 5

O-20V 5

To 400°C TBD

To 40O°C TBD

To 40C°C TBD

Digital word indicating

cause of interrupt

digi%al word equal to r.u_,ber of

recycles

.°

l 4
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SUPPLY

Y_n Vaporizer

Cathode Vaporizer

Cathode Beater

Isolator Heater

Neutralizer Heater

?,'eutrallzlr Vaporizer

Neu_lzer Keeper

Ciooo v Boost)

Cathode Keeper

(looo v _oo,_)

._gne T_tc _fle

Discharge

Accelerator

Screen

TABLI 6.5. b-I

MAXDa_ _ STATIC STATIC
lEaD

g I P RE_JIATION RIPPLE

voL WAWS
i_ 2 28 5 5

i0 2 20 5 5

20 _._ 8.8 5 5

1o 2.5 25 7 7

so &., 88 5 5

i0 e 20 5 5

25 3 75 5 :_

25 1 25 5 2

4 5 2o 5 5

50 I_ 700 i 2

500 .i0 50 5 5

ilOO 2.1 231o 3 i
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:._oduleA1

Module A2

:.'oduieA3

_'.'oduleA4

:.'oduleA5

Module A6

:.'oduleA7

Leg,,(_)

sides (4)

Power H_r_ess

3ignml 1_ness

Lids

H_mlw_re

TABLE 6.6.4-1

PFJ _.'ASSDREAKDOWN

V_S.__gS

5.3-IKG

3.53 KG

8.36 KG

2.29 EG

3.45 _:o

4.64 KG

O.3_ ._:G

1.0A KG

O.16 KG

o.__ _:a

1.04 KG

o.51 .vn-

(ll.7_ ibs )

(7.79 ibs )

(18._, ibs)

(13.20 ibs)

kS.Oh Ibs)

(7.60 Ibs)

(zo.2_ zbs)

(0.83 Ibs)

(2.30 Zbs)

(0.35 zbs)

( ].._2 Zbs)

(2.30 lbs)
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TABLE 6.9._-i

PC BOARD PROCEDURES

AIA3 - 28 VDC Converter

- Digital InterTaee

A2A2 - Digital InVOice

A2A3- Digital Interface

A2A5 - PPU Commands

A2A6 - PFJ Comman_

A2A7 - PPU Co=_n_

A2A8 - PR] Control and Protection

A2A9 - P1_J Cnntrol and P_o_ecti_

A2AIO - PRY Control and Fto_ecti_

A2AII - PPJ Control _nc[ PTo_e_tlo_

A2_a.12 - ._ C_trol and Pzo_ec_ion

A2A13 - T_lemetry

A2AI_ - Constant Current Thermistor Supply

A_2 - Accelerator Regulator

A3A3 - SCR Firing Netvork - Screen Supply

A3A4A - Series _wnver_er Control Logic

A3A4B- Series Inverter Control I_61e

A3A5 - Screen Regulator

A3A6 - A3 Telemetry

A4A3 - SCR Firing Networ_ - Discharge Supply

A4A_A - .e.erles Inverter Control Loglc - Dischar6e

A!-A_B - Series Inverter Control Logic - Discharge

'_A5 - V_ hegulat.or - Discharge

A_A6 - AU Telemetry

ASA2 - Transistor Drive Network - Multiple InverSer

ASA3A - Ser_es Inverter Control Logic

ASA3B - Series Inverter Control Logic

ASA4 - Multiple Inverter I_gula_or

ASA5 - l_.mp Oenermtor

?
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TABLE 6.9. Li-l(Concluded)

A6A5 - V3 Cathode HeaZer Begulator

A6A6 - V_ Isolator Heater Regulator

A6A7 - Cathode Keeper Begulator

A6A_ - !.'Agnetlc Baffle Regulator

AEA9 - A6 Telemetry

A6AIO - A6 :.'_.du!e.Reference Board

ATA6 - :4ain Vaporizer Reguia_or

A7AY - V2 Cathode Vaporizer Regulator

ATA= - _T6 Neutralizer Vaporizer Regula%or

.'.,-'A._ - V5 Neu_r_li_er Heater Regulator

ATAI0 - V7 Neu_ralizer Keeper Regulator

ATA!I - A7 Telemetz7

ATAI2 - (A7A6, ATA9) Reference

ATAI_ - ATA7 Reference

ATA14 - ATA8 V(_rg ) Reference

A7:_15 - (ATAS, ATAI0), Beferenees

:,:ODLg.,E pROC__7_JP-_S

A1 Test Procedure - _ VDC Converter, Input Filer, TIM Oscillator

.'_2Test Procedure - Digital Interface, _PU Commands, PPU Control & ProSec_ion

A3 Test Procedure - Vll O_tput and Series ._ezcnan5 In_erter-qcreen Supply

A4 Test Procedure - Series Resonant Inverter - Discharge Su_ly

A5 Test Procedure - Trar.slztor =_i'.,_l:etwork - Multiple Inverter

A6 Test Procedure - (VB, '/4, '._, and _n_) Cutpu_s

AT Test ITocedure - <VI, ':_, VS, V_, an_ "._) Cu_puts
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LEGEND: AXAY
X - module no. (1 through 7), Y = subassembly no. (1, 2---n)

FZGURB 6.3.1-1 PO_ERPROCESSORBLOCKDIAGRAI4
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7.0

7.1.2

7.1.3

7.1.4

7.2

Gimbals

This section describes the Eimbal system that has

been designed to meet the anticipated requirements of

the 30-cm thruster (reference 7.1.1). The gimbal

control and position indication system is also des-

cribed.

Reference Documents

Cake, James E,; Sharp, G. Richard; Oglebay, Jon C.;

Shaker, Francis J,; and Zavesky, Ralph J.: Modular

Thrust Subsystem Approaches to Solar Electric Propul-

sion Module Design. NASA TM X-73502, 1976.

Zavesky, Ralph J.; and Hurst, Evert B.: SERT II Gimbal

System. NASA TM X-2427, 1971.

Banks, B. A,: 8-cm Mercury Ion Thruster Systems

Technology. NASA TM X-71611, 1974.

Herron, B. G., et al.: EnKineerlng Model 8-cm Thruster

System. AIAA/DGLR Paper 78-646, April 1978.

Functional Requirements

The functional requirements of the gimbal system are

to:

i) Provide for the mounting of a 30-cm thruster to

the structure of the 5imodular thrust s_stem

(BZMOD).

2) Direct the thrust vector of the 30-cm thruster

in two axes to enable attitude control and space-

craft orientation control.

%



3_ Provide an angular readout system that relates

the position of the thruster beam vector wi_h

respect to the axes of the BIMOD.

Functional Description

Electrical

The gimbal is driven by two three-phase variable re-

luctance stepping motors. Two phases of the motor

are energized at a given time and stepping is accomp-

lished by de-energizing one of the energized windings

and energizing the de-energized winding at the same

time. The direction that the motor steps, clockwise

or counterclockwise, is determined by which energized

windiog is de-energized.

The angular position of the gimbal is indicated by means

of two resolvers (one for each axis). The resolver

is a transformer with two rotating secondary windings

that are oriented 90 ° with respect tc each other.

These secondary windings _re rotated with respect to

the primary winding bv the shaft of the resolver.

Rotation of the seco_Jary windings varies their coup-

lin K coefficient with respect to the primary winding.

The magnitude of the output voltage from one of the

secondary windings is proportional to the sine of the

shaft angle, and the magnitude of the output voltage

from the other secondary windin_ is proportional to

7-3



7,3.2

the cosine of the shaft angle. Zf the primary volt-

age is

V = A sin _t
P

then the secondary voltages are the following:

VSI - AB sin @ sin (.; + 6)

VS2 = AB cos 8 s%n (_t + 6)

where A and B are constants, @ Is the shaft angle, and

£s a constant phase shift between the primacy and

secondary windimgs. The magnitudes of the output

voltages are

magnitude of Vsl - A_ sin 8

magnitude of VS2 - AB cos @

Therefore.

e " arcs£D magnitude of VSI
AB

@ = arccos magnitude of VS2
'AB

The stepping motors are prevenLed from ouerdriving

the 8imbal by four limic swi;ches. There are two

limlC switches for _ach motor, one for each direction

of travel. These limit swizche_ must be incorpora_=d

into the drive circuitry for the scepping motors.

Mechanical

Figure 7.3,2-1 sho_s the concepsual gimbal system in

a BIMOD configuration. FiKure 7.3.2-2 is a photo-

graph of the BIMOD gimbal system ate.chad to a vibra-

tion fixture and with a durmmy model thruster on one

7-6
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gimbal. The gimbal parts are irldlted and show up in

gold. Extending or retractlng'of the two linear ac-

tuators in conjunction with angular rotation of the

cross pin hinge or gimbal pivot provides the thruster

gimballing in two mutually orthogonal axes. When the

linear actuators are both extended, rotation takes

place about the X axis in a -,_ lirection. When both

actuators are retracted, glmbal rotation is in a +_

direction. Differential movement of the actuators,

one extended and one retracted, causes angular rota-

tion, :_ about the _ axis. The actuators and the cross

pin hinge attach the thruster mounting frame to the

BIMOD structure. The thruster mounting frame consists

of a Y-shaped thruster mounting bracket, two side

mounting pads, and two ground screen mount standoffs.

The thruster is mounted to the side mounting pads,

and the two ground screen mount standoffs. The two

jackscrew type actuators are driven by a stepper

motor-gearhead assembly. The acuuators have a uni-

versal joi_t at both ends for angular compliance .

Switches limit the length of linear travel which

controls the angular travel limits of the gimbal. A

guide p_n that is attached to the thruster mounting

frame rides in the slot oF a support bracket

that is mounted to the lower BIMOD truss. This guide

pin is used for lateral support.

7-7
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One advantage of this system is the result of favorable

geometry. The arrangement of the actuators, cross

pin hinge and the guide pin provides stiffness in

all directions eliminating the need for pin puller

restraints during launch, while allowing the two de-

grees of required gimbal movement. The s=iffness in

all directions is not a function of gimbal position.

The st_tlc and dynamic loads are carried in the Z-

direction by the two actuators and the cross pin

hinge, in the ¥-direc=ion by the thrust washers in

the cross pin hinge, and in the X-direction by the

cross pin hinge, the guide pin, and the guide pin'_

bcacket.

The angular position of the gimbal system _s c-ontin-

uouslv monitored by an angle indicator system that

consists of two resolvers. These resolver_ are at-

tached to the cross pin_ of the hinge and provide

direct readout of the and gimbal angles.

The propellant for the thruster is carried acr_,ss

the gimhal interface by a flexible propellant feed

line shaped like a coiled spring tube.

Thermal

The location of the gimbals with respect to the

thrusters and aft insulation of the B!:_OD is _hox,_

in figure 7.3.3-i. As of April 1979 thLre bas been

i
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no extensive thermal analysis done on this system.

It may be required to malntai_ some components 'e g.,

resolver and motor) wi_!. . _rtain temperature limits

depending on the environment _o which they are subjec-

ted. If so, thermal control shall be provided by

coatings, additional multilayer insulation and/or

supplementary heaters. The amount and location are

to be determined (TBD).

_nterface Definition

Electrical

I) Stepping motor:

5inger-Kearfot= variable reluctance stepping

motor number CR4 0192 039

158:1 gearhead.number CR2 0391 070

Power: 28V dc, 8.3 watts

Winding Resistance: 220 ohms

Amps per phase:

Stepping rate:

0.13

400 Hz nominal

700 Hz maximum

Phase sequence for counter clockwise rotation:

Step/Windfng A B C

i ON ON OFF

2 OFF ON ON

3 ON OFF ON

.K
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Z) Resolvar:

Singer-Kearfott number CM4 1093 009

Resolver is brushless

Input voltage: 11,8 V ac maximum, COO Hz sine wave

Input current: 0.050 amps maximum

Input power: 0.090 watts maximum

Input impedance: 103 ÷ j197 ohms

Output voltage: 10.62 V ac maximum

Transformer ratio: 0.90

The resolver can be operated at lower input volt-

ases (and hence lower power) with an equlvalent

drop in output signal level.

3) Limit Switches:

4)

5)

Form: SPDT

Rating: 115 V ac, 5 amps

28 V dc, 2 amps

Number of wires:

4 per stepping motor

6 per resolver

2 per limit switch

2 shields

8

-12

- 8

- 2

Total number of wires 30 per gimbal

The gimbal electrical interfaces are shown in

figure 7.4.1-I.

%
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7.4.2 Mechanlcal

The thruster to glmbal installation is specified in fig-

ure 7.4.2-1 and NASA Drawing CF 637900. The thruster is

mounted to the gimbal by the two gimbal mounting pads,

and two standoffs. NASA Drawing CF 637900 shows that

parts 3 and 4 mount to the thruster at the gimbal pads,

and two parts 22 mount to the thruster ground screen on

the bottom of the thruster. The feed line is attached to

the back of the thruster at the manifold shown on figure

7,4,2-I.

The gimbal to structure installation is specified in NASA

Drawing CF 637900 and the associated degailed parts. The

interface points are: (i) the cross pin trunions° parts

8 and I0, (2) the bearings of the actuator rings, parts

30 and 37, (3) the support pin and the support parts 5

and 6, and (4) the base of the spring feed line, part 16.

The detailed par=s drawings can be used to obtain specific

mounting dimensions.

The gimbal axes are the same as the designated spacecraft

axes. They are shown on figure 7.3.2-I.

The gimbal system must overcome the added torque caused

by the wiring harness and the feed lines. The coi_ed

feed line additional torque i3 negligible. A test to

determine the toroue due to the harness has been planned,

but the torque values are TBD.

7-11
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7.4.3 Thermal

The thermal interfaces of the gimbal system include

the insulation blanket placed between the radiators

behind the thrusters, the mounting of the gimbal

system with the structure, adjacent gimbals and uhrus-

ters, and the space environment. A schematic showing

the major heat flow paths is shown in figure 7.4.3-1.

As of April 1979 no detailed thermal analysis has

been done on the gimbal system. If analysis of the

gimbal system indicates that insulation and/or heaters

are required to maintain the components within an

acceptable range, they shall be added as required.

Any insulation to be added shall be constructed in

the same manner as that shown in table 9.3.2-i.

Performance Description

Angular Travel

The angular limits of the gimbal system as previously

stated are

- + 35 ° minimum

- - + 15 ° minimum

The total envelope that can be used with the present

gimbal system has been plotted using the output of

the resolvers (see fig. 7.5.1-i). The envelope limits

are controlled by the maximum travel of the actuators.

Any position within the envelope can be reached by
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commanding the desired a and B angle inputs. Assuming

that the resolver zero positions can be aligned with

the known beam vector of the thruster, figure 7._.I-I

then represents the maximum envelope capability of

movement of the beam vector.

The angular travel is limited by the actuator linear

travel and the relationships of the actuators to the

cross pin hinge. By changing the distance between

actuators the a angle can be varied, and by changing

the distance between the actuators and the cross pin

hinge, the _ angle can be varied. The limitati, is are:

(1) large angles could noc be obtained because of

mechanical interference, and (2) structural support

of the system is required du_ing the launch environ-

ment. It would be possible to achieve gimbal angles

up to 50 ° in an _ direc ion and up to 25 ° in a

direction with minor geometry changes.

The equation that relates the angle ¥ with the rota-

tion angles _ and _ is given by the following equation:

cos _ COS

y = arcos _cos2 _ sin 2 _ + cos2_

S = rotation about the X-axls

a = rotation about the Y-axls

7 " the angle that the thrust vector makes with

Z-axle (see fig. 7.5.1-2.)

%
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7.5.2

7.5.3

7.5.4

7.5.5

Slew rate at 400 PPS of the Hotor

dtraction - 6.13°/minute

__ direction - 2.67°/minute

T_crque at 400 PPS of the Motor

-, direction with two actuators operating - 25 ft-lb

: direction with two actuators operating - 62 fc-lb

Several 30-cm 8imbal sysCe_ variables could affect

the operational characteristics. The pulsing race

og the stepper motor can be varied in order co change

the slew race o£ the system. The gear reduction ratio

of the motor could also be changed up to a point where

the minimum torque required to move the gimballed

thruster is reached. The torque limitation is the

requirement to be able co move the gimballed thruster

in a one "g" environment in any attitude of the system.

Power Consumption

8.3 watts/actuator maximum, 0.1 watcs/resolver maximmn.

Capable of Deep Space Operation

All bearing and thrust bearings are Vespel polyimide

plastic self-lubricating material. The female member

or nut of the gimbal actuator is also Vespel. The

only lubricant required would be in the bearings of

the motor, in the bearings and gears of the gearhead

and the bearings of the resolvers. The lubricant

l
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7.5.6

7.5.7

7.5.9

7.5.9

7.5.10

7.5 .II

will be either ion plated or sputter deposited MoS 2.

Life

TBD, but has been designed for a minimum of 5000 cycles

of total travel of the actuator. Limited travel around

a particular point could extend the actuations to

100.000.

Duty Cycle

The maxlmu_ du:y cycle is determined by the tempera-

Cure rise of the motor in vacuum. This is still TBD,

because the thermal vacuum test on a system has not

been completed.

Locked Position P@wer

The g_nbal does not require any pover co maintain the

thrust vector in any fixed position.

Alignment

The simbal system is capable of repeatable alignment

wlChin +0.i0 ° of true position within the operating

envelope.

Temperature

The gimbal motor and the resolver running temperature

extremes are -65 ° C co ÷125 ° C. Non-operating survival

temperature extremes are -TBD ° C to +TBD ° C.

ScoraKe in Space

The system is capable of a minimum of 15 years storage

life in space, with or without operation. The allow-

able space enviromnent is TBD.

7-15
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7.5.12

7.5.13

7.5.14

7.5.15

Operation with the ,Thrus_er

The 8imbal is also capable of changln8 She direction

of the thrust vector while the thruater is operating.

Operation in a One "G" Field

The system is capable of operating in any attitude in

a one "8" field with a 9.1 kg thruster installed.

This requirement was brought about by unknown require-

ments of attitude during :he testing phase of a thrust

module. Gimbal angle constraints may arise from the

requirement for compatabIIlty with testing other

components such as heat pipes, or mercury targets in

& vacuum.

Glmbal Motor Specifications

Manufacturer - Singer Company, Kearfott Division

Type - Variable reluctance stepper motor size 11

Stepping angle/pulse - 15 ° pulse

Number of phases - three

Maximum stepping rate - 700 steps/set

Total power input - 8.3 watts

Voltage - 28 volts

Operating speed - 400 steps/set

Torque at 400 steps/set - 0.3 In-oz

Gimbal Motor Gear Train Specifications

Manufacturer - Singer Company, ge_rfott Division

Size - 11 (compatible with the motor)

Ratio - 158;1

7-16
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7.5.16

7.5.17

7.5.18

@imbal Actuator

Pitch of the Jack screw - 13 threads/inch

Total linear travel - 4.50 + 0.06 inches (_en_ative)

Stif£ness 0.005 max. inches of tolerance clearance

stackup is allowed in the direction of travel of the

actuator.

Backlash - the actuators are anti-backlash due to the

Jack screw principle,

Gimhal Feedback Sensor Characteristics

Type - _esolvez - Singer - Kearfott type 044 1093

G09 Size 8.

Kesolution - lnfi_ite, accuracy of present unit is 9

minutes, should be able to obtain a unit with 3-minute

accuracy, if necessary.

Environmental Testing

The gimbal system was designed to carry a thruster

load of gl kg.

The system was vlbra_ion tested to one "g" sine inpu_

to identify the natural frequency of the system. See

figures 7.5.18-I, 7.5.18-2, and 7.5.18-3.

The vibration levels have been selected in anticipa-

tion of flying for shuttle flight applications. The

gimbal system will be vibrated _o _he specifications

in cable 7.5.18-I.

!
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7.6,2

7.6.3

7,7

Physical Characteristics and Constraints

Mass

The weight of one glmbal system including two resolvers

is 3.4 kg. The flight weight of the gimbal electronics

is TBD, but is anticipated to about 1 kg.

Size

The dimensions of the gimbals are defined by the

gimbal drawings (applicable document 7.8.1). The size

of the flight gimbal electronics unit is TBD.

Harness

The harness for controlling the gimbals is TBD because

the position of the control electronics is TBD.

Development History

The SERT II glmbal system is described in reference

7.1.2. This reports the performance of the only known

thruster gimbal system flown to date. The SERT II

spacecraft was launched February 3, 1970. The gimbal

design was similar to that of a Hooke universal joint.

It consisted of an inne_ and outer ring, four bearings,

two glmbal mounts, and two linear actuators. This

configuration is not inherently stiff, and two pin

pullers were used for additional support during launch.

Because the reliability cf the pin pullers is always

questionable, and once they are fired they cannot be

relatched, a geometry was investigated that would

7 -18
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7.8

7.8.1

7.9

7.9.1

allow the required _wo degrees of freedom and have three

degrees of _/uamlc stabLlity. Pin Pullers would not

be required.

NASA developed such a gimbal system for the 8-cm

thruster (ref. 7.1.4). The conceptual gimbal is

described in reference 7.1.3. The 8-cm thruster

system, including the glmbal is shown in fisures

7.7-I and 7.7-2, An auxiliary propulsion system will

be flown on the United States Air Force STP P 80-1

flight in late 1981. The ion auxiliary propulsion

system will consist of two 8-cm thruster systems and

associated diagnostics.

The geometry used for the 8-cm gimbal system was ex-

tended to the 30-cm glmbal system. The linear actua-

tors, cross pin hinge, support pin, and even the coiled

feed line are similar.

Applicable Documents Enclosed

Gimbal System Drawing List. NASA Lewis Research Center

Ground Support Eguipmen_

Gimbal Control Electronics

This section is a functional description of a control

system _hac has been successfully developed for control

of a gimbal, It is presently implemented with trans-

istor logic (TTL) for ground based applications, but

%
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a flight-type complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor

(CMOS) design of the same concept is in the preliminary

design stages.

The gimbal control electronics receives a 10 bit binary

digital word (9 magnitude bits plus sign) from the

spacecraft for each axis angle (z and 3). These are

words A and B (see fig. 7.9.1-I). These words are

stored in latches and held until updated by new words

received from the spacecraft. The spacecraft inter-

face is TBD. These two words provide the controller

with gimbal angle information. The actual angles of

the gimbal are derived from the two resolvers. The

information from the resolvers is in analog form and

is converted to I0 bit binary digital words (9 magni-

tude bits plus sign) by an analog to digital converter.

This converter is multiplexed between the two resol-

vers and its output is stored in two latches (words

C and D). Word A from the spacecraft and word C from

the resolvers are compared in a digital c-_paritor as

are words B and D. Ba _ on whether A is greater

than, less than, or eq_ to C, and whether B is

greater than, less than, or equal to D, the stepping

motor drive logic determines which, neither, or both

stepping motors should be driven and in which direc-

tion. The stepping motors will continue to drive
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until C is equak to A and D is equal to B. The infor-

mation from the resolvers is updated and stored in

latches C and D at a 200 Hz rate. Limit switches pre-

vent overdriving of the gimbal mechanism should the

controlle receive a word to go to an angle larger

than can _e accommodated. A 28 volt power is applied

to =he stepping motors only during the time they are

actually s=epping in one direction or the other. The

stepping motors step at a 400 Hz rate. and the resolvers

use a i0 volt peak to peak, 400 Hz sine wave for

excitation.

The gimbal controls for two thrusters (a BIMC!O could

be incorporated into one unit and all four resolvers

could share one analog to digita_ converter. This would

reduce the electronics required, but might adversely

effect the reliability of the overall system.

The i0 bit binary digital word used in this system is

a linear representation of the sine curve between

minus 35 degrees and plus 35 degrees, and intersects

the sine curve at minus 30 degrees, zero degrees, and

plus 30 degrees. This limear representation must be

taken into account when the spacecraft generates a

word to send to the glmbal control electronics. How-

ever, this linear representation greatly simplifies

%
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7.9.2

the electronic circuitry and hence saves on weight,

power, and parts count, and increases the reliability.

Miscellaneous

An assembly and vibration test fixture has been manufac-

tured. It is used to assemble gimbals, and in conjunc-

tion with gimbals, it is used as the fixture to dynami-

cally test thrusters.

Two gfmbal control units have been designed and built.

They are presently in a breadboard state, but £1igh_

packaging has been considered.
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TABLE 7.5.18-I Gimbal System Vibration Levels

SINUSOIOAL VIBRATION QUALIFICATION

TEST LEVELS FOR ALL AXES

Swe-.p Rate: 3.00c¢/Hin
Ir_equencv Leve I

5- VO.5

10.5 - 2000

GAUSSI_N RANDOM VIBRATION QUALIFICATION

TEST LEVELS FOR ALL AXES

Time: 12 sec/axis

Frequency

20 Hz

20-150 Hz

150-600 Hz

6OO-20OO Hz

2000 HZ

Power Spectral Density, g'$ RHS

.00054

+gdb/Oct

.225

-gdb/Oct 13.1

.006!
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RESOLVER
I

INSULATION BLANKET

%

|

THRUSTER

0C

O6

- radiation heat transfer between the gimbals and BIMOD cavity

- radiation heat transfer between the gAVels and the rear
insulation blanket

- conductive heat tzansfer between the gimbal and thruster

- radiation heat transfer between adjacent gimbals

QTI & QT2 - radiation heat transfer between the gimbals and thruster

QI - internal heat generated by the resolvers

QN - radiation heat transfer between the gimbals and the

resolvers

QS
- radiation heat transfer between the gi._bal and ..._ space

environment

FIGURE 7:4.3-I MAJOR HEAT FLOW PATHS OF THE
STRUCTURE, GI_IBALS, AND TIIRUSTERS
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8.2

8.2.1

Functional Requirements

The functional requirements of the heat pipes used in

the BIMOD configuration can be separated into the fol-

lowing three catesories: mechanical, thermal, and

reliability.

Mechanical

Mechanical functional requlremcnts include the follow-

ing:

1)

2)

3)

A maximum weight per heat pipe of 1.39 kg (3.06 Ib).

Adequate strength of the heat pipe envelope to with-

stand the internal pressure of the operating fluid

and the body loads to which it would be subjected

during acceleration and vibration environments.

Structurally, the heat pipes are not required to

carry any other external loads.

Dimensions to fit the BIMOD configuration, which in-

cludes:

a) A I14.778-cm (45.188-in.) long evaporator sec-

tion at which the heat dissipated by rhe power pro-

cessing units (PPU's) is input to the heat pipe.

b) A 13.635-cm (5.368-in.) long adiabatic section,

which includes a 90 ° bend and which serves to iso-

late the PPU's and radiators when the heat pipes are

in their OFF mode.
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8.2.2

c) A 182.88 cm (72.00-1n.) long conde;lser section

at which _he transported heat is transferred to the

BIMOD radiators.

d) A 1.27-cm (0.50-in.) outside diameter, which is

required as a result of the 1.585-cm (0,624-in.)

spacing between the PPU b_a_ rejection surfaces in

the BIMOD configuration.

4) Mechanical configuration to allow for operating the

heat pipes in a one-g environment during various

types of ground testing.

Thermal

Thermal functional requirements, which are of primary

significance in the selection of the heat pipes used,

include the following:

I) Meat transport capacity per heat pipe ranging from

220 watts or more when its evaporator temperature is

50 ° C (122 ° F) or less to 1 watt or less when its

evaporator temperature is i0 ° C (50 ° F) or less.

2) An effective sink temperature of -75 ° C (-102 ° F)

for the heat pipe condenser and gas reservoir radia-

tors. The factors which were used to determine thls

effective sink temperature were based on the use of

a BIHOD in a particular spacecraft configuration and

in a deep space environment. These factors are shown

in the memorandum included as applicable document
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8.2.3

8.8.3, "SEP FMIPPU Thermal Control System Design

Summary," dated November 1, 1977.

3) An overall (refer to flg. 8.2.2-I) thermal resis-

tance of 0.044 ° C/watt (0.08 ° F/watt) or less. This

thermal resistance is characteristic of Con_nunica-

tions Technology Satellite (CTS) heat pipe (FM-006

system) operation and is considered to be applicable

to the BZMOD configuration.

4) Material properties which are not affected by ther-

mal cyclin8 or expected extremes of operating tem-

perature.

Reliability

Reliability requirements include the following:

1) One redundant heat pipe for each of the two BINOD

system radiators. The 50% redundancy increases sys-

tem reliability considerably by allowing for the

failure of two h_at pipes per BIMOD configuration

without significantly affecting the overall system

thermal performance, These fail,ares could be per-

manent (e.g., due to latent manufacturing defects

such as weld leaks, impurities which cause genera-

tion of additional noncondensable gases by breaking

down the methanol, etc.) or reversible (primarily

the result of artery depriming).

g-12
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2) Compatibility of wall and wick materials with the

working fluid. This is necessary to prevent fail-

ures due to:

a) Breakdown of the working fluid, either by direct

reaction, catalytic reaction between the fluid and

wick or fluid and envelope, or due to the presence

of impurities in the fluid, wick, or envelope.

b) Decomposition of the wick, either by chemical

corrosion, physical deterioration because of the dy-

namic action of the fluid, or electrolytic action

caused b> dissimilar metals.

c) Decomposition of the heat pipe envelope, espec-

lally due to a corrosive external environment.

3) A heat pipe reliability factor which will provide a

system mission lifetime of four years.

Functional Description

Mechanical

The mechanical configuration of the heat pipes is de-

signed primarily to support its thermal performance.

The heat pipes are not used as BIMOD structural members.

The heat pipes connect the evaporator saddles, which are

bolted to the PPU baseplste, to the condenser saddles,

which are bolted to the radiators. A conceptual sche-

matic of the overall heat pipe mechanical configuration

:°

_mL.--__ _
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8.3.1.1

8.3.1.2

8.3.1.3

is shown in figure 8.3.1-1. Applicable doc_en_ 8.8.4

lists the heat pipe system detailed mechanlcal drawings.

The operation of the heat pipes is affected by their

mechanical environment. Shock or vibration of suffi-

c£ent intensity can cause the maximuB allowable wickin8

stresses to be exceeded and the arteries will deprime

when the heat pipes are under a thermal load. Similarly,

tilting the heat pipes so the returning fluid has to

work against a one-g field wtll cause the arteries to

deprime when fluid head height and the heat pipe thermal

load are large enough.

TF_ mechanical function of each co_oonent can be sun_ar-

£zed as follows:

Tube Envelope

The heat pipe tube envelope provides contaiumen_ for the

working fluid and control gas. It also provides struc-

tural support for the heat pipe slab wick, arteries,

priming foil and cap, and gas reservoir.

Tube Interior-Wall Grooves

The interior-wal[ grooves provide capillary-flow paths

for the working fluid between the _ube interior walls

and the diametral slab wick.

Slab Wick

This slab wick is the primary flow path for condensed

8-14
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8.3.1,4

8.3.1.5

8.3.1.6

8.3.1.7

working fluid from the tube wall $rooves to the arter-

ies. It also provides a secondary capillary return flow

path for condensed working fluid from the condenser to

the evaporator section.

Arteries

The arteries are the primary capillary return flow path

for condensed vorkin8 fluid from the condenser to the

evaporator section. Figure 8.3.1.4-1 shows the location

of the arteries on the slab wick and in the tube cross-

section for both the BIMOD and CTS designs.

Gas hservoir

The Sas reservoir prnvides for storase of the control

Eas when the heat pipes are working in their operating

temperature range.

Primin_ Foil and Cap

The priming cap, which has a priming foil welded over a

window cut in it, is welded to the evaporator end of an

artery. The holes in, and the thickness of, the priming

foil, as well as the cap I.D., are sized to permit _as

and vapor bubbles in the arteries to vent to the vapor

space during artery priming at a rate much faster than

is possible by bubble diffusion through the liquid in

the artery wall screen holes.

Workin_ Fluid

Methanol has the required wetting and surface tension
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8.3.1.8

8.3.2

8.3.2.1

properties to provide adequate return capillary flow of

the condensed £1uld in the slab and artery wick struc-

tures. The operatlns vapor pressure (fig. 8.3.1.?-I) of

methanol is very low, resultin 8 in minimal stress in the

containment structure. This helps to minimize velsht.

Oon_rol Gs_

The helium in the nitrogen/helium gas mixture used (9(_/

lO_) allows for leak dete©tion o£ a sealed hut pipe

followtn8 manu£acture.

The_ual

The thermal fmtc£1on of each hear pipe component can be

summarised ae follows :

Tuba .Envelope

This 18 the primary heat flow path to and from the work-

Ins fluid. Zn the ideal case, It should have a hlgh

thermal conductivity and a small thickness Ln the evap-

orator and condenser sections to minimize thermal reefs-

tahoe. To minimize heat transfer from the evaporator co

the condenser when the heat pipe £s in the OFF mode,

however, the adiabstic section og the heat pipe should

have a lo_ thermal conductivity, 8 small thickness, and

s lonK length. The use o£ stainless steel for the en-

tire envelope compromises only the high thermal conduc-

tivity requirement £n the evaporator and condenser sec-

tions. This compromise has little effect on the overall
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therual ree£st&nce, as is evident from the ezperience

with the CTS heat pipes.

8.3.2.2 Tube Interior-_ell Grooves

Besides providin K caplllary-fl_ paths for the wo=kinK

fluid bet'deen the tube interior yells and the dimetre1

slab wick. they 811o increase the surface area for

transferrins heat from the walls to the worklns fluid.

8.3.2.3 Slak_lck

The flow of the condensed workins fluid throuKh this

component of the wtcking structure contributes 20-30% of

the heat transfer capacity of the heat pipe.

8.3.2.4 Arteries

The flow of the condensed working fluid throuRh these

components cf the wickln 3 structure contributes 70-80%

of the heat transfer capacity of the heat pipe. Various

forces can cause one or both of the arter£es tc deprive,

however, which reduces artery fluid flow to zero and re-

duces heat pipe heat transfer capacity to 20-30_ of the

f_ll rated capacity. {F_K. 8.3.2.4-I _llustrates th£s

response for one of the CTS heat p£pes.)

8.3.2.5 Gas reservoir

When the heat p£pes _re working In their operactn S tem-

perature range, the control gas is compressed £nto this

component and a re.stature-dependent length of the con-

denser section, thereby limiting the length of the con-
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8.3.2.6

8.3.2.7

denser section whlch is transferrln8 heat :o its raspec-

tLve radiator. The smaller the reservoir-to-condenser

voZume ratio, the smaller the operating taaparature

ran6e wtll be.

Prim/._ Foll ,end Cap

These components contribute to ;he thermal function of

the heat pipes by e1_Jainat_ns one cause of artery de-

primtng, that due to the accumulet£on of control gas

bubbles in the artetles.

Work._na FluLd

From a thermal standpoint, methanol was chosen as the

preferred heat pips workin8 fluid £or a mmber of

reaeolll :

1) As is indicated in fi|urss 8.3.2.7-1 throush

8.3.2.7-3, methanol heat transport capacity in-

creases as its operatin8 temperature rises in the

temperature range required for PPU operation. This

is des£rable because it reduces the possibility of a

thermal-runaway condition which m£ght result from a

PPU defect causing higher-than-norwal heat dissipa-

tion, a hear. pipe artery deprimln 8, etc.

2) As is indicated £n £tgure 8.3.2.7-4, the freezing

point o£ methanol _s very low, sllow£n8 for lower

radiator operating temperatures.
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8.3.3

8.3.3.1

3) Hethanol's coefficient o_ expansion is negative dur-

ing £reezin 8. This permits the methanol to freeze

wiChouc caus£ns structural damage to the heat pipe.

4) The amount of workln8 fluid used is governed primar-

ily by the abilicy of the heat pipe arteries to

prime in one-8. The volumes of methanol used in the

solar eZectrlc propulsion (SEP) heat pipes are noted

In table 8.3.2.7-1.

Control Gas

The ntcrosen/heltma gas =ixture used (90%110%) has an av-

erase molecular weiaht similar to methanol vapor. This

elJ_ainates potential workin8 flu£d/concroZ gas stratifi-

cation problems which would affect the heat transfer

performance of the heac pipes. Figure 8.3.2.8-L shows

the effecc of the presence of control gas in the beau

pipe on its temperature profile during operation. The

mass of control gas effects the "turn-on" and "full-on"

temperatures of the heat pipes. The control gas nk_sses

used in each heat pipe are shown in table 8.3.2.7-1.

Operat ional C.,haracteris tics

The operation of the heal pipes is shown sche.._aticaliy

in fisure 8.3.3-1, The heat pipe components function as

fo 1lows :

Evaporator Section

During PPU operation, the evaporator saddle temperature
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flags and heat is cond_ted into the tube walls and to

the working fluid in the interior wall 8roovas. As the

fluid evaporates, it is replaced by capillary action

throubh the grooves from the slab wick. The working

field vapor is forced to the condenser end of the heat

pipe by a pressure dlfferentlal resulting frca the dif-

ference in temperature at opposite ends of the heat pipe

(fla. S. 3.2.8-1).

A limiting heat flux occurs when the amount of workin$

fluid being supplied through the interior wall grooves

is not adequate to support the rate of evaporation. At

this point, a "local" (or "partial") "dryout" (or "burn-

out") occurs. This local dryout condltlon is indicated

by a io¢al rise in temperature (over the working fluid

vapor temperature, which i8 reflected in the acLtabatlc

section of the heat pipe).

A further l£mltlns heat flux occurs when the amount of

workln8 fluid being supplied through the slab wick is

not adequate to support the rate of evapor_tlon. At this

point, depr£mlng of one or bo_h arteries causes an over-

all heat pipe "dryoue" (or "burnout") condition, Inwhlch

the evaporator temperature rises to a point where other

heat transfer paths and mechanisms act in parallel with

the heat pipes co brln8 the evaporator temperature to a

8-20
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steady-state level. This new equilibrium temperature

generally would cause the PPU electronic components co

exceed their maximum safe operating temperature.

8.3.3.2 Adiabatic Section

The workin8 fluid vapor passes through this section on

its way from the evaporator co the condenser. Minimum

heat transfer takes place In this section, since (1) iC

is not attached to a conduction heat source or a radia-

tor surface, and (2) ic is generally constructed of a

low thermal conductivity material {cable 8.3.3.2-1) such

as stainless steel. Its purpose is to minimize the heat

leak from the PPU'a co the radiatocs when the PPU's are

not operating and, therefore, the heat pipes are in

their OFF mode. The temperature of the adiabatic sec-

tion wall is generally considered to be the same as the

working fluid vapor temperature.

8.3.3.3 Copdenser Section

When the working fluid vapor reaches this section, it

condenses on the cooler heat pipe walls. The heat is

conducted to the BIMOD radiator co which the heac pipe

is aCtached, where it is radiated to space. The con-

densed fluid is drawn by capillary action through the

grooves in the tube walls to the slab wick and then co

the wire mesh arteries. The fluid is returned, thrcugh

capillary action by both the slab wick and the two ar-
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reties, to the evaporator section fnr re-evaporation.

Gas Reservoir

When a gas-filled variable conductance heat pipe begins

to operate, the non-condensible control gas is swept to

the condenser end of the heat pipe and fills the gas

reservoir and a p.rtion of the condenser section. No

working fluid circulation occurs in these gas-blocked

volumes and, there£ore, no heat transfer takes place by

condensation of the working fluid. As the evaporator

temperature rises, the partial pressure of the working

fluid rises, vhich causes the control gas to be com-

pressed into • smaller volu:e and opens a greater length

of the condenser section to heat transfer £rom the work°

in 8 fluid to the condenser radiatin_ surface. At its

design operating _emperature og 50 ° C (122 ° F), each

heat pipe is designed to transport 220 (or more) watts

to its radiator when its entire control gas charge is

compressed tnto Just the gas reservoir volume.

The temperature of the gas reservoir also affects the

gas-blocked length of the condenser. The temperature of

the gas reservoirs on these heat pipes will be passively

controlled by a small radiator attached to it, rather

then actively controlled by a feedback controlled elec-

tric heater. The heat pipe design conditions call for a
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gas reservoir effective sink temperature of -75 ° C

(-102 ° F).

Znterface Definition

Mechanical

The evaporator sections of lhe heat pipes are soldered

to The aluminum saddles using (I) a four-step plating

process on both the aluminum saddles and the stainless

steel heat pipes (plating sequence and procedure numbers

are included in table 8.4.1-I). and (2) a 60/40 tin-lead,

soft-solder (Federal Spe¢. QQ-$-571; melting range

= 183 ° C (361 ° F) to 190 ° C (374 ° F)). The soldering

procedure places limits on (I) total and individual void

areas in the solder joint (X-rays of soldered joints

show total void areas less than i0_ of the total contact

area), atld (2) the time the 6061-T6 aluminum saddles are

maintained in the solder melting uemperature range.

(Table 8.4.1-2 shows the temperature-versus-time con-

straints.)

The evaporator saddles are bolted to the funcLional

model power processor unit (FM PPU) cross beams with a

thin layer of room temperature vulcanizing (RTV) 566 in

the interface. Two saddles are required, each contain-

ing _hres heat pipe evaporator sections, as shown in

figure 8.4.1-1. Each _addle half has nut plates fas-
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tened to it. Also. a small rectanaular tube is soldered

to each saddle half. Water will De circulated through

these tubes for cooling the PPU when the heat pipes or-

ientation makes them inoperable during ground tests.

8.4.2

The condenser ends of the heat pipes are mechanically

attached to their respective radiators. Both the 0.020-

in.-thick radiator and the longitudinal radiator stiff-

eners are formed to enclose the condenser sections of

the heat pipes. Thin layers of RTV 566 are used for

both the heat plpe-to-condenser saddle intcrEaces and

the condenser saddle-to-radiator interfaces. Number 2

machine screws attach the stiffeners/saddles to the

radiator.

Thermal

The BIMOD heat pipes interface with the PPU's through

the evaporator saddl_s and directly with their respec-

tive radlatsrs. The 1.27-cm (0.5-in.) diameter heat

pipe provides 457.94 cm 2 (70.98 in. 2) of heat input area

over its i14.78-cm (45.188-in.) evaporator length and

726.66 cm 2 (i13.10 in. 2) of heat discharge area over its

182.88-cm (72.00-In.) condenser length. The internal

Z
evaporation and condensing areas are 377.50 cm

(58.51 in, 2) and 601.49 cm 2 (93.33 in. 2) respectively,

takin8 into account the area blocked by the slab wick
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edges. At the specified 220 wart capacity per heat pfp_

thes_ areas give average internal heat fluxes of 0.583

watt/cm 2 (3.760 watts/in. 2) in the evaporator section

and 0.366 watt/cm 2 (2.360 watts/in. 2) in the condenser

section. Based on an estimated maximum heat dissipation

of 410 watts per PPU, the local maximom heat flux for

the evaporator section, which is influenced by the prox-

imity of the highest heat-disslpatlng components in the

PPU A-3 modul=, has been estimated from analysis and

test data to be appreximately 0.603 watt/cm 2 (3.891

watts/in.2). The local maximum heat flux in the conden-

ser section is close to the average flux, varying only

according to the temperature distribution encountered

along _he length of the heat pipe radiator.

Performance Descri_tlon

TKW fabricated seven heat pipes in providing the six re-

quired for the first "live" BIHOD assembly. T_l's

HULII-WICK program indicated that the individual heat

pipe performance in zero-g could be approximated in

one-g by tilting the heat pipe so the evapormtor end is

0.762 cm (0.30 in.) higher than the condenser end. Fig-

ure 8.5-I shows a sample curve of the effect of tilt on

heat pipe performance. For the SEP hea_ pipe configura-

tion, 0.762 cm (0.30-in.) head represents a 0.229 ° (or

13.75') tilt angle.
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Figure 8.5-2 shows two temperature response curves ob-

tained during testing on one of the SEP development heat

pipes. In partlcular, it shows the effect o£ sink tem-

peratur_ on heat pipe perfon_ance. Following fabrica-

tion, each heat pipe was put through functlonal accep-

tance tests by TRW. The results are summarized in

tables 8.5-1 and 8.5.-2.

Physical Characteristlcs and Constraints

Physlcal dimensions are shown in table 8.6-I and figure

8.6.1-I. At full power (410 watts dlssipaced by each

PPU), the heat pipes will operate at 50 ° C (122 ° F) or

lower with the entire 1.83 meters (72 In.) length of

condenser section being effective. Heat pipes having a

14,000 watt-in, capacity are required. Should an artery

or arteries not prime, power has to be reduced to allow

the arteries to prime or the system may be allowed to

operate at a higher _.han 50 ° C (122 ° F) temperature.

The PPU will not be operating for extended periods, at

which time the :adiator and condenser section of the

heat pipes will drop to below -98 ° C (-144 ° F), the

freezing point of methanol. To prime the heat pipe. the

condenser section will be heated to above -98°C (-144°F)

before power is applied to the FPU. Heaters will be lo-

cated on the radiator next to the heat pipes and heaters

will also be on the reservoir fins.
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At lO°C (50 °F). the heat pipes will be turned off. The

only heat transferred to the radiator from the PPU will be

that due to conduction through the heat pipe metal walls

(,I watt).

The adiabatic sections of the heat pipe wilt be thermally

insulated. The reservoirs will be insulated with m,,lti-

layer insulation (MLI) from any direct or indirect heat.

A fin on the reservoir wil[ view space to maintain a cold

reservoir.

Development Histor 7

The heat pipes used in the BIMOD configuration are a gas-

filled, variable conductance tyoe which have had flight

experience: (I) in the International lleat Pipe Experi-

ment (IHPE) sounding rocket test in 1974, and (2) on the

Transmitter Experiment Package (TEP) of the Cormunica-

tions Technology Satelllte (CTS). which has beQ_n oper-

ating successfully since its l_lunch in January J976.

The physical configuration and details of the two heat

pipes flown in the sounding rocket tests are indicated

in taule 8.7-1. They were subjected to approximately

6 minutes of zero-g and helpcd to verify the capability

of TRW's artery priming foil to _uccessfully perform

the venting of non-condensable gas. which is necessary

for successful priming of the artery with wor':in_ fluid.
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Figures 8.7-1 through 8.7-4 summerize the £1isht date.

showinE the temperature dlstrLbutlon alon8 the slab

wicks, the power applled to the evaporator heaters, end

the voltage indicated on the artery thermistor (which

was used to indicate successful artery priming) for both

heat pipes.

References 8.1.1, 8.1.2, and 8.1.3 provide the details

of Che CTS heat pipe application. The location of the

heaC pipe assembly on the CTS spacecraft is shown in

figure 8.7-5. The various components and dimensional

details o£ the CTS heat pipe system are shown in figures

8.7-6 and 8.7-7. Ocher physical property data is shown

in cables 8.7-2 and 8.6-1. Fisures 8.7-8(a) through (e)

and tables 8.7-3 and 8.7-4 su_arlze the heat transfer

capacity and control temperature response data resulting

from the pose-fabrication verification tests performed

on the 15 heat pipes that TRW built for the CTS program.

I_ addition to the flight experience using this heat

pipe design, there has been a history of component tech-

nology developments (refs. 8.1.4 through 8.1.9). This

history can be sunlr_arized as follows.

gaterlals Compatabil£t_ and Processing Procedures

Studies in this area have been supported by:

:
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l) An ongoinb llfe test on CTS VClIPS FM-006 assembly.

This system has been successfully operating in ex-

cess of 34,720 hours (3.96 yrs) at a power input of

150 watts and a nominal operatin$ temperature of

52 ° C (125 ° F).

2) Accelerated life tests on a sample, short CTS heat

pipe. The results of these tests are reported in

re£erence 8.1.10.

3) Early TRW material compatibility tests and studies

involving generation of non-condensable gases in

heat pipes, ;.s indicated in reference 8.1.8. Appli-

cable documents 8.8.1 and 8.8.2 show Lewls-authored

studies which were performed prior to launch of CTS

and which evaluated the gas-generation potential of

the CTS heat pipes. Reference 8.1.11 is a good sum-

mary re£erence on manufacturing problens.

Artery Nicking Systems

Studies in this area included:

1) Resolving manufacturing difficulties resulting from

the necessity of bending the heat pipes, and there-

£ore the wlre-mesh arteries, in some designs. It

was found that, to prevent crimping of an artery

during bending, the wires had to be oriented at a

45 ° bias to the artery centerline. For long heat

pipes, this requirement forced the development of an
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• rtez7 splice technique because the length o£ indi-

vidual a_Cez7 sections w•s limited by the width of

available, commercially produced wire mesh. Naterial

size limitations also resulted in the development of

• splicing technique for the metal felt slab wick

used in the CTS-type he•t pipe designs.

2) Venting non-condeneabte gas bubbles from the working

fluid in arteries. Many literature references can

be found in this •re• (e.g., re£s. 8.1.12 and 8.1.13).

TgW developed • patented venting technique (ref.

8.1.14) usins a "priming foil," which is part of the

artery w•11 on the evaporator end of the heat pipe.

The thickness of the foil, and the diameter of the

holes placed in it, are sized so chat the menisci

which Eorm on the surfaces of the working fluid film

that covers the holes contact each other, causing

the £11m to break. This allows the gas bubbles be-

InK transported in the working fluid [o be vented

out of the arteries into the surrounding vapor spac_

3) Incr••slng the artery diameter to increase the fluid

return capability of the arteries. LiMitations were

encountered in that increasing the artery size also

increased the head height to which an artery had to

prime in a one-g environment. This negative effect

could be compensated for. to some degree, by placing

I
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the artery closer co the bottom of the heet pipe

wall. However, if the artery touches the vail st

any location, it won't prime. The defined separation

distamce is litLted by the manufacturing tolerance in

plac£nK the arteries in the heat pipe cross-section.

4) Overall wick design. Hen compared with other wick

designs, that used in the CTS-type design provides a

low thermal resistance alone with the high pumping

capacity of the artery configuration. This is done

by separmt£n8 the evaporation and condensation areas

from the primary fluid return passages, :hereby

making them more efficient. And placement of the

arteries low in the cross-section improves one-g op-

erating capabilities.

Norking Fluid and C.ontrol Gas Properties

Studies in this area included:

1) Effects of working fluid properties (table 8.7.3-1)

on artery prtan£ng. Early work on arterial, variable

conductance heat pipes usin_ high-vapor-pressure

working fluids showed that they suffered instability

problems which would lead to artery depriming under

high thermal loads. This is one of the disadvantages

of using ammonia in arterial heat pipes.

2) Frezzeout of working flu£d through d£ffusion into the

below-freezing, gas-blocked region of the heat pipe

!
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(e.g., =cf. 8.1.15). TRW performed tests and

studies in this area as part of the CTS program.

The conclusions indicated a large time constant for

this phenomenon and, therefore, it should not be a

problem with the working fluid and control gas used

in these heat pipes.

Formation of control gas bubbles in arteries during

thawing of frozen working fluid. This has been ten-

tatively identified as the probable cause for the

artery depriming which led to the four CTS thernual

anomalies experienced in 1977. Control gas absorbed

by the working fluid is entrapped during freezing

and is released when chewing occurs. If the heat

pipe is under load, the bubbles that form in the

arteries can result in the artery depriming because

the priming foil can't vent the gas fast enough.

The problem is a statistical one because depriming

would be a function of how many bubbles were _co-

duced, whether they combine into larger ones, and

the thermal loading condition on the heat pipe,

which could affect the rate at which the bubbles _re

brought to the evaporator end of the heat pipe. The

rate of formation og _ubbles would be affected by

the thermal environment, including _hanges in the

heat pipe evaporator loading condition, solar im-
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ptngement on radiator surfaces, and so forth. If

this phenomenon checks out as the cause, the obvious

solution to prevent future anomalles would be to

insure thee all of the heat pipe working fluid Is

chewed prior to subjectln 8 the heat pipe to a ther-

mal load. Heaters mounted on the condenser secclon

of the heat pipe would be actlvaced and the working

£1uld taken to a temperature above its £reez£ng

point. The hcaters would be turned off prior to ac-

tivating the equipment which provides the the_nnal

load for the heat pipe, thus reducing the power re-

qulrements for the overall system. A report on

TRWs inlclal anomaly Investi_at£on york is included

in reference 8.1.16. The physlcal descrlpclon o£

the anomalles is £ncluded in re£erence 8.1.17. TRY1

in continuing work in this area under contract RAS3-

21740.

Gravitatlonal Effects

Gravity is a major consideration because of the neces-

sity of per£ormlng ground tests prior to launch in a

spacecraft applicatlon, References 8.1.18 and 8.1.19

touch on the effect of gravity on the performance of

gas-loaded varlsble conductance heat pipes.

1) %Jhen _he working fluid and control ga_ have widely

I
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dlffer_nK molecular weights, strange temperature

dlstributlon8 can result.

2) Huch research has been done in the area of the effect

of tJ.lt on a heat pipe's thermal performance. Gra-

vitational £o_ces reduce or enhance the £1uld return

capability cf the heat pipe, dependin8 on its orlen-

teflon. Figure 8.5.1 illustrates the results of

this bshavlor.

3) The heat pipe configuration and wick design must al-

low for being able to test the heat pipe in a one-&

environment, preferably at thermal transport levels

8pproxlmttlng zero-g transport capability,

Local Heat Flux Limi..tat,£.ons

Local heat flux limitations are governed primarily by the

design of the wl©king structures in the heat pipe. Local

heat fluxes can be reduced by improving the temperature-

average.rig capability of the strucr.ures through which the

heat is brought in and out o£ the heat pipes. This con-

sideration is especially important in heat pipes with

dia_etr81 slab wicks, which result in two separated

vapor-flow channels. I£ more heat enters the heat pipe

on one side than on the other, as occurs in the BI._OD

con£iguration when one PPU is on and the other is off,

the location c£ the £ront between the working £1u£d vapor

and the control gas can vary in each passage. This would

|
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cause a strange Cemperature distribution and/or potential

control problems. The heac pipe saddles in the BIMOD

configuration were specially designed to provide a more

uniform heat distribution around the heat pipes under al1

PPU operatin_ conditions.

Computer, Modelin_

In addition to development of physical hardware, there

has been _sch computer modeling effort involved in this

heat pipe design. TRW's GRADE (ref. 8.1.20), GASPIPE

and L'41JLTINICK computer programs have been useful cools

in the design of these heat pipes. In addition, a "CTS

lieaC Pipes/South Panel" model was evaluated using the

STNDA Thermal Analyzer program. This model is being up-

dated Co provide thermal analysis support for TRW's ef-

forts in investigating the cause(s) of the CTS thermal

anomalies.

Syscem Considerations

The CTS-cype heat pipe design was selected for the BIIIOD

configuration because it provides a high heac-trans£e-

capacity/heat-p£pe-welghC ratio, superior to that of

other known designs for the diameter, length, and ther-

mal response properties specified. Its improved per-

formance is a product of a TRW IR&D effort and a devel-

opment effort (ref. 8.1.21) conducted as Phase I of

TRW's contract to fabricate th_ first set of these heat

q

i
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pipes used on a BIHOD assembly. Besides chose noted

above, ocher design £actors that were evaluated for this

system included coat, ease o£ integration, and system

expansion flexlbility. Thermal control system tradeo££

studies indicated heat pipes, and especlally those with

the improved CTS-type capabillty, reduced system welght

while reducing system costs and are easily integrated

inca the BIHOD con£1guratlon. The system can be easily

expanded by Increasin$ heat pipe length and, therefore,

radlacor size. This would have to be traded of£ against

requlreme.nts for redundancy, n_unber of heat pipes, etc.,

however.

.Design AZternatives

Other heat pipe designs have been evaluated for possible

substitution for, or improvement o£, the CTS design.

TR_ has developed metal felt wicks which have a variable

porosity between the evaporator and the condenser ends

o£ a heat pipe (ref. 8.1.22). This desiEn improves the

£1uid return capability of £elt wicks by a £accor o£

about three. Advantages of this design include:

(1) ¥otencial elimination o£ arteries and, there£ore.

the uncertainty resulting £rom the hi-stable operating

modes o£ artery heat pipes. This would permit using

working £1uids such as anuonia and, therefore, lighter

envelope materials, such as aluminum. Aluminum/ammonia

I
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heat pipes can be fabricated with a stainless steel

adiaba_ic section, minimizing OFF-mode heat transfer

through this region and minimizing thermal gradients in

the walls of the evaporator and condenser sections.

(2) The heat pipes made with just a variable porosity

wick would he easier to manufacture and would, there-

fore, be cheaper in cost. Even with these advantages,

however, a heat pipe with just a variable porosity wick

still cannot perform thermally as well as one with the

arterial design. One possible improvement of the CTS-

type design could be the substitution of the regular

slab wick with one of variable porosity, thereby in-

creasing heat plpe capacity in the deprimed-arteries

mode.

Applicable Documents Enclosed

Tower. L. K.: Decomposition Reaction of Methanol in

CTS Pipe. NASA Lewis Research Center Interna! Memor-

andum, no date.

Gas Generation in CTS VCHPS. NASA Lewis Research Center

Internal Memorandum, June 1975.

SEP FM/PPU Thermal Control System Design Summary. NASA

Lewis Research Center Internal Memorandum for Record.

November 1977.

Heat Pipe Drawing List. NASA Lewis Research Center.
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8.9.1.1

8.9.1.2

Ground Support Equipment

Acceptance and Characterization Tests

_peclal equipment to support these tests was designed to

provide for simple, flexible, and accurate test opera-

tions.

S_ructuK_l Support Equipment

Hardware from the BIMOD assembly fixture (a Multi-Purpose

As&embly and Test _tand), _wo CTS heal pipe system test

stand frames (welded and flat structures), and auxiliary

attachment hardware were combined to form a support

frame with leveling screws on its legs and a _ilting top

(adjustable with one threaded rod) to which the heat

pipes are attached during testing.

Thermal Control Equipment

_o evaporator heater assemblies, three condenser cool-

ing saddle assemblies, three gas reservoir heater assem-

blies, and three gas reservoir cooling jackets provided

for thermal input and output for the heat pipes. Elec-

tric resistance heaters were used on the heater assem-

blies. When required, a water/glycol solution (provided

from a constant temperature bath) or cold gaseous nitro-

gen (GN 2) (provided from a storage bottle and passed

through a heat exchanger coil in a liquid nitrogen (LN 2)

thermos or dewar) was used in the condenser cooling

%
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8.9.2.2

saddles. The cold GN 2 was also used in the gas reser-

voir cooling jackets.

Thermal Instrumentation

Copper constantan thermocouples were used to measure the

thermal response of the heat pipes. (Temperature-

responsive liquid crystal material has also been used

successfully to locate the working fluid/control gas in-

terface of an operating variable conductance heat pipe.)

BIMOD Tests

Auxiliary Coolin_ Tubes

Copper, rectansular tubes were soldered into the evapor-

ator saddles along with the heat pipes. A water/glycol

solution from a constant temperature bath will be used

to cool the PPU's when the heat pipes are in a non-

functioning orientation or environment.

Tilting Feature of BIMOD Support Fixture

The tilt of the heat pipes in the BIMOD configuration

can be adjusted remotely during thermal-vacuum testing

as a result of a feature built into the BIMOD Support

Fixture.
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Table 8.4.1-I bat Ptpos and Saddles PlAtin 8 Sequmce
and Procedure Hunbers.

_em

• . l , ,

PToeess Procedure Number
m ,

1. Double stn0ate.

2. Copper strike. I(XL.-C-1 _550
). Copper plate. MXL*C-ll, JJG, Class 2
_. tin plate, r_ PR 6-18-_

1. Niokel strike. QQ-N-Z_K)
2. Copper plate. T_ PR 6-3_)-3
). ?in plate. Tl_/ PR 6-18-_

?able 8.4.1-2 _'xtmum Reheating Times for Lhe Forulng oF
Xvat-?ruLablo Alloys at VArious temperatures. °

lm ._I,-T*

M0"F _;o

4HiOtY To Wrap
42SeIP To tamp
mO'F S-IS m,n
JIS'_ JO_O m,-
)SOeF 2-4 hr
]iSoF & 10 hr
J00*P 20-50 h,

JQ)t-T_ I D_Tet

I

$ mm S m,n
IS mm IS m,n
_) m,n JO m,n

! hr I hr
2-4 hr |-4 hr

hr I O,-iO h'r

iil-l_ Iorll- 1_t

14[D

511.m
15 rnm
]Omm
I-2 bt

8-tO br
SO- tO0 b:
I_ *_00Mr

Nn

N_
•rcl tPrT_l_

_1- IO 11Lib

]4_1_) m|n
I-2 hr
2-4 )_r

• Under these condltions of tlne 8n_ temperature, the
_OIII:I _J_ sLrongth as a result o_ l, ehei_J_g generally
vi_Ll not exceed about 5 per ce_t. Zt, is to be _ndmr-
stood that these are _ax:Lmum accumulated tines o£

reheaLAng and tha_, in most cases, equal /orMbi12ty
v:_ll be obta_od v2_.h shorter per%ods 0£ heating.
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_able 6,_I

_t
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i ms i i|

1 1

l l
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Functional Requirements

The bimodular (BIMOD) structure is designed co withstan_
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quasl-static accelerations of 108's in the z direction

(thrust) end 6 S's in the x and y directions. These

load factors, which represent ultimate load factors, are

cones. _tively assumed to act simultaneously. In

addition, the load factors are assumed to include the

dynamic cranslent effects of the space transportaclon

system/interim upper stage STS/IUS system as well as

the dynamic response of the TSS mounted on the payload

adaptor structure as glven in reference 9.1.1. 1"he

complete static and dynamic (free vibration) analysis

of the BIMOD is given in applicable document 9.8.1

Dynamically the BIHOD is deeisned to have a minimum

resonant frequency 15 !_ when individually cantilevered

from its power processor attachment points, This mini-

mum frequency was established to preclude or minimize

dynamic coupling between the BTHODs and the combined

STS/ZUS/SEPs system.

The BIMOD thermal control system is required to radiate

to space all the waste heat (410 watts each) generated

by its two power processors when operating at full power.

The thermal control syste= is also required to maintain

survival level temperatures for the power processors,

_ropellant feed lines and the full length of the heat

pipes at a minimum expense of heater power during non-

operating conditions. Both of these requirements are

imposed over a space environment ranging from 0.3 A. U.
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to3.0A.U.

Funct Lone1 Descr£ptlon

)_chanical

The two power processors (PPU) of the BIMOD are mounted

back Co back (fig. 9.3-1-i) against the heat pipe evapor-

ator saddles which serve as the structural backbone of

the power processor structure. _hen bolted back-to-back

the power processors become one large fully enclosed

rectangular box capable of resisting a11 eensile, co_-

presslve, bending, shear end torsional loads thsc may be

imposed by the BIMOD truss attachment brackets (appllc-

able document 9.8.2). The BIHOD truss resultant tensile,

compressive and bending loads are carried co the inter-

face module by four short columns that are integral with

the long sides of the power processor box structure

(fig. 9.3.1-2). However. the main f_ncclon of the sides

of the power processor is co support the ends of the

£ndlvidual cross beam modules of the power processors

(fig. 9.3.1-I).

The PPU ends of the BIMOD radiators are rividly attached

to the PPUs by fiberglass shear panels and fiber_lass

angles which are desiEned to limit the application of

dynamic or static acceleration loads to the heat _ipes

(applicable document 9.8.3). At the thruster end of

the BIHOD the radiators are attached to the BI_D alumi-

num truss by struts. These struts will allow longitudi-

nal and lateral expansion and contraction of the thermal

9-5
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control redlator/heat pipe condenser system whlle re-

strlctlnK radlacor side sway and _Istlnl (fie, 9.3.1-3).

The main functions of the EINOD alu_InLun truss are to

support the thrusters and the thruster ends of the heat

pipe radiators. The thruster end of the truss is deslsned

to be £nte&ral with the thruster glmbal system. Thus.

the thruster launch acceleration loads applied in the

X axis (fi$. 9,3.1-2) ere absorbed at one end of the .

thruster by a thruster pin which intersects a wishbone

part of the truss in its structural plane when the thrust-

tars ere in the launch eonflsuration (with their thrust

axes parallel - see Section 7.3.2).

IiASA drawing CR 638185 is the top BIHOD a0seubly drawin8.

A complete list of BIMOD drawings can be found in appli-

cable document 9.8.4.

Thermal

The BIHOD thermal control subsystem (fig. 9.3.2-1) con-

sists of multilayer insulation (_I) blankets, variable

conductance heat pipes, heat pipe radiators and supple-

mentary heaters. Two power processors are mounted to

opposite sides o_ a conJnon heat pipe evaporator saddle

and are wrapped with an MLI blanket, The MLI blanket

consists of 20 layers of _ mil crinkled aluminized Kapton

with an outer later of 5 mil aluminized Kapton. The

required temperature environment for the power processors

is maintained by methanol-stainless steel heat pipes

9-6



(reference 9.1.2) and supples-ntary heaters. The

supplementary heaters are required co uintaln the com-

ponenc's minimum temperatures in a non-operating mode

ac dlscanc A.U.. Each PPU dlsslpaces _i0 watts oper-

acins ac full power wlch an efficiency of 87_. The mini-

mum capaciCy for each variable conductance heat pipe

is 220 watts. Two sets of three heac pipes (fig, 9.3.1-3)

are embedded in the heat pipe evaporator saddle with one

pipe in each set being a redundant pipe. The mountlng

arrangement of the heat pipes within the heat pipe evap-

orator saddle allows for heat dissipated from either

PPU or both PPUs to be distributed to both heat pipe

radiators of a BINOD.

To size each radiator, the following assumptions were

used: (1) the radiator has a view factor to the solar

array of 0.05 and to space of 0.95, (2) there is ,,o

solar flux incident on the radiator, (3) the emittance

of both the solar array and the radiator is 0.8 (silvered

teflon on radiator), (&) the radiator dissipates heat

at 50 ° C, and (5) the radiator is 0.020-inch-thick alumi-

num. Figure 9.3.1-2 shows the heat pipe radiator con-

figuration along with its dimensions (69 cm wide by 183

cm long). In order to keep the variable conductance

heat pipe working fluid, methanol, above its freezing

point of -93 ° C, strip heaters are mounted in llne with

the heat pipes on the back side of the radiators.
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Zn order to provide meteoroid and comtary dust particle

proceecio., as well as prevent solar flux from Implnglng

on the back of the radiators, _n.t is also placed on the

ends of the BZHOD perpendlcular to the radiators and

along the bottom of the BIHOD behind the thrusters (fig.

9.3.1-3). The co_p. osltlon of these }41.1 blankets is

slven in table 9.3,2-1.

The propellant feed lines are located in the BI_D

structural cavity. Thermal control is provided by a

comblnatlon o5 Isolation, insulation, and heaters to

prevent freezln$ of the mercury.

The thrusters are exposed to beth solar flux and co dee?

space, In order to provide thermal control for the

thrusters in a non-o=eratln8 u_de with no solar flux,

heaters are placed on the engine body o_ each thruster

to prevent them from becoming too cold.

Interface Definition

Mechan£cal

The mechanical interfaces of _he BIMOD occur a_ both

ends og the BINOD. At the thruster end the BIMOD is

attached to adjacent B_MODs by struts. The only pur-

pose of these struts is to prevent co.tact _etween ad-

Jacent heat p£_e radiators dur£n_ the launch accelerat-

£on environment.

The BIMOD is attached to the interface truss by e£_ht
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9.4.2

9.5

#i0-32 hlsh strength bolts. Two bolts are located at

the end of each power processor side column. NASA

Drawing CF 638168 gives complete details of the BIHOD

envelope dimensions, structural attachment bolt pattern,

end allowable flange sizes.

Thermal

The thermal interface at the power processor end of the

bimod consists of • KLI blanket wrapped around the power

processor as discussed In Section 9.3.2. The blankets

provide thermal control of the power processors as well

as providing autonomy of the pe,aer processors from the

incer£sce module and the BDIOD cavity.

The radiators, the _I blankets perpendicular to the

radiators at each end of a BIMOD and the insulation

blankets between the radiators behind the thrusters pro-

vide the thermal interfaces between the BIMOD and the

space environment.

Per£ormance Description

The BIHOD structural/thermal system has r,¢'t, as of

March 20, 1979, been exercised as a systew. However,

the heat pipes have been individually tested (see Sect-

ion 8.0) and do possess sufflcienc capacity co meet the

thermal requirements of the power processors wlch two

of six of the BIMOD heat pipes being fully redundant.

Although the BIMOD assembly has not been vibrated, the

power processor (Section 6.3.2) has survived prototype

9-9



9.6

9.7

qualification vibration levels which were taken as one

and one*half times the flight levels for Spacelab hard

point mounted components independent of mass loading

(see reg. 9.1.3).

Both vibration qualification and thermal vacuum quali-

fication _es_s are planned in the near future for the

live BIHOD (see Section 4.7). The gimbdl system (Sect-

ion 7.5) was also vibrated co these levels without

damage.

Physical Characteristics and Constraints

The physical size of the BIMOD is 2.53 m tall bl 0.69

m vide on the radiator face by 1.39 m deep. NASA Draw-

in 8 CF 638168 contains a description of the envelope

and protruding parts of the BIHOD.

The overall mass of the BIHOD is 137.5 kg. Table 9.6-1

gives a mass breakdown of the major BIMOD systems. The

mass of the BIHOD thermal control system is 21.0 kg and

a breakdown of that mass can be found in table 9.6-2.

The total mass of the BIMOD structure is 10.1 kg. A

detailed breakdown can be found in table 9.6-3

The BIMOD, is designed to _ithstand the functional re-

quirements outlined in Section 9.2.

Development History

The BIHOD structural/thermal deslsn is the culmination

o£ an effort at developing • modular thrust subsystem

that was begun in 1974. The earliest result was a
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thrust module that contained one thruster with Its own

propellant tank and one power processor with thermal

control by a combination of direct radiation from the

PPU face through louvers and utilizing heat pipes for

the _emaining heat (see ref 9.1._).

The use of individual propellant tanks and feed systems

for each thruster was not weight efficient and was thus

dropped. The use of PPU's with thermal control by both

louvers and heat pipes was no= as efficient as heat pipes

alone (see refs. 9.1.5 and 9.1.6). Also, thermal re-

dundancy of heat pipes with individual PPU's was diffi-

cult to provide without incurring weight penalties.

Because of these deficiencies the BIMOD concept was

initiated in 1975.

The structural analysis of the BIMOD and the complete

TSS was accomplished by using the Automated Multi-Stage

Subscructuring (AMSS) capability of NASTRAN (applicable

document 9.8.5). Because of its modularity, this feature

of NASTRAN proved to be very efficient in performing both

sta=ic and dynamic (free vibration) analysis of the

complete system. Each of the major components of the

TSS (i.e., BIHOD, Interface Module, Heat Pipe Radiators,

etc.) was first analyzed using the conventional NASTKAX

formulation tO determine preliminary design sizes. After

preliminary sizing of the structural members in these

substructures, the &HSS feature of NASTRAR was used _o

9-11
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assemble the coa_onents into a TSS and check the com-

plete system, both statically and dynamically. The stage

configuration could readily be changed by adding or

deleting BIMODs with a minimum of time and effort by

using this technique.

In addition co the development history of the overall

BIMOD thermal/structural system there is a history of

development of specific thermal/structural components.

i) Heat Pipes - Heat pipe development history is cov-

ered in Section 8.7.

2) Evaporator Saddles

a) ConfiEuratlon Evaluation - One configuration had

the saddles bolted around the heat pipes evaporator

sections, with RTV-566 in the interface 'olnts. Although

it provided the flexibility to be able to easily replace

heat pipes, it was rejected due to weight and manufactur-

ing cost consideration. Another conflgura=ion had the

saddles serve as the actual evaporator section envelope.

This concept was rejected because of manufacturing and

assembly difficulties and cost considera:ions. The con-

figuration chosen uses a soft-solder Joint between the

heat pipes and saddles.

b) Solder Joint - The solder joinc used on the BI_OD

has flight history on the CTS heat pipe, on which both

evaporator and condenser sections used soldered saddles.

To evaluate the effects of thermal stresses in the solder

Joint caused by differential expansion between the stain-
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less hea: pipes and almninum saddles, TRW performed

a seri.s o_ thermal cycling tests on samples of

saddle/pipe solder joints. As indicated in reference

9.1.2, _he joints successfully withsLood this environ-

mont.

Assembly techniques have also underBone development

efforts. At Lewis, _amples were soldered in vacu_o

to determine if solder void area could be reduced.

Results are still being evaluated. Also, a special

solderin_ fixture was develoDed which provided both

normal and lateral compression durin_ soldering

(this was necessary because of the saddle cross-

section used) and which had a fa_t temperature-rise

response (which was necessary to minimize the time

the aluminum saddles snent at high temperature.)

Another solder joint re]iabilitv question considered

was the potential deterioration o@ the solder Joint

due to amalgamation of the solder with mercury

oriBinating at the thruster. AlthouFh a catastro-

phic failure appears unlikely (the exposed joint areas

are small and the mercury which would come in contact

with it would probably not be a bulk amount), the

potential problem could be eliminated by coatinK the

exposed surfaces with a conformal coatin_ of some type.

c) Saddle Cross-section Evaluation - Durinc fabricntion

9-13



of the SEP heat pipes, TRW pointed out that the BIMOD

configuration put an as_etric thermal load on the

heat plpe when only one PPU was operating because of

the simple evaporator saddle design being used. A

chez_nal analysis was performed, and the saddle rede-

signed, to improve distribution of the heat _rom each

PPU co both sides of the heac pipe slab wick. (See

applicable document 9.8.6, and NASA Drawing CF 637022,

Paros 13 and 14).

3) Condenser Saddles

a) Ccnfiguratlon Evaluation - The initial configuration

considered for the condenser saddles was the same as

CTS, with the same saddle cross-sectlon and a soldered

Joint. Evaluation of the radiacor design, however, re-

sulted in a condenser saddle design which is dual pur-

pose -- it not only helps carry the thermal load from

the heat pipes to the radiator but also serves as a

radiator stiffener along the length of the heat pipe.

The final welght/unlt length is comparable to _he CTS

design. RTV-566 is used as the interface material and

the saddle is attached to the radiator wicn no. 2 machine

screws.

b) RTV Joint - A thin layer of RTV-566 is used as the

interface material to improve thermal conduc=ion =hrough

the joint. The pot life following mixing of the catalyst

with the base material is 30 to 45 minutes. Procedures

add tooling design concepts developed for applying the

9-1&



the CT$ radiatoxs to the heat pipe condenser saddles

are being applied to assembly of the BIMOD radiator

within the above time limitation. In addition, means

of extending the RTV pot life are also being investi-

gated.

4) Radiators

a) Thickness Evaluation - The initial configuration

considered used a 0.040-inch radiator, similar to the

CTS radiator, a study was performed to evaluate the

effect of radiato_ thickness on radiator efficiency.

Some of the results are summarized in figure 9.7-I.

The SEP radiator is 0.020-inch thick, cutting the weight/

unit area in half. A short radiator extension helped

to compensate for the loss of thermal efficiency.

b) )h,te ial Evaluation - Thermal conductivity also

affects radiator efficiency. Aluminum alloy [100-Hl4

was substituted for the 6061-T6 used on CTS. Although

alloy Ii00-814 £s less strong mechanically the strength

is adequate.

c) Thermal Coatin_ - Silvered-teflon is hei_ used on

the emitting sarface of the radiator. It has a history

of space applications (including CTS). In addition,

its durability has been tested in ground, temperature-

cycling tests (ref. 9.1.7). Also, surface charging of

the material, which is of especial significance in syn-

chronous orbit, was investigated during the CT$ program.

Electrically conducting adhesive materials were tested,
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9.8.2

9.8.3

9.8.4

9.8.5

9.8.6

9.9

one o£ which vas used on the CTS radiator.

Appl£cable Documents Enclosed

01ex, Mark; and Zimpfer, Dennis: BIHOD Truss Analysis,

August 1977.

Sharp, G.R.: Stress Analysis of BIMOD Tower to FN/PPU

Attachment Bracket, Ray 1979,

Sharp, C.R.: Heat Pipe Condenser Support Vibration

Calculations, Hay 1979.

BL_40D Assembly and Detail Drawing List. MAYA Lewis

Research Center.

Smallowitz0 J.N.: The NASTRAN Structural Analysis of

a Solar Electric Propulsion Module.

Thermal Analysis og FH/PPU Heat Pipe Saddle Designs.

NASA I_ewis Research Center Znternal Memorandum January

1978.

Ground Support Equipment

See Section 4.9
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Tjble 9.3.2-1 Naterials for Space Exposed Nultilayer Insulation Blankets

_ mil scrinmed Kapton with 1 m|l black conductive coating on

one s;de (outer layer)

1 mll double aluninized dimple_ nylar

_': 1 _il double aiu_in;zed flat mylmr

:_ 1 m;I double aluminized dlmpled m_lar

:_ 3 layers of 2 m;I Tedlar

15 layers oF _ m;I double alumln;zed nvlar separated by Dacron net

1 _il double alu.in;zed Teflon

9-17
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Table 9.6-1 BIMOD Engine System Masses

%

3

Description .,ss, ks (Ib)

1, Functional Hodel/Power Processors
w;th External Structure (2)

2. Thermal Control System

3. Thrusters (2) with Electrical Processors

_. Thruster Gimbal Systems (2)

5. BIHOD Structural Mess

6. PropellanL Distribution

7. Mlscellaneous (Gimbal Harness, Mlscell.
hardware_ r RTV_ etc.)

Total

74.7 (164.7)

21.0 (46.3)

20.7 (45.6)

6.6 (]5.0)

i0.i (22.3)

O. 7 (I 5)

3.5 (;" 7)

137.5 (303 i)

9-18
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Table 9.6-2 BIHOD Thermal System masses

Description

1. Radiators

2. Radiator Saddles

3. Radiator $addJe Hardware

_. Heat Pipes

5. Hultll_yer Insulation

6. Radiator Coating

7. Heat Pipe Evaporator Smddles

B. RTV at Evaporator Saddles

9. RTV at Radiator Saddles

10. Radiator Support Structure

a. At FH/PPU

b. At Thruster

c. Radiator SupDort Heat Sections

li. Evaporator Saddle Solder

_IlSS ! k_ (Ib)

4.17 (9.20)

!.68 (3.71)

o.31 (o.69)

7.56 (16.66)

1.81 (3.g8)

o._ (O.gB)

3.6B (S.12)

0.20 (o._)

0._0 (0._3)

0.29 (O.64)

0.21 (0.46)

0.32 (0.70)

o.17 (o. 38_

Total 21.04 146.39)
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Table 9.6-3 BIHOD Structural _asses

DesCript;on ,,

BIHOD Truss

BIHDD Truss to FM/PPU Attach Brackets

BIHOD to BIHOD Attach Struts

i

Total

Massy kS lib)

g.7 (21.4)

o. ] (0.6)

o._ (o.3)

to. 1 (2z.3)
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Figure 9.3.1-3 BIMOD Mass Simulation Model
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Solar Array = 50°C

Heat Pipe - 50°C(72 ")
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Aluminum Fin Weioht - Pound:
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Figure 9.7-1Pa,ametric Study of Radiator Fin Weiaht and Thickness

vs Radiatinn Capacity
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I0.0

I0.1

I0.2

Interface Module

Reference Documents

None

Functional Requirements

I) The interface module shall serve as a power, control,

structural, and thermal interface between the mission

module and the BIMOD engine systems of the thrust sub-

system.

2) The interface module shall receive power from the

mission module and distribute power to the interface

mcdule equipment, and BIMOD englne systems.

3) The interface module shall be capable of clearing

thrust subsystem load faults .an the solar array power

buase_

4) "fhe in, ,.L-face :r,odule _hall receive cosmmands from the

missicJr module and upon corm_and decoding shall either

trans_,;_ :he command or enter preprograr0med sequences

to cel_c,_ar:dthe interface module eouipment or BIMOD

engine ,._vs terns.

5) The interface module shall receive data from the

interf_i=e n,odule equipment and BIMOD engine systems,

and sh,_ii tither trans_ir this data up Jn request to

the mis.;io_ module or employ in th_ control of the

thrust :.uL_ystem.

I0-3
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lO. 3

lO.3.1

10.3.1.1

10.3.1.2

6) The interface modula shall provide the structural

interface between the mission module and thrust sub =

system, shall pruvlde a direct load path from the

BIMOD engine systems to the mission module, and

shall provide structural support for the interface

module components.

7) The interface module shall provide a thermal inter-

face between the mission module and thrust subsystem

and shall maintain the interface module components

within operational and nonoperatlonal temperature

llmlcs.

Functional Descriptlon

E1ectrlcal

General

As shown in figure 10.3.1.1-I, the interface module

eleccrlcal equipment shall include a thruster controller,

power distribution unit, and Eimbal electronics.

Thruster Controller

1) The thruster controller shall receive executive level

oonn_and_ from the mission module that are required co

start, throttle, and shut down the thruster. The

controller contains the thruster algorithms described

in Section 5.0, Thruster and discussed in detail in

S_ction II.0, Thruster Controller. The controller

implements these algorithms into appropriate commands

10-4



10.3.1.3

and transmits the sat point colmands, reference

co_Jnands, end telemetry requests to the power proces-

sors. The controller monitors the oper_tlon of each

thruster/power processor combination a_d provides

corrective action in response to abnormal operation

conditions indicated by interrupt flags generated by

the power processor.

2) The thruster controller returns telemetry requested

by the mission module computer of all thrust sub-

system equipment.

3) The thruster controller controls the application and

removal of 200 to 400 V dc power to the power proces-

sors and the 28 V dc regulated power to the power

processors, mercury propellant valves, and thrust

subsystem heaters

Power Distribution Unit

The power distribution unit shall accept 200 to 400 V dc

power and 28 V dc power from the mission module and dis-

tribute chis power to the interface module equipment

and BIHOD engine systems as coxznanded by the thruster

controller. The power distribution un_ provi0es switch-

ing of 28 V dc power for the power processors, mercury

valves, and heaters. The power distribution unit pro-

vides for clearing of load faults on the 200 to 400 V dc

bus. Signal conditioning for and formatting data from

I0-5



10.3.1.4

10.3.2

thrust subsystem temperature and pressure transducers

is performed by the power distribution unit.

Section 12.0 should be consulted for further detail.

Thruster Gimbal Electronics

The thruster gimbal electronics shall generate the

drive signals for the thruster gimbalmotors end shall

format position data from the gimbal angle resolvers as

required for transmission to the mission module computer.

Mechanical

The interface module truss shall be an aluminum tubular

structure which provides a ten point mounting interface

with the mission module on one side and mounting for

each of the four BIMOD engine systems on the other side

(see figure 10.3.2-1). The BIMOD loads are carried

directly through the truss members to the mission module

attachment points. The length end width of the struc-

ture is determined by the area required to attach the

four BIblOD engine systems. The height is determined by

the mercury propellant tank size.

The two mercury tanks are suspended by aluminum tubes

which are tied directly to the mission module mounting

points. The interface module also contains the mercury

propellant manifolds, lines, valves, and pressure and

temperature sensors as described in Section 13.0.

g
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10.3.3

10.4.1.1

10.4.1.2

Thermal

The required temperature environments of the interface

module components are maintained by a combination of

multilayer insulation, passive radiators, and heaters.

The multilayer insulation is wrapped around the entire

interface module. The power distribution unlt and

simbal electronlcs are mounted to pass£ve radlacors

interior to the interface module cavity. The thruster

controller is mounted to a passive radiator exposed to

space. Heaters are en_loyed on the propellant tanks.

Interface Definition

Electrical

The electrical interfaces between the interface module

equipment and the BIHOD enSine systems are defined in

Section 4.4 and sumnarized in figure 10.3.1.1-1.

Solar Array Power

The solar array configuration unic of the mission _odule

will provide nominal 200 co 400 V dc power aC up to

125 amps co the power distribution unit. Harness from

the mission module to terminals on the po_er distribu-

tion unit shall be carried as part of the interface

module.

Misslon Module Battery Bus

The mission module battery bus will provide 28 V dc

power Co the power distribution unit of the interface

q
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10.4.1.3

10.4.2

module, The battery bus rill provide power through

eleven separate circuits: Eight circuits to the P_!

for the eiSht power processors; one circuit to the PDU

co provide heater power, mercury solenoid valve pulse,

a_d gimbal electronics; and one circuit to each of the

thruster controllers.

Mission Module Computer

The mission module computer will provide commands to

and receive telemetry from the thruster controller and

the thruster $imbal electronics tu the interface module.

The interface to the mission module computer from the

thruster controller shall be through a first-in, first-

o, lt bugger memor 7 which limitm the data transfer rate

to TBD bps and provides noise £11tering. The buffer

memory is connected to the mission module computer bus

via a bus adapter unit. The interface from the $imbal

electronics is similar to that for the thruster con-

troller.

Hechanicsl

The mechanical interface between the interface module

and the individual BIMODs is defined in Section 4.4.2.

The interface module will be mounted to the _Lssiou

module at the ten mounting points as shown in figure

10.3.2-1, LeRC Drawing CR 622760, Thrust Bubsystem

Interface Control Drawing.

,t

%
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10.4.3

10.4.4

10.5

10.6.2

Thermal

The thermal inter£ace between the interface module and

the BIMODs will be the multilayer insulation blanket

placed across the top of each BIMDD. The interface

between the interface module and the miss!on module

will be the multtlayer insulation blanket placed across

the top of the interface module.

Propellant

The mercury propellant interface between the interface

module and the BIMODs is defined in Section 4.4.4.

Performance Description

The performance of the interface module equipment is

discussed in the followlng major sections: II.0. Thrus-

ter Controller; 12.0, Power Distribution; 13.0, Propel-

lant Storage and Distribution; and 14.0, Structure/

Thermal.

Physical Characteristics and Constraints

Mass

The estimated mass of the interface module is 158.7 kg.

A breakdown of the interface module masses is listed in

table 10.6.1-1.

Powe.____Er

The power required of the solar array bus and mission

module battery bus by the power distribution unit of the

inter£ace module shall not exceed the estimated values

10-9
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10.6.3

10.6.4

10.7

listed in cable 10.6.2-1. The power required of the

mission module battery bus by the thrusCer controller(s)

£s TBD.

Environ_ncal

The interface module shall be compatible wish she

structural and thermal dasign criCer£a identified in

Section 14.0.

Con_t fturaci_on

The confiKuraCion of che incer£ace module is defined by

LeRC drawtn8 CR 622760, Thrust Subsystem Incer£sce Con-

trol _rawlns, flsure 10.3.2-1.

De_vt lolnnm_.c Hlscor-/

Design trades for the incerfsce module have been con-

ducted as pare of the thrust subsystem definition and

desisn effort since lace 1975. One of the major crades

conducted has been co consider a separate propellant

tank for each thruster, a single common tank for all

thrusters, or two coum_n tanks for all thrusters. The

first option was rejected because of the possibility of

having to pump mercury from one tank co another should

a failure occur in any element o£ a tank. power p=oces-

sot. thruster cha£n. The two common tank confiKuraCion

was chosen over the single co,_non tank approach because

the total inCer_ace module structure mass favored the

two- tank approach.

I0-I0
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Another --Joz trade was _n the power interface. Con-

cepts previous to the present desiSn shoved the shaft

axis o£ the solar arrays attached to the interface

module at a solar array drive-_.chanism. The interface

module distributed solar array power to both the mission

module and the thrust subsystem, Also, the 4nter£aee

module provided its own regulated power. Zn the present

desisn, the solar array interface Is with the m£ssion

nodule and the interface module receives both unregulated

and regulated solar array pover from the mission module.

This simpli£_es the aechen£cal and electrical lnter-

£aces with the mission module. Also, functional dupli-

cation is reduced because only the mission module pro-

vides regulated power.

Another major design trade concerned the mechanical

interface with the laumch adapter tower. Early concepts

showed that this mechanical £nter£ace vss between the

interface module and the latmch adapter. In the pres-

ent design, the Launch adapter £s attached to the mis-

sion module, thereby slapl£fy£ng the interfaces between

the thrust subsystem and the vehicle.

10-11
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ll.O Thruster Controller

Operation of a sinsle ion thruster requires control

of several voltases end currents through operational

phases of preheat, Ignition. operation, throttling

etc. AlgoritJuns for these control functions are

described in Section 5.3.4.2. Implementat£on of

these alsoritl_as to control several thrusters aimul-

taneously requires computer control. Control of

space vehicle thrusters via $round computer is imprac-

tical due to the data rates and the transmission

time delays that prevail in proposed planetary_Lssions.

Thruster control must be accomplished on-board the

space vehicle.

T%, section describes progress that has been made in

,aszstand_ng the thruster control function. A space

vehicle computer control heirarchy shown in figure

11.0-1 is proposed. It indicates the thruster con-

troller controllin$ the several power processor-

thruster systems in response to direction from a

vehicle control computer. Information flow between

the space vehicle computer and the thruster controller

is ordinarily restricted to an executive level of

detail such as instructions to operate certain thrusters

at certain power and speci£ic impulse levels, etc.
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D_Olmtnt o£ fltghtotTpe thruster controller hard-

ware _d so£_are has not besun. An understanding o£

software requirements has been sa£ned chroush opera-

tion of two major test casks of the Technology Readi-

ness Program described in applicable document 11.8.1.

The Mission Profile Life Test (MPLT) program to eval-

uate electric propulsion components in long term tests

requires computer control o£ three thrusters simul-

Caneously £n 8round CesC. The BIHOD tesc program de-

scribed in applicable document 11.8.2 requires com-

puter control of at least t_o thruster systems. The

dfscuss£on of hardware and sol,rare contained in this

section represents the state of knowledge acquired

by preparing for and starting those test programs.

Details of these programs including flow charts and

program listings are contained in applicable document

11.8.3. _n addition to detailed programs developed

to conduct test programs, some preliminary system

studies have been done which treat the thruster control

task in a general way.

This section (ll.O) covers thruster operation and

control only. Functions and requirements not necessary

got this purpose are not discussed. The controller

concept used in Sections 3.0 and 10.0 of this desi_m

r
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manual uses a more integrated approach which includes

the follovin8 functions in the controller.

I) Power procaaaor temperature mont_orlns and con_roi.

2) Radiator and heat pipe temperature monitoring and

control.

3) Mercury propellant tank pressure monitorlns.

4) Mercury tank and propellant feed system tempera-

ture mm_Itorlng and control.

5) Control of solar array bus switching and fault

clearing for the power processing units.

6) Solar array bus monitoring and telemeery.

7) Engineering telemetry digitization and processin&.

In addition the system designer mi@ht choose to expand

the controller to include:

1) Gimbal drive electronics.

2) Gimbal position command interface and processing.

3) Gimbal Dositlon readout electronics.

4) Gimbal position telemetry interface,

5) Other housekeepln 8 and initialization functions.

However, none o_ these functions (no matter how essen-

tial for the operation of the thruster° power processors°

and gimbals) is required for the implementation of the

thruster control algorithms and anomaly correction

techniques which have been developed and so they are
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11.1.4

11.1.5

11.1.6

11.2

not discussed here.

Reference 9oc .t.men_s

Extended Performance Solar Electric Propulsion Thrust

System Study. (Hu_hes Space and Colaunications Croup)

NASA CK-135281, 1977.

SERT C Project Study. HASA TM X-71508, 1974.

Merd, J.W.: Application of a l.U.nico_putez to the

Control and Testln B of los Propulsion Systems, AIAA

Paper 73-I080, October 1973,

Low, C, A. Jr.: Di&ital Computer Control of a 30 cm

Mercury Ion Thruster. AIAA Paper 75-380, March 1975.

Power, J. L.: Planned FliKht Test of a Mercury Ion

Auxiliary Propulsion System. I - Objectives, Systems

Descriptions, and Mission Operations. NASA TM-78859,

1978. Also AIAA Paper 78-647, April 1978.

Power, J. L.; and RoCnem, J. 0.: Operation of a

Small Mercury Ion Thruster System in a Simulated

Stationkeeping Mode, Usin K a Microprocessor, AIAA

Paper 76-995, November 1976.

Functional Requirements

1) The thruster controller shall provide complete

operational control for all ion thrusters in the

system.

2) For any of the ion thrusters it controls, the

thruster controller shall cause the £ollowin 8

Q
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oporatlons to be per£ormed in response to exte. ml

commands;

a) Start the thruster

b) Throttle the thruster operating power level

to any one of TBD (tentatively I00) points

_r_thln its operating range.

c) Shutdown the thruster

d) Precondition thruster cathode tip and thruster

neutralizer tip for operations.

e) Start and operate the thruster neutzallzer

only.

3) The thruster controller shall pass through to the

power processing units (PPU) controlled, any des-

ignated thruster setpolnt commands, reference

commands, and telemetry requests. It shall return

the requested telemetry data.

4) The thruster controller shall provide corrective

action in response to abnormal operating conditions

in the thrusters and their associated power pro-

ceasing units.

3) The thruster controller shall monitor the opera-

t_on of the thrusters and associated power pro-

cessing units.

6) The thruster controller shall control the appli-

cation and removal of 28v power co the thruster
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povar procteslng units, thus providing overall

on/off control co them.

7) The thruster controller shall be the sole com-uni-

cation channel to the thruster power processln8

units. Tt shall Kenerate properly coded cmmands

and transmit them co the PPUs In the correct for-

mat. It shali receive telemetry and status infor-

utlon frem the PPUs and process the off normal

flag 8eneratad by the PPUs.

8) The thruster controller shall control the operation

of the solenold valves in the mercury propellant

feed system.

9) The thruster controller shall provide the sole

command and telemetry interface between the thrus-

ter system and the remainder of the spacecraft.

10) The thruster controller 8hall return properly

formatted telemetry inforwation to the spacecraft.

11) Upon request, the thruster controller shall re-

turn full telemetry information concerning its

o_n operation and t_e operation of any of the

thrusters and thruster PPUs.

12) The thruster controller shall provide for the in-

fliKht proKrauzning or replacement of its control

algorithms to allow workaround for thruster or

thruster PPU abno .:alities.

q
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11.3

11.3.1

II.3.1.I

13) The thruster controller sha$1 accept status infor-

nation concernln8 the solar array bus voltage ap-

plied to each thruster PPU.

Functional Description

Electrical

Controller Concept Description

Figure 11.3.1.1-1 is a conceptual block diagram of the

thruster controller. It has four gunctional elements;

an interface to the spacecragt telemetry, command,

and control system(s), an interface to the thruster

power processing units, an £ntergace to the power

distribution unit. and the control computer itael£.

Each of the interfaces will be discussed separately

in this section. The functioning o£ the control

computer will be described in sections 11.3.1.2 through

11.).1.5. Requirements for redundancy, error correc-

tion, and failure detection arising from reliability

considerations are not discussed.

1) Co_Jnicgtione Interi,._ with $pacecra£t - The

details o£ the comzunicatione _nter£ace to the

spacecraft telemetry, counand, and control system

and associated control comvuter processing require-

ments are TBD as they are strongly dependent on

the spacecragt design. The basic functions oE the

coulnunications interface are (1) to receive suit-

ably coded co,hands directed to the thruoter
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controller to fla 8 their presence to the control

computer and (2) to return telemetry and status

information to the spacecraft. Counands received

will either be directed to the control computer

itself for the initiation of the various control-

led operations or passed through to allow direct

control of the thruster PPUs, the mercury pro-

pellant system valves, or the 28 V dc supply to

the thruster PPUs. The communications interface

viii cause the control computer to initiate return

of properly formatted telemetry data (in one or

more selectable formats) and return that tele-

metry and status information as required.

Upon receipt o£ properly coded requests via the

communications interface, the thruster controller

will return to the spacecraft specific telemetry

and status information from any of the thruster

PPUs chroush the coumunications interface. In

addition, detailed status information from the con-

trol computer software and playback of selected

portions of the control computer memory will be

made to the spacecraft via the communications

interface.

The connunications inCer_ace will input data from
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the spacecraft for the reprograuning of selected

portions of the control computer memory. Using

this method, control constants will be changed to

compensate /or changes in thruster or thruster

PPU operating characteristics. In addition it

will be possible to work around some failures by

reprogram_ing the control algorithms themselves.

The communications interface will also obtain time

information from the spacecraft master clock and

provide a seconds clock to the control computer

for use in the sequencing of control operations.

2) Cownunications Interface with Thruster Power

Processing Units - The power processor interface

handles all transmission of con_nand, telemetry.

and status information between the control com-

puter and the individual thruster PPUs Thc

power processor interface will select which power

processor is to be commanded and activate its

command bus; it will generate suitable parity for

the transmitted commands; it will check for trans-

mission and interpretation errors and abort ex-

ecution if an error is detected; it will monitor

the power processor off-normal flag line; and it

will return telemetry data and transmission error

and off-normal flag information to the control

%
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cocaputer. A schematic of the interface currently

being used in the development systems is shown

in applicable document 11.8.4.

Applicable document 11.8.5 contains a document

entitled "Command and Telemetry Codes of Power

Processors for the 30 cm Ion Thruster." 1'his doc-

ument contains detailed information on the inter-

face between the individual thruster PPUs and the

power processor interface, including timing, level,

format, and a complete listing of all commands

and their associated codes. A brief explanation

of the interface will be given here for comp)ete-

hess.

Figure 11.3.1.1-2 shows the basic electrical inter-

face for one thruster PPU, It is composed of five

signal pairs optically isolated on the receiving

end. The cormand sync line operates at four times

the bit rate. The co.and enable line serves two

functions; (I) it provides synchronization at the

beginning of a command transmission sequence and

(2) it aborts execution of the cormaand currently

being processed if it goes "low" before the end

of co.and processing. The coEcaand line transmits

coded comands and telemetry requests to the

I
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thruster PPU in a serial digital format. The

digital data line echoes back the co...and or

telemetry request as it is clocked into the thruster

PPU. The command echo is followed by execution

information and telemetry data if requested. The

line labeled "interrupt" is the thruster PPU off-

normal flag line. It goes high when certain off-

normal conditions described in applicable document

11.8.5 are detected by the power processor.

Figure Ii.3.1.i-3(a) shows the basic transmlsbion

format for commands to the £hruster PPUs. The bits

are numbered in the order transmitted. Bit one is

a parity bit which will be generated by the power

processor interface. Bits 2 through ii contain

the command information from the control computer.

Bits 12 thru 16 contain a unique thruster PPU

address, also supplied by the control computer.

The power processor interface will transmit the

first 16 bits to the selected thruster PPU and the

powez processor will echo them back to the power

processor interface which will compare them on a

bit by bit basis. If there is an error in trans-

mission, the power processor interface w_ll drop

=he enable line to its "low" state and abort
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command execution. The sequence of operations

now varies depending on whether an executable com-

mand or telemetry request was sent to the thruster

PPU. If a cona_and is to ke executed by the power

processor at blt time 24, bit 18 is set to "one".

If a command was not sent to the power processor

the power processor interface will drop _he enable

line to abort execution. If a telemetry request

will be processed by the power processor beginning

at bit time 18. bit 17 is set to "one" by the

thruster PPU. If a telemetry request was not

transmitted, the power processor interface will

drop the enable line to its "low" state to abort

execution.

The thruster PPU returns seven bits of digitized

telemetry data or status flags beginning at bit

ti_= 18. The power processor interface will re-

ceive this data, append suitable error flags, and

return the resulting data word to the control com-

pu=er. The thruster PPU off-normal flag will be

sampled each time a command is transmitted to the

power processor and returned to the control computer

as a flag bit in the return word. The detaile_

level of error checking will be performed because

the control computer must, at all times, know the

1].-14
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3)

exact status of each thruster PPU to negate poten-

tial damage to the thruster or power processor.

Power Distribution Unit Intergace - The details of

the power distribution unit interface in figure

ll.3.1.1-1 are also discussed in section 12.0.

This interface will permit the control computer

to switch the individual thruster PPU on and off

by controlling their 28 V de housekeeping supply.

This allows the thruster controller a backup control

in the even_ of £ailures in the power processors

on their command buses (power processors are shut-

down to await higher level intervention) and

allows the thruster controller to switch the

individual thruster PPU to a known initialized

state by cyclin8 their 28 V dc housekeeping supply.

In addition, this interface will permit the control

computer to always be aware of the current status

of the 28 volt supply to all power proces3ors and

so will prevent the possibility of false failure

shutdowns.

The power distribution unit interface will allow

the thruster con=roller _o control all mercury

propellant feed solenoid valves in the system.

This will insure that propellant is always avail-

able to the opezating thrusters and will allow

%
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ii.3.1.2

the control computer to be constantly aware of

the valve status. In addition this will permit

the thruster controller to implement certain re-

conditioning algorithms for thruster and neutra-

lizer cathode/isolator/vaporizer assemblies which

may require the removal of propellant feed temporarily.

The power subsystem interface will also return

status information on solar array bus switching to

the control computer on request. This will assure

that no attempt will be made to start a thruster

using an unpowered power processor, allow proper

sequencing of solar array and 28 V dc housekeeping,

and prevent the generation of false failure re-

turns. (An unpowered thruster PPU looks like a

failed power processor to the thruster controller.)

Control Software Development

The control computer shown in figure 11.3.1.1-1 will

operate the thrust, rs using the thruster control

techniques and algorithms embedded in software which

has been developed and operated successfully on a

minicomputer based software development system.

This software is currently undergoing additional

refinement and long term test evaluation. 0£ nec-

essity, the development system provides _ gross sim-

ulatlon of the ill-defined cormmmications and power

q
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distribution unit interfaces of figure 11.3.1.1-1.

The simulation is obtained by simplified hardware and

by so_t_are utility and driver routines. The complete

development system, hardware and so£t_are, is fully

described in applicable document I1.8.3.

A schematic diagram of the PPU communications inter-

facL is provided in applicable document ii.8.4. The

PPU co_nunications interface operates essentially as

described in section 11.3.1.1 but parity is generated

by the software. Figure 11.3.,.2-2 shows the return

word from the communications interface. Bits 0 through

7 are a pass through of the power processor return

bits. The power processor off-normal flag is passed

through in the bit 8 position. Ig a transmission or

interpretat£on error is detected, bits 9 through 11

are see by the hardware to indicate the type of error.

If any of bits 8 through 11 is set, bit 15 is also

set to permit easy software checking for their pres-

ence.

The computer I/0 interface card at I/O select code 17

(octal) provides 16 relay contact closures which are

processed through the 28 volt power/alarm control

panel to provide shutdown control for the 28 V dc

housekeeping supply to each of the thruster PPUs.

"1
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A_other contact closure is used Co provide a shutdown

alarm.

The seconds clock provides clme in seconds In the form

of 8 BCD dLglcs upon request. The clock Clme is input

at I/O select codes 21 and 22 (octal). The clock Clme

is displayed on the clock display panel via I/0 select

codes 21 and 22 (octal). The coamand display panel

opera,in S through I/0 select code 20 (octal) is used

to display the last coumand cransmlcced by the computer

in binary format. The dace in the clock display and

the co=sand display are interfaced Co an adding machlne

cape type printer which _s used co log all commands

transmicced. Real thruster PPU contends (for pass

through as yell as "pseudocommands" (requests for

initiation o£ computer aucomacic control operations)

and data princinS requests are entered _nco the manual

co_nand panel in binary format.

An opc£csl paper tape reader £s used to enter programs,

data, and preset conunand sequences. Teletypes or

Decw_£Cers are used for data logging, status printing,

and diagnostic and error message printing. The com-

puter's front panel "switch register" is also used Co

provide a varlecy of inlclalfzaCion and operational

inputs and diagnostic requests to the running soft--are.

l
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11.3.1.3 Symtem Software Description

Figure 11.3.1.3-1 provides an overview of the software

system. The system now operates three thrusters

simultaneously buc is expandable to eight or more

thrusters with a minimum of changes. All data, control

constants, flags, and calibration constants necessary

for thruster operation and control (with the exception

of timers) are stored in a large common block in high

memory. The thruster control routines are written in

a form whlch is independent of the thruster being

controlled (except for timing functions). They obtain

the information required £or thruster operation from

a special operational con_on block which is loaded

with the proper data each time the thruster control

routines are called.

1) common Block - The overall layout of the common

area is shown to the left of figure II.3.1.3-i.

a) PPU-Status Block - The first major se_:tion in

the common area stores the last cormuand £or

each type and/or subtype sucessfully trans-

mitted to each of the thruster PPUs.

b) Thruster Blocks - The third, fourth, and fifth

segments of common are the individual thruster

common blocks. All are identical. They start

off with a series of identifiers, flags, and
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c)

variablee used in the overall system opera-

elon. This is followed by a block of fla8 s

and variables used for the actual thruster

control operations. Then there is a set of

control con,_tants (labeled "Th:uster Con-

stants") used to establish time sequences,

define setpotnts, etc. The last section of

the thruster comnou blocks contains the power

processor telemetry and _egereuce command cal-

ibrations.

Operational Co_n - The second se_ent in

common is called "Operational Common" and is

the portion of co--on actually used by the

thruster control routines. The £trst section

in this segment contains glags and variables

which are only used during a given pass

through the thruster control routines and

vhich do not have to be preserved. The sec-

ond section is loaded word for word with the

contents of the "Thruster Flags and Variables"

portion of one of the thruster corn=on blocks.

Only this section is restored to _he thruster

cmmon block after a pass through the thruster

control routines. The third section of opera-

tional common is loadedwith the various th=uster

1
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2)

constants from one of the thruster common

blocks word for word. The last section of

operation common, "Selected PPU Calibration

Constants" is loaded with those thruster PPU

calibrations needed by the thruster control

routines,

d) Command/Time Buffer snd Miscellaneous - The

second last segment of common contains storage

for variables used by the various utility rou-

tines. The last segment is a burger used to

store commands or pseudocommands for automatic

execution when _he time associated with each

command or pseudoconmand has passed. Before

any operations commence, the various constants

are loaded into the comon block. This loading

specifies the hardware arrangement and "thruster

addresses" to be used.

Main Control Sequence Loop - The center portion of

£igure 11.3.1.1-1 shows in simplified form the

main control sequence loop.

a) Hardware and Software Permit Flags - An under-

standing of the control sequence requires a

knowledge of two "permit flags" associated

with each thruster, a hardware permit flag

and a software permit flag. The hardware
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pentlt flag may be set up duzin8 initialization

to allow operation of a particular pcuer pro-

cessor/thrustar coublnation. If it is on, 28

V de housekeeplns ,my be applied to the power

processor. It is reset by the software during

certain failure conditions (and the 28 V dc

housekeeping removed) as a fimtl protective

shutdown. No normal software operation or pseudo-

command will reset the hardware permit flag to

allow thruster control operations. The soft-

ware permit flag is turned on and off during

the normal operations by _o special pseudo-

cosDAnds and say be turned off following losi

of control situations which do not indicate

a hardware failure. This permlt flag allows

an effect£ve software lockout for a given

power processor/thruster combination during

normal operations.

The hardware permit £1ag is a permissive which

when reset _revents operation of equipment

which should not be operated. It can only

be set manually. It can be reset manually

or by software to prevent the use of hardware

which is either inoperative or suspected of

bein 8 defective.

11-22
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b)

The software permit flag is a permissive

which when reset terminates all software oper-

ations with a given power processor/thruster

co_binacion. It is set by a special pseudo-

coeznand only. It is reset by pseudocolnand to

provide an "off" state in which extraneous

ccunands from the command/time buffer or

manual co_aand panel are rejected. It is re-

set by software to stop further operations

following loss of control situ_acions which do

not necessarily indicate hardware failure.

Main Control Sequence Loop Overview - As the

title states, this is an overview section.

Complete detail is contained iu applicable

document 11.8.3.

ReferrlnE to figure 1!.3.1.3-1, operations

commence at the entry point MPLTS. First there

18 an initialization process which allows set-

tlng of the hardware clock, printout of the

iden_iflers for the thruster common blocks

loaded, ard setting of the hardware permit

flags. The thruster flags and variables por-

tions of the thruster common blocks for those

thrusters whose hardware permit status has

changed are then initialized. Application of
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28 V dc housekeeping to the permitted power

processors then occurs.

If desired, actual control operations then

begin. The routine FLOOP is called which

first updates the clock subroutine and a11

seconds timers and thruster run hours timers

as appropriate.

Control operations start with the power proces-

sor/thruster combination associated with the

first thruster co.anon block and continue for

the remaining power processor/thruster com-

binations in sequence. First the hardware

permit flag is checked. If it is off, all

further processing for that thruster is skip-

ped. The software psrmit flag is checked and

if it is "off" the new command flag and new

command locations in common are checked for

a "software permit on" pseudocommand. If the

pseudocommand is found, the software permit

flag is set "on" to allow thruster control

processing to occur during the next pass

through the main sequence loop. If both the

hardware and software permit flags are on,

thruster control p_ocessing will occur.

%
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First, the routine STASH is called to load

the operational common block with data from

the thruster common block associated with the

power processor/thruster combination currently

being serviced. The thruster control subexecu-

tlve routine SEXEC is then called and the re-

quired thruster control operations are performed.

The routine STASH is called again to restore

the thruster flags and variables portion of

operatlonal common block (which quite possibly

has been changed) to the current thruster corm_on

block. This operation is then repeated until

ali power processor/thruster combinations

have been serviced.

Next, the hours timers for each power pro-

cessor/thruster combination are set to run or

stop depending on the current status of each

combination. The manual command input panel

is checked for the presence of a new command

input. If present, the co.and or pseudo°

co.lnand is placed in the appropriate thruster

common block new command location and the

assoc£ated new command flag is set. A check

is made for the presence of a conmand/time

tape containing con.hands or pseudoco..uands to

%
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be executed autoamtically in the future at

the times designated. If a tape is present,

the next record is read from the tape and

placed in the colm_and/time buffer. Unless

there has been a manual commnd input during

thls pass through the loop, the command/time

_uffer is checked for the presence o£ a command

whose time has come. If found, the corrmmnd

is placed in the new coumand location in the

thruster common block for the power processor/

thruster addressed and the associated new

connand flag is set.

Then the required data logging functions are

performed. Either a telemetry scan is taken,

a line of the data page is printed, or there

is no operation. Finally, the flow returns to

MPLTS where certain diagnostic functions may

be performed. The loop repeats indefinitely

as long as operation continues.

All operations take place sequentially and no

interrupts are used. For input/output opera-

tions the software waits a specified time for

the completion of the operation and either

makes an error return or simply continues

%
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i1.3.1.4

depending on which is appropriate. Communica-

tion with the power processors, timing, command

input, command display, con_aand generation,

conznand decoding, message and data printing

etc. are handled by a series of utility routines

which are distinct from the thruster control

routines.

Thruster Control Software

Figure Ii.3.1.4-1 shows diagramatically how the thruster

control subroutines are accessed by the main program

sequence loop. This section provides a general dls-

cussion of thruster control and anomaly correction

software subroutines developed for use in current

thruster test programs. Software details (flowcharts

and listings, etc.) are provided in document 11.8.3.

The single most difficult task encountered during

software development was to meet all of the timing

requirements of the various control and correction

algorithms for three thrusters running simultaneously.

Additional refinements will be required to adapt the

software to a system of eight or more thrusters. A

description of the thruster control subroutines follows.

l) SEXEC - Thruster Sub-Executive Routine - SEXEC is

called once for each active thruster every time

around the main program sequence loop (FLOOP).
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FLOOP provides a pseudocommand function code for

each new command and sees a new command flag.

SEXEC takes appropriate action depending on cur-

rent thruster status. Refer to the following

tables :

Table II.3.1.4-I

Table 11.3.1.4-2

Table II.3.1.4-3

Pseudocommand Function Codes

Thruster Status Codes

Allowable Pseudocommands as a

Function of Thruster Status

SEXXC __'st checks a continuation flag (set and

cleared by TCSCR) to see _.f the previous pseudo-

con_nand function has been completed. If not

finished, the new conlnand is saved in a wait

queue. If finished, the new command is passed to

TCSCR and the new command flag is cleared. TCSCR

is called only if the continuation flag is set or

a new command is waiting.

A second function for SEXEC is to call STCHK on a

regular basis to monitor thruster conditions. The

call to OTCHK is programmed to occur at 5 sec

intervals but the interval can be longer if there

are delays anywhere in the program loop (e.g., a

function being performed on one or more thrusters

which requires more than 5 sec to implement). On

%
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2)

return fzvm STCHK, SEXEC then turns control back

to the main program.

TCSCR - Thruster Coulnand Sequence Control Routine

3)

When called by SEXEC, TCSCR initiates action to

implement the function defined by the code passed

to it (see table 11.3.1.4-1). In moot cases TCSCR

calls other subroutines to send commands or imple-

ment _unctions (i.e., throttle and shutdown) but

TCSCR controls the timing and program flow for a

full start which involves four major phases: a)

Preheat High, b) Preheat low, c) Ignltion/Heat,

and d) Beam On (or run). The subroutines which

implement the functional pseudocommands are PRCON

for preconditioning. CMBLK for thruster startup,

TXROT for throttling, and STOP for thruster shut-

down. These subroutines are described later.

TCSCR also calls corrective action subroutines

in response to problems detected by PPINT or STCHK.

These include FIXIT to handle PPU off-normal con-

ditions detected by PPINT. LOMOD and NTLMR which

deal with main discharge low mode and neutralizer

low mode respectively when detected by STCRK.

These subroutines are also discussed later in

this section.

STCHK - Thruster Status Checkin_ Routin_ - STCHK

_. _.
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S)

monitors certain thruster operational parameters

looking for off-normal conditions. In some in-

stances minor corrective actions are taken by

STL_K bus more typlcally, if STCHK detects a problem,

it sets approprlaCe flags so Chat TCSCR can cake

corrective action on the next program loop. Table

11.3.1.4-4 lists the checks made during the various

thruster status conditions, explains the purpose

of the checks and notes action taken if any.

PRGON - Precondition Main and Neutralizer Cathode

Tips - PRCON is a subroutine which controls the

preconditioning of the emissive surfaces of the

cathode and neutrallzer tips. The procedure in-

volves a timed high level heat phase, a timed

cool down phase, a timed low level heat phase, and

a flnal timed cool down phase. Heat levels and

times are specified in the software conm_on block.

The only allowable functional pseudoconrnand during

this activity is a shutdown (see table 11.3.1.4-3).

CMBLK - Transmit Selected Command Blocks - CMBLK

is a subroutine which when called by TCSCR trans-

mits one of five predefined blocks of commands.

These are used to set up the various phases of a

thruster startup. Table 11.3.1.4-5 shows the sup-

ply current and voltage values and on/off switch
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status (0 for Off, + for On) for the tour major

phases of a startup sequence.

a) CHBLK (I) sets up the high level preheat phase

for the neutralizer (STATUS = 2). This block

is also used for the start neutralizer only

pseudoco_euand (STATUS = 55).

b) CHBLK (2) sets up the high level preheat phase

for the main discharge chamber (STATUS = 2)

and is used with CHBLK (1).

c) CHBLK (3) sets up t_ ignition/heat phase

which establishes the discharge in the main

chamber and stabillzes temperatures before

turning on high voltages.

d) CMBLK (4) is used to retreat to the low preheat

phase If the main discharge and/or the neutral-

izer discharge is not lit at the end of igni-

tion/heat timing phase. Only one retreat is

allowed. On the second loop the thruster is

shutdown.

e) CHBLK (5) sets up appropriate conditions for

operation at low beam level and turns on the

high voltage supply.

THROT - Throttling Routine - THROT, when called

by TCSCR, will control throttling of the beam

current to the requested setpoint. Five parameters

tg

4

%
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are varied during throttling. They are beam cur-

rent, 3B, discharse cuzrent, JE' screen electrode

voltase, V Z, magnetic baffle current, JMB, and

neutrallzer keeper voltage, VSK. JB is throttled

In maximum increments of 0.1A until desi:ed set-

point is reached. The appropriate values of JE'

JMB and VI are calculated assuming a linear re-

lationshlp between each of them and JB" VNK is

changed somewhat differently. Three values are

defined in the thruster common block and used in

different J_ ran_e_. A new throttle contnand will

be acceptea our_ng the+++_. :.:! :_ nece,o:...

direction of throttle will be changed and thrott-

ling will continue until last requested point is

reached.

STOP - Control Thruster Shutdown - STOP, when

called by TCSCR, implements a controlled thruster

shutdown. If the beam current is not already

at the low limit, a throttle is invoked before

turning off the supplies. As an exception, if

the thruster is in an off-normal condition and the

correction routine decides the thruster must be

shutdown, a special flag is set and the throttle

is skipped. Also, in some extreme cases, the

software permit will be turned off as a protective
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MeRaure.

?PILOT and FIXIT - Detect and Correct Off-Normal

9)

Conditions - ?PINT and FIXIT are very closely re-

lated in their functions. Table 11.3.1.4-6 lists

the PPU off-normal conditions which they handle.

The table also shows the actions taken by the two

subroutines. The off-normal conditions are listed

in priority order (i.e., the order in which ?PINT

will initiate corrective action). Subroutine FIXIT

continues corrective a.tton on a specific condition

as directed by ?PINT. 1£ ?PINT detects a condition

og hisher priority it suspends current action and

initiates action on the new condition. No off-

normal co-dillon is ignored (except high accelerator

current which is handled by another routine), be-

cause the o_£-normal flags are not cleared unless

conditions are corrected or the thruster is shut-

down. After the higher priority problem is fixed,

?PINT returns to the lower priority problem for

which corrective action was suspended.

LOMOD - Correct Main Discharge.LpwMode Condition -

LOMOD is called by TCSCR to correct a problem in

the main discharge commonly called low mode (low

beam current mode). The condition occurs when

excess mercury flow through the main vaporizer

%
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causes a point to be reached where the normally

positive slope of the beam current versus flow

curve goes through an inflection point and becomes

a negaClve slope Being on the negative side of

the slope is called a "low mode" condition. In

_hls condlcion the accelerator current, JA' in-

creases very rapidly as the flow increases. STCHK

(11.3.1._-3) uses JA to detect the condition.

LOMOD corrects the problem in the following gen-

eral way. The main vaporizer is turned off to

allow the flow to decrease. At the same time the

discharse voltage is increased to prevent the

cathode vaporizer control loop from driving the

cathode glow too high. When JA is back to normal.

the main vaporizer is turned back on and the dis-

charEe voltage reduced. A shutdown is initiated

if the condition still exists after a prescribed

time and/or nmnber of correction cycles.

NTLMR - Corrects Neutralizer DischarReLowMode -

The basic algorithm is under development and thus

no reportable software is available.

ERROR - Handles PPU Con_and.Transmlsslon Errors -

ERROR is called by PPUIO if a software or hardware

error fla E _s set in the PPU during cou_uand trans-

mission. ERROR initiates a shutdown ir_uediately

t
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11.3.1.5

on any software error but allows up to 10 hardware

errors in any one hour period before shutdown.

12) TIMER - General Purpose TimlnR Routine - TIMER is

a general purpose subroutine used for timing

various phases of startup, low mode correction,

etc. It resets and starts the timer and informs

the calling routine when the time requested has

elapsed. The software timer is kept updated by a

system utility routine which monitors the system

hardware clock.

13) MESSG and STPRT - Printing of Message and Status

Information - MESSG and STPRT are utility subroutines

which provide informat_,n to the operator which

allow determination of the status and previous

history of the PPU and thruster. Currently this

information is printed on the operator's data logger.

Other routines, of course, supply additional in-

formation to supplement the general information

provided by MESSG and STPRT. These routines are

especially important because they reflect the type

of information which the thruster controller must

provide in some appropriate form to the spacecraft

controller and/or ground control,

Utility Routines

This section discusses some of the utility routines
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_ich are J_portant for an understandins of the soft-

ware implemantins the thruster control alsor£thms.

Only a brief description is siren to illustrate the

types of functions provided. P.ouc£nes concerned with

convmrslon and princin s of alphen_rlc dace, date

losslng, comand/clme buffer and cape servicins,

co.and 1osging and slmilar functions are not included,

The rouClnes presented h_e handle tlmins, manual

co_mnd input, pseudocom_and decodln s , command sen-

eratlon, c_unlcatlons with the power processors,

conversion of telemetry returns and reference commands,

and the seneraCion of telemetry averases.

1) CLOCK_and F CLCK - Clock Driver - CLOCK handles in-

put end conversion of the t£me in seconds from the

hardware clock. "Current software time" fs a

double precision integer variable (32 bits) repre-

sent£n 8 the time in seconds. CLOCK may be called

in two modes. In the first mode the value o£

"current software c£me" is simply returned. In

the second the hardware clock is £ncerrogaced and

following the return, the elght BCD digits are

converted co double precision binary and used co

update "current software t£me" If the value of

the time from the hardware clock is less than the

value of "current software time" or if there is no

q

t
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3)

response £rom the hardware clock, the value of

current software time r_nalns unchanged. The value

of cut-cent soft_are time is returned to the calling

proKram.

UPSEC and FUPSC _ Software Timers - UPSEC provides

24 second timers to a maximumva!ue of 32,766

seconds. In the reset mode the routine stores as

a negative double precision number the value of

current so£cware time (from CLOCK following an

update) in the designated timer start value loca-

tion. In the read mode the routine obtaLns a value

for current software time from CLOCK (updated) and

adds the negative start value for the desiguated

timer. Thi_ value is then returned as the current

t_mer value.

WONAN - Com_lnd Input - WOMAN handles the input of

ec_mnands and data control words from the manual

comnand panel. A parameter in the call is set to

minus one if there has been a counnand or pseudo-

cowhand input operation. It is set co plus one if

there has been no successful cou=nand or pseudo-

cc_nand input operation, if there was a data con-

trol word input operation or if there was no input

operation. If a manual couunand input is present,

it is first decoded to determine whether it is a

k

a

l
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coumand/pseudocom_,and or data control word. If it

is a data control word, it is placed in the data

control fla S Iocation in comuon and processing

terminates. If it is a conunand/pseudocommand,

the new cou_nand f1_g is the appropriate thruster

common block Is tested to see if there is an un-

processed command waiting. If one is waitinK,

it is checked to see if it came from the manual

command panel ("new command time" zero) or from

the command/tlme buffer. If it came from the

buffer, it is restored to the buffer along with

its associated time. The new command is placed

in the thruster new command location, the new com-

mand flag is set, and the new command time is set

to zero. A messase is then printed and the flow

returns to the calling program.

DCODE - Command Decoding - DCODE examines comlands,

pseudocom_ands and data control words and returns

a series of parameters which characterize the

command. Data control words are differentiated

from other inputs. If the input is not a data

control word, a command status number is returned.

For operational pseudocon_nands this number is the

"thruster status number" from the control software

corresponding to the status required by the pseudo-

command. Inputs which are not recognized as data

11-38
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control words or valid pseudoco_nands are presumed

to be power processor commands. If the input is a

throttle pseudocounand, a parameter is set to the

throttle point number.

5) KOMND : PFU Command Generation - KOMND performs

the following functions: it accepts requests for

command generation as two decimal numbers; it gen-

erates the corresponding command bit pattern;

it appends the proper thruster address code for the

power processor/thruster combination currently

being serviced; it calls PPUIO and transmits the

comm_.d it has generated; it examine_ the return

from PPUIO for errors and PPU off-normal flags;

if an error is detected, it prints an error message

and calls the error routine, ERROR; if an off-

normal flag is detected, it interrogates the power

processor "interrupt status" register, prints a

message, and then calls the "interrupt" routine

PPINT; as appropriate it loads stripped power

processor return data, the PPUIO full return words,

and an interrupt flag into operational common; and

returns to the calling program.

6) PPUIO - PPU I/O Driver - PPUIO is the power pro-

cessor co_unications interface driver routine.

When called, PPUIO first generates correct parity

4

i
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11.3.2

11.3.3

II .4

for the co_nand. Next an attempt is made to com-

pute a storage address for the command in the

power processor status blocks at the start of

common. If none can be computed, an error return

is made.

The command is now transmitted to the power pro-

cessor. If a transmission or interpretation error

occurs, the command is retransmltted up to a maxi-

mum of five times. All error flag bits are then

returned and processing stops. If the command is

successfully transmitted in one of the five tries,

the command is stored in one of the thruster status

blocks at the beginning of common. If the command

was a telemetry request, an imnLediate return is

m,de. If the command was a setpoint, reference,

or on/oFf command, it is printed on the command/

time printer and then a return is made to the

calling program.

Mecbanlcal

This item is to be determined because flight-type

hardware design has not been done.

Thermal

This item is to be determined because flight-type

hardware design has not been done.

interface Definition

i'
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11.4.1 Electrical

The thruster controller has interfaces with the follow-

in s equipment:

I) Thruster power processing units for the trans-

mission of commands and telemetry requests to these

units and the return of telemetry and status in-

formation.

2) Spacecraft telemetry, command and control system(s)

fJr the receipt of co_mands, reprogra_ing of the

control computer, receipt of time information, and

the return of telemetry, status, and program Ioad-

ing information.

5) Mercury propellant feed system for the control of

mercury propellant valves (probably via the power

subsystem) and possibly for the measurement of

propellant tank pressure to allow determ_natlon

of propellant use rates and possibly the diagnosis

of possible propellant feed problems.

4) The power distribution system for (a) the on/off

control of 28 V dc housekeeping to tL thruster

power processing units, (b) possible return of

power processor 28 V dc housekeeping status infor-

mation, (c) return of status information on the

thruster power processing unit solar array bus

switching, and (d) the supply of housekeeping

power to the ZhrusteT conZroiier izsalf.

• . , °
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11.4.1.1

These interfaces will be examined in greater detail

in the following sections. Since hardware has not

been designed, specific information is not avail-

able in many area8.

Thruster Power Processlng Unit

The thruster controller distributes commands to the

power processors on an individual basis. To be com-

patible with present power processor designs, the

command and response format must be that described in

detail in applicable document 11.8.5, The thruster

controller should perform both a transmission verifi-

cation (echo check) and an interpretation verification

and abort execution if either check is failed by

dropping the enable line. The command bit rate shall

be TBD (tentatively 10kc). the interface shall process

all cor_nands listed in the document mentioned above

The allowed power processor address codes and their

power processor/thruster assignment are to be deter-

mined. The present development system and software

uses addresse_ assigned uniquely to each power pro-

cessor seri_l number. System analysis may later show

that addresses should be assigned to specific thruster

physical lo.:atlons on the _li_ht vehicle or be defined

by some other determininy_ factor.
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The thruster controller shall meet all signal level

and tlmln K requirements speclfled in Appendix A co

applicable document Ii.8.5. The mlnimum command

transmission rate shall be TBD (tentatively 100 com-

mands per second).

Spacecraft Telemetry, Command, and Control

The thruster controller receives all commands and

returns all telemetry concerning thruster operations

via this interface. The spacecraft should provide

the capability for storin 8 timed command sequences

of up to TBD commands (tentatively 250) and causing

the thruster controller to execute uhese conunands as

required. The option shall be provided for stopping

the sequence should any co_nand fail to execute.

The interface will provide for the following general

coaHlands:

I) Start designated thruster.

2) Throttle designated thruster to any one of TBD

(tentatively I00) points.

3) Shutdown designated thruster.

4) Precondition designated thruster.

5) Start and operate neutralizer of designated thruster.

6) Additional status control commands.

In addition the telemetry, cou_nand, and control system will

process and the thruster controller will receive and pass
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through to the desilinated power processor/thruster combi-

nation a11 power processor collnands shown in applicable

document 11.8.5, Response_ from the power processors

arising from such coas_nds are returned by the thruster con-

troller via the telemetry, command, and control system.

The thruster controller w£11 format and return telemetry

to the telemetry, command, and control syste_ at the

followlng rates:

Low Cruise

High Cruise

Initial Start

Malfunction

TBD bits per seconds

TBD bits per second

TBD bits per second

TBD bits per second

The rates shall be selectable on command from the

telemetry, command, and control system In addition

the thruster controller will return the status Infer-

Nation to the telemetry, command, and control system

upon receip_ of a suitably coded request.

Upon corm_and the thruster controller will _ccept re-

progran_ning from the spacecrafL central computer or

ground via this interface. Ground reproPrarnminR will

be possible at the following rates:

High rate TBD bits per _econd

Low rate TBD bits per sec:,nd

Upon command the thruster controller will read out
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4

selected portions of tcs memory for transmission to

the ground at the followlng races:

R£gh rate TBD bits per second

Low rate TBD blcs per second

The thruster controller command word format is co be

determined,

The bit rate shall be TBD blts per second. High

signal level shall be TED. Low signal level shall be

TBD. The thruster controller shall return telemetry

vlch a format to be decermlned.

The thruster controller shall accept timing information

from the telemetry, command, and control system suit-

able for the generation o_ a .lock having a one second

resolution.

Mercury Propellant Feed System

The thruster controller will control atl solenoid

valves in the mercury feed system (probably via the

power subsystem). If latching valves are used, infor-

mation on the status of each valve will be returned

to the thruster controller. Information on the pres-

sure in all mercury propellant tanks should be avail-

able to the thruster controller. (The physics1 fo=_

of this interface is dependent on the overall C_-_n,

so signal levels, pulse lengths, e:c are all 73L

A

l
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11.4.1.4 Power Distribution Unit

This interface Involves three separate functional

_reas as £ollows:

I) The thruster controller will "onrrol the application

and removal of the 28 V dc hou_._eeplng voltage for

all thruster power processing units. If a latching

system is used, information on the status of the

housekeeping supplies for all power processors

should be available to the thruster controller.

If power to the thruster controller is interrupted,

£f volatile memory is lost, or if computer logical

flow is l_st, all 28 V de housekeeping must be

removed from all thruster power processing units

Immediately. (The physical form of this interface

is dependent on the overall design so sl_nal levels,

pulse widths, etc. are TBD.)

2) The status of the solar array bus suppl_ed to each

thruster power processing unit shmtld be continuously

available to the thruster controller. (The physical

form of this interface is dependent on the overall

design and so signal levels, format, etc. ;,re,TBD.)

3) The thruster controller wi]! rec(,ive _Jp¢,rn! in£

po:,,er from the power subsvs/erx. Volt;i_,c, lt,v<.l:;.

power levels, etc. are TBI). l'pnn applieal ion ,,f

power the thruster controller will start in n

&
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11.4.3

1:.5

predictable fashion; no actions will be taken e£-

letting a power processor untll suitable commands

are received via the telemetry, cousnand and con-

trol system interface.

Hechanical
m

This item is Co be determined because flight-type

hardware design has not been done,

Thermal

This item is co be determined because flight-type

hardware design has not been done.

Performance DescKiptlon

Because hardware has not yet been developed, perfor-

mance description is not applicable, Following are

major performance requirements.

1) Under absolute worst case conditions with all

thrusters operating the maximum time to complete

one circuit of the main control sequence loop

shsll not exceed TBD seconds. (Tentatively 20

seconds.)

2) Under normal, stable, beam on operating conditions

_he status o£ each power processor/thruster com-

bination shall be monitored at least once every

TBD seconds. (Tentatively 5 seconds.)

3) Timers available in the control computer shall

time to at least 16,383 seconds with an accuracy
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of plul st minus 5% of readln s.

4) The thruster controller shall be capable of oper-

ating _D thrusters simultaneously. (Tentat£vely

8 thrusters.)

5) The thruster controller shall be capable of start-

In8 TBD thrusters simultaneously. (Tentatively

2 thrusters.)

6) Under absolute worst case conditions the thruster

controller shall initiate corrective action follow-

in@ • low to high transition of any power processor

unit off-normal flag line within TBD seconds.

(Tentatively 20 seconds.)

7) The area available for alternate programming in the

control computer memory shall be at least _BD words.

(Tentatively half the area used for thruster con-

trol algorithms, flags, variables, and constants.)

Physical Character_stlcs

This item is to be deter1_ined because flight-type hard-

ware design has not been done.

Development History

I: has long been recognized that hardware performing

the functions of the thruster contro}ter would be

required for the operation of a system of ion thrusters

in a flight application. However, the thruster con-

troller is T_ot in as mature a state of development as
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the other components o£ a _unctional ton thruster

system. There are various reasons for this lag: (1)

the necessity for fiz_ly defining the characteristics

and control requirements of the other system compon-

ents before the thruster controller can be defined;

(2) the necessity for assembling multiple thrusters

and power processors, the facilities to operate them

simultaneously, and the control hardware to permit

the development of tested control techniques and

control alsorithms; and (3) the fact that the thruster

controller serves to provide a number of i_terface

functions which are dependent on overall space vehicle

design and mission strategy.

A few preliminary studies of the characteristics of a

thruster controller have been made as part of larger

system studies, They are contained in referencos

11.1.1 and 11.1.2. Applicable document 11.8.6 sum-

marizes the results of a series of consultations

between LeRC and JPL on the subject. Some previous

efforts were devoted to the development of digital

control techniques for the thrusters and power proces-

sors as described in references 11.1.3 and 11.1,4.

Reference 11.1.5 and li.1,6 report work of this type

which has been done on smaller 8 cm thrusters.
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11.8.3

The development o£ multiple thruster control techniques

and thruster control algorithms was begun at the LeRC

in the early 70's and has continued to the present.

For the current teated software package (which is a

continuation of the work of C. A. Low) the first auto-

matic startup and shutdown of a thruster occurred in

November, 1977. Throttle and anomaly correction cap-

abilities were added to produce the first complete

software package in June 1978. The software has been

umdergoing long term evaluation testing since August

1978 as part of the Mission Profile Life Test at

XEROX/EOS in Pasadena. Debuggtng, refinement, and

documentation activities are continuing through the

present. Extensive multtthruster tests are planned

as part of the BiMOD tests which are scheduled to

start later this year at Tat;k o. LeRC.

Application Documents Enclosed

DePauw, J. F.: Prim,_ Propulsion TechnoloRy Readiness

Program. NASA Lewis Research Center. July 1978.

Edkin, R. A.: Ion Drive BIMOD Thrust Nodule Test Plan.

NASA Lewis Research Center, Solar Electric Propulcion

Office. November 1978

Kramer, E. H.; and 1.athom, N. C. : Developmental

Multi-Thruster Control System NAgA l.ewi_ Res(,ar,-h

Center, April 197g.
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11.8.5

ii .8.6

Krmaer, E. H. : 30 cm PPU/HD 2100 Computer Parallel/

Ser£81 Interface and Timing Circuits. NASA Lewis

Research Center, July 1977.

Command and Telemetry Codes of Power Processors for

the 30 cm Ion Thruster. December 1978.

Koerner, T. W. : Prel_ninary Assessment of Functional

Requirements of the Ion DeLve Controller and Inter-

facing Subsystems. Jet Propulsion Lab Incerofffce

Memorandum, July 1978.
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Function
Code

110

120

1

2

6

9

55

66

70

77

99

550

750

TABLE II._.I.4-i PSEUDOCO_%ND FUNCTION COD_R

Functl_:

Manual command - transmit immediately

Software Permissive - OFF (Prohibits further cummands)

Full Start - automatically implements functions 2-9

Preheat High - sets _p high level preheat conditions

Preheat Low - reduces heat level to isolators

I@nltlon/_eat - sets up conditions to obteln plasma discharEe

Beam (kl - turns accelerating volta6e on, etc.

Starts neutralizer only

Preconditions cathode and neutralizer tlp8

Manual control -disables status checkln8 and off normal
correction routines

Throttles to requested beam power level

Shutdown thruster

Tu/ns thruster off leaving neutralizer lit (TBD)

Returns control %o software from manual control

(E_ables statu_ checking and correction routines)

i
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THRUSTER STA_JS CODES

.j'_

"t

Status

Code
w

O0

01

02

03

o_

05

06

07

08

09

20

22

23

k_

45

55

56

70

75

77

88

97

99

Descri_tlon

Thruster off

Full start initiated (Phases 2-9 controlled by subr. TCSCR)

Preheat high commands transmitted

Timing preheat high phase

Preheat low commands transmitted

Timing preheat low phase

Ignitio_/_ea% commands transmitted

Timir_ ignit£o_/heat pheme _nd checking for main discharge

ignition

Timing ignition/heat phase (main discharge lit)

Beam on commands transmitted, status set to 75 and control

turned over to subroutine STC]{K

Correcting neutralizer out

Beam current out of limits

Screen voltage OUt of limits

Correcting for excessive grid arcing

Correcting neutralizer ionode condition

Timing for neutralizer correction algorithm

I{eutralizer only s_arting (or running)

Preconditioning cathode and neutralizer tips

Manual control mode (software algorithms disabled)

Normal run mode

Throttling

Correcting main lomode condition

No throttle shutdown

No throttle shu,_own, software permit off

Throttle to lowest beam, shutdown

&
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TABLE 11.3. I. 4- 3 ALLOWABLE PSEUDOCOMMANDS AS A FUNCTION OF THRUSTER STATUS

STATUS
CO_,,ES I 2 4 6 9 55 66 70 T7 99 55°. 75_I"

it

0 X X _( X X

i, 2 X X X
3 X X x
i+ x x x

5 x x x
6 "X X X
7 X X
8 X X
9 X X

20 X X
22 X X

23 X X
24 X X
44 X X
45 x x
55 x x x x
66 x

7o X ):
7_ x x x
77 X x
88 x x

97 (NA)
98 (.A)
99 (_L_)

NOTES:

*PSEUDOCQ@tAND 550 _J_'JSOFF TI_3_TEk LLZAVLN(;NE_]TKALI2_ERI/T,
REINITIALIZES APPROPRIATE FIAGS AND TD_P_ _{l.):;ETSTATUS TO 55.

**I_EUDOCCI¢._{D7.50ASSUMES THRUSTER IS MLQ_{II;GNO}_,iALLYA,_I_DSI_S
STATUS TO 75. CAUTION: CC_ ISI;r2_,'DEDASRETUF3_FB(_._.I,_AL
COIFfROLMODE (70) WH_ OFEFq_TOR IS SL_nET}£_U'"TERIS EUN!:!NG::0!'_.t%:_Y.
USE WITN DISCRETIOi:.
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TABLE iI.3. i._-5 T_rueter Opex_ional Parameter
Value= _ Status for St_rtu9 PhaseB

,,
h

SUPPLIES AND IRTD_KS

High Preheat

SW J V

I_w Preheat I_itiun/F_at Beam On

SW J V SW J V SW J

Main Vaporizer
Heater 0

Cathode Vaporizer
Heater 0

Cat_ode Tip Heater + 4.2

(:solator Heater
_b3.e) +

Neutralizer Tip
Heater + _.0

Neutralizer Vaporizer 2.0
Heater 0 PC

NeutrLllzer Keeper + 2._

(Neutralizer Keeper
Interlock ) 0

Oathode Keeper + 1.0

_scharp + 7.0

Accelerator Electrode(-) 0

Screen Electrode (+) O

Mngnetlc Baffle 0

Beam Current

(Isolator Heater +

S t h)

0 0 + PC

0 +

+ _ ÷

2.0 2.0
PC + PC

+ 0 0

2.0 2.0 2.0
+ PC + PC + PC

17 + 2,4 17 + 2._ 17 • 1,8

0 0 +

+ 1.0 + 1.0 + 1.0

36 + 5.c 36 * _ 36 * *_

300 0 300 0 300 +

0 0 +

, 0 0

32

3OO

* C_thode and neutralizer ti_ heater settings del_end on status of discharges
(lit or not lit)

** "ftvare selectable and to some ex_en% thruster dependent
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TO S PACL'CP,AFT
TELF.,MZTRY • COMNAND, AND CONTROL SYSTEM

F mmmmmm m qmmmam ,_emmmm m m _ _ mm.mmmi mmalm

I THRUSTER

I ONTROLLER

I
I
I

I
t
I

i
I
I
I
t

PPU _i

COMMUNICATIONS

INTERFACE

r
|

CONTROL COMPUTER

m

POWER PROCES c R

INTERFACE

_ __

PPU |2

F

POWER DISTRIBUTION UNIT

INTERFACE

n

mm

S/A BUS

VALVES
28V

S/A BUS
m

_5

Hg

_aimm m m _ m

I
I

TIME

I

i
|

I
I
I

I

i
I

_ J

_BUS

POWER

DISTRIBUTION

UNIT

q

Figure 11.3.1.1-1
Thruster Controller Conceptual Block Diagram
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j u n rap,

TRANSMITTING

TERMINAL
EOUI PMENT

COMMAND SYNC

(CLOCK)

n

÷

COMMAND ENABLE

I
COMMANDS

÷

I

n

i
DIGIT_ DATA

n

nu| m,

÷
i

I

INTERRUPT

- _,, ,

n i

i n

PPU q

%

Figure ii.3.1.1-2 Each PPU/Computer Interface Interconnection
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o_ Condition Sent

PPU to Cause

Return.

Jo_ Used 0 O X X O

_leutralizer Out 1

iLow J.uk_lllghVg)
Excessi_s Arcs 2

Out of Limit
Beam Current

Out of I_ ._
Screen Voltage 5
Out of _t
Accelerator Current'6
Abo_ limit

Telem. Verify Bit 7

u

PFU Off Normal 8

No Comma_ Ver_Iy
Bit Returned

No Telem. Verify tO

Bit Ret.urned
Hard)rare Echo ii"

_or
Not Used

Invalid Command,
Soft_,a,_ Error

No I-O Flag Bit, lh
PFU Interfsce F_I.

S_r Flag Bit, Set_ 15
if ar_ of bits 8-_

set. J

* * X 0

l
* * X 0

X
* * X O

X
* * X 0

X
* * _ 0

X

* * X 1

X

1 I 1 0

6 o 0
J

O 0 0 X _

X X X O

X X X X

12 0 0 0 0

13 X X X X

x X X X

• ,'i

4

X - Value as a_propria_e; for bits 8 thPu 15 condlti_n xndicated

f'lasged _'.," "one" state.

* - For interrupt status teleme_ req,'est indicated conditions
.__a_ed by "one" s_at_.

I - ,';oreffected by t_e of cor_nand transmitted, v_lue as

_eterrtined by other conditions.

Figu:e ii.3.1.2-2 _R/ Interface _mu_u_e./Software _river
:'allRet_rn :Jord.
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r I
JMain

_Sequence ,

iLoop I
tFLooP I
I I
I I
I

I SEXEC

l
I

I I
I i
I l
i ]

TCSCR

STCHK

PPINT

PRCON

CMBLK

THROT

STOP

FIXIT

LOMOD

NTLMR

KOMND

U

PPUIO

L

I PPINT

ERROR

Figure 11.3.1.4-1 Thruster Control Software

Functional Block Diagram
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12.0

12.1

12.2

Power Distributlon

Reference D,, c'.,r, en t s

None.

Functional Requirements

l) The PDU shail provide solar array power to each

PP'- unon co_m,lnd.

2) .he PDL' .shall _rovide independent 28 volt power

frem the m:ssion _odule battery bus to each PPU

upon coIT_ir._nd .

3) The PDU s!-al£ -rovide fault clearing and £sola:ion

between _,aci. i'P:'.ind th_ solar array.

4) The PDU ._hall ,rovide sensors for monitoring con-

figuration .,:_d :'crformance within the Thrust Sub-

sv_te_n _':F.':_ :'c'.,',.r_vsteI_.

5) The PD? :'h:LII.r:'ovide ,-ower to the TSS heaters

and va l,:t,:_ u_,,,n command.

6) The PD', :_,,'] in'erfa,,e with the TSS controller

for ,].,',i.t'_! ,-,,-r.':an,!._uz_¢_.ions,

7) The PD[ :!-,,_l'.::.,vide overload -rotection on

all !,,x,.',',"',_c ",'wer circuits.

q) The PDI .._/'all :,rovide other power as required

bv un''..: .,'hln the "SS.

Functional _L'_,':-iT':i,,'_

Electrical

The funcrio:_,_: ! ,ok d!a,ram (fie. 12.3.1-I) indi-

c;ires the" .,_ ,.',r.t::_,:, ,_f ,.he PDI' and its interfaces.

, • )
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The primary power is the solar array bus which is

brought in to terminals. This bus is malntalned

within 200 to 400 volts by reconflguratlon of the

array modules external to the TSS. Both sides of the

solar array are isolated from spacecraft ground while

the center tap could be kept at S/C ground.

The solar array bus power switch is a quad-redundant

configuration of high power hybrid switches. The

primary function is tO clear the solar array bus in

the event of a PFU input fault, Each switch consists

of a motor driven switch in parallel with hlgh power

transistors. The switch is in development stage at

this time.

The solar array power is provided to each PPU through

series redundant relays. Switching may be provided

on both sides of the PPU input power lines to isolate

any faults that mav unbalance the solar array-space-

craft poten=ial. These relays are not intended to

provide fault clearing nor hot switching of PPU in-

put power. Thus a hybrid switch would not be neces-

sary for this apDllcation.

The func£i_n >f :he precharge converter is to provide

low level fault detectS.on current after the bus power

switch has 9pened, The converter also vrovldes cur-

%

t'
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re_t to charge the PPU input filter before reclosing

the bus power switch, thus preventing transient over-

loading of the solar array. At normal solar array

bus voltages the converter draws minimal power in

the unloaded condition.

The 2S volt power is provided to each PPU through a

parallel redundant relay and fuse. These are main-

tained as separate circuits from the battery bus in

the mission module to minimize transients to other

PPU's in the event of a 28 V fault in one PPU.

The 28 V power from the mission module also provides

power switching to actuate latching solenoid valves

in the PS&D system and the BIMOD feed lines, power

the glmbal electronics and, in the present concept,

power the BIMOD heaters as required. If the heaters

are to operate front the solar array bus, hybrid

switches may be required.

Logic level command signals to solid state drivers

transfer the relays and switches within the PDU.

Ontions are to have the thruster controller output

a logic level signal for each switching function

within the PDU or for the PDU to decode cor_nand words

from the controller. Solid state switches and cur-

rent limirin_ could be used for the 28 volt power

12-4



12.3.2

12.3.3

switchin_ but present additional circuit and heat

sink complexity.

The voltage and current sensors distributed within

the PDU allow monitoring and diagnosis of TSS per-

formance. These sensors are powered from the 28

volt bus and provide an analog output. Other in-

strumenratlon such as temperatures and pressures,

within the interface module ard each BIMOD will re-

quire signal conditioning. All analog data channels

would then require multiplexing and A to D conversion

to generate an input co the thruster controller.

Depending on the total number of channels this in-

strumentation signal processing could be done in the

PDU or in a s,:_arate signal condicionlng unit.

Mechanical

The weight estimate for all components and wiring

within the PDU is ,_stimated at 45 pounds.

The size and layout is TBD although there may be some

advantage to integrutinK _he solar array bus with the

interface mo,;ule structure.

Thermal

The operatin_ temperature limits are presently speci-

fied as -30 ° C to +55 ° C.

No dissipation has been established for any internal

%
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12.3.4

components but the total dlss£pation should be less

than 50 watts.

Operational Characteristics

The operational characteristics of the PDU can be ex-

plained by reference to the functional block diagram

(fig. 12.3.1-I).

The hybrid power switch in the solar array input line

is normally closed and the PPU input relays are also

normally closed thus applying solar array power to

all PPU inputs and keeping the input filters charged.

For non-operatlng conditions, the PPU 28 volt switch

is open, thus disabling the PPU. In thi_ mode each

PPU draws about two watts from the solar array bus.

_en the 28 volt power is applied to the PPU, in the

standby mode, it draws about 25 watts from the solar

array bus. As each PPU is enabled, BTMOD heaters will

be switched off to minimize the load on the 28 volt

bus.

Variations in thrust level will move the operating

point along the solar array characteristic curve. An

abnormal event such as loss of peak power tracking

capabillty (external to the TSS) or a PPU input fault

could cause the operating point to exceed the knee of

the solar array curve thus causing the array voltage

to collapse. This second condition would be sensed

12-6



within the PDU and after a t£me delay, either direct-

ly or through the thruster controller, cause the

hybrid power switch to open the solar array bus thus

clearing the fault. The 28 volt power would then be

removed from all PPU's. If a permanent fault exists

it will be detected by the limited short circuit cur-

rent of the precharge converter. Opening the PPU power

relays will then isolate the failed PPU. The PPU power

relays would be reclosed to check if the fault had cleared.

as would be the case for a PPU.SCR "latch-up". If the

fault was still present, the PPU would be removed from the

bus aud remain off line.

The precharge converter now charges the input filters

of the PPU's. The hybrid power switch can now be

closed without causing a transient due to filter

inrush current The PDU is again ready to support

thruster operation.

Interface Definition

Electrical

Electrical interfaces _o the mission module consist

of unregulated solar arra_ power, regulated housekeep-

ins Dower, co.mmands ro the ion drive controller, and

signal lines to the mission module data system.

Electrical interfaces to the BIMODs consist of ther-

mal heater power, valve control lines, Kimbal elec-

tronics, independent circuits for each 200 to 400

volt unregulated bus power input, independent cir-

12-7
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12.4.1.1

12.4.1.2

cults for each PPU regulated bus Input, and thrust

subsystem temperature, pressure, and power system

:_onitors.

The thrust subsystem power distribution shall provide

for maintaining electrlcal isolation from spacecraft

structure fo£ all interface power. TIM, and con_mnd

lines.

Solar Array Interface

Unregulated solar array power is provided to the

thrust subsystem from the solar array reconfiEuration

unit. The positlvc side of the solar array power is

redundantly fed to hybrid con_actors in the thrust

subsystem in_erface module by pair of power cables.

The load side of the contactors is connected to a

positive array bus bar. The negative side of the

array is directly fed to a negative array bus bar in

the thrust subsystem interface module by a pair of

power cables. All terminations are on stud connec-

tions.

Regulated Bus Interface

Regulated bus _ower is provided to the thzust sub-

system from the mission nodule battery bus. A total

of nine independent circuits conslstin@ of a pair of

No. 16 AWG wires each (power and return) are fed

into the interface module. One circuit is dedicated

%

!
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12.4.1.3

12.4.1.4

12._.I.5

to each PPU and the remaining circuit powers the

thrust subsystem housekeeping functions, (signal

conditioning, relay driver, current sensors). In-

dependent circuits are employed to provide PPU power

circuit isolation so that a fa_l: on one PPU regula-

ted bus input would be less likely to undervoltage

the remaining units

Thruster Controller Interface

The mission module interface with the thruster con-

troller cor_ists of a clock signal, data line and a

cormmand line, and a regulated bus power feed. Each

PPU interfaces with the thruster controller with the

fo!lowinK circ_li_s: interrupt line, data llne, clock,

enable and com.mard circuits.

PPU UnreRulated Bus Interface

The positive array bus bar in the interface module is

wired to the power relays providing unregulated

array power co each PPU. The negative array bus bat

is wired directly to each PPU providing the re=urn

for the unregulated array power. The PPU unregulated

bus relays are series rcdundant to assure isolation

of a faulted Load from the bus.

PPU ReKulated Bus Interface

Each PPU regulated bus input is nrovlded by pazallel

redundant standard power relays. Fusing is used to

provide fault isolation on the battery supported

12-9



12,4.1.6

iq.4.I.7

12.4.2

regulated bus, The regulated bus power and return

lines for each PPU are carrieu as separate circuits

back to the battery bus in the mission module. This

reduces the charge that a surge on one PPU input

could induce as undervoltage condition in the remain-

ing thrust subsystem mlssion module loads.

Auxiliary Loads

Standard 28 V power relays (latching) are used to

power the following circuits from the regulated bus

by tone.and from the thruster controller; BIMOD

heaters, propellant solenoid valves, transducers,

signal conditioning circuits, and telemetry format-

ting circuits.

Telemetry Interfaces

All thruster data is passed to the mission module by

the thruster controller. A separate signal con-

ditioning and formatting circuit provides thrust sub-

system housekeeping parameters (temperatures, pres-

sures, power system status, etc.) directly to :he

mission module data system. These parameters are

also made available to the thruster controller for

monitoring of thrust subsystem status.

Mechanical

The power distribution unit and the signal conditions

circuits in the thrust subsystem interface module

may be housed in a common or separate enclosure (TBD)
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12.4.3

12.5

that will require mounting in the interface module.

Preference for separate enclosures is driven by the

different functions to be performed and possible in-

compatibility problems that could be minimized. The

signal conditioning and control circuits could be

housed in an enclosure of less than 0.5 cubic foot

with a weight of less than I0 pounds. The 28 V

power distribution hardware could be housed in an

enclosure oI less than 1.0 cubic foot with a weiEht

of less than 45 pounds. The high power contactors

(hybrid switch) and the PPU unregulated bus power

relays would be mounted on an open plate that could

form a structural element of the interface unit.

Estimated weigh_ for the components on this plate

is 25 pounds.

Thermal

The power distribution unit and signal conditioning

circuits in the thrust subsystem interface module

contain active devices which dissipate heat and will

require a controlled ambient temperatuze. The total

heat dissipated is TBD but will be less than 50 watts.

Required oDeratinB temperature range is from -30 to

+55 ° C.

Performance Description

Not ap_licabie.
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12.7

12.8

Phyalcal Characteristics and Constraints

The physical characteristics and constraints for the

PDU have not been established and will be determined

at a later date.

Development History

The history of the PDU is generally centered around

the development of switchgear capable of handling

high power, in the range of 25 kW. Other relays,

switches, transistors, etc. found in the PDU are

standard components already developed and qualified

for space application. However, the switch to handle

200 to 400 V dc at 25 kW does not exist. It will

have to be scaled upwards or developed specifically

for use in the PDU.

A Westinghouse contract exists for a development of

a 25 kW switch, and o_her companies, such as Hartman,

Kinetics and Ward-Leonard have shown an interest in

developing the switch. Others in the field like

Teledyne, Potter & Brumfield, Cutler-Hanmer, Leach,

Clare, ITT Jennings. Kilovac, and Babcock have the

capability, but have shown no interest.

Applicable Documents Enclesed

None.

%
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13.1.2

13.2

13.3

13.3.1

Propellant StoraRe and Distribution

This section describes the propellant storage and dls-

tribution system that has been designed to meet the

requirements of the 30-cm thruster and a wide variety

of missions that would utilize the 30-cm thrusters.

Reference Documents

Lestingt, 3.; and Zavesky, g. J.: Constrained Slosh-

ing of Liquid Mercury in # Flexible Spherical Tank.

AIAA Paper 78-670, 1978.

Zavesky, R. J.; and Huret, E.B.: Mechanical Desisn

of SERT II Thruster System. NASA TH X-2518, 1972.

Functional Requ£rements

The functional require_ulnte of the propellant storage

and distribution system are: (I) tO store the required

mercury for the llfetlme of the mission, (2) to Iso-

late the propellant from the thruster during launch so

that the dynamic environment does not have a detrimen-

tal effect on the operatlon of the thruster, and (3) to

supply the propellant to the thruster wlthin • pressure

range that satisfies the requirements of the thruster.

Functional Descrlption

The baseline propellant storage and dlstributlon system

is shown in figure 13.3-1. The baseline system contains

two propellant tanks. Figure 13.3-2 illustrates a sin-

gle tank for comparison.

ElecErlcal

The propellant storage and distribution electrical sys-
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tem is shown in Figure 13.3-1 and consists of the sole-

noid-operated latching valves, the pressure transducers,

and the temperature transducers.

The solenoid lauching valves are off during launch, such

that the propellanu is in the llne up to _hese valves.

Operation of the solenoid latching valves to the "on"

condition will open these valves co the manifold and

distribute the propellant through the interface struct-

ure to the blmodular engine systems (BXMOD). _ithin

each B_IOD there are two solenoid latching valves, one

for each thruster. %_en these valves are activated to

the "on" condition, the propellant will flow to the

c_---...,A_,vaporizers within the thruster.

The pressure transducers _s shown in figux= 13.3-I are

located in the line connecting the two propellant stor-

age tanks, and on the manifold chat distributes _he pro-

pellant to _he four BIHODs. These two pressure trans-

ducers are to be "on" at all times when operatin E voltage

is available.

The _emperature _ransducers as shown in figure 12.3-1

are located on the two propellant storage tanks, These

two transducers, which actually are z_siscive thermistors,

are to be "on" at all times when operating voltage is

available.

o,:e'

%
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13.3.2.1

Mechanical

The following discussion covers the functional role of each

component of the propellant storage and distribution system.

StoraKe Tank

The storage tank design is a derivative of the design

approach employed by the Space Electric Rocket Test

Two (SERT II) system (figure 13.3.2-1). The tank de-

sign is a passive nitrogen blowdo_ system. The mer-

cury is contained in a spherical shell. An elasto_erlc

bladder separates the mercury propellant from the pressur-

ized nitrogen gas. The tank contains an internal metal

liner which supports the bladder during the launch envir-

onment, thus minimizing the sloshins effects. The per-

forated liner holes permit the pressurized gas to pass

through the liner and move the bladder. A tank with a

capacity of 91 kg of mercury is shown in figure 13.3.2-2.

The volume of mercury is determined by _he mission re-

qulrements. Some missions may not require the full

sphere of mercury propellant. A storage tank of the

same outside dimensions can be employed and _he shape

of the bladder support liner need only be changed

(Figure 13.3.2-3) for the required volume of mercury.

This concept minimizes slosh effects during the launch

environment.

The nitrogen gas volume is designed for an initial

pressure of 50 psia when the tank is full of mercury

13°7
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and 15 psia when the tank is empty. These pressures

are dictated by the requirements of the thruster vapor-

izers. The upper pressure limit of 50 psia was deter-

mined from the intrusion pressure of the porous tung-

sten that is used for vaporizer flow control. The

lower limit is determined by the partial pressure of

mercury. The liquid to vapor inter£ace must be re-

tained at the liquid side of the plug; therefore, the

propellant system must supply mercury at a higher press-

ure than the partial pressure of mercury at the operat-

ink temperature of the vaporizer. A safety factor of

2:1 has been employed on both pressure requirements.

Valves

The nitrogen and mercury fill valves are identical to

the flight proven SERT II hardware. Thuy will be used

to fill and drain the system. The redundant mercury

solenoid latching valves are used to isolate the mercury

from the thrusters during the launch environment. Mer-

cury will be contained in the system up to the two re-

dundant solenoid latching valves during launch. A sole-

noid latching valve 13 in each thruster feed line close

to each thruster. This valve will only be used to

isolate a malfunctioning thruster.

Instrumentation

The pressure transducer is mounted in the mercury llne

close to the tank. Pressure changes are used to deter-

mine the amount of mercury used over a period of time.
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The temperature of the tank, and speclflcally the

temperature of $as, must also be monitored because

It has the largest varLational effect on the system

pressure.

Another pressure transducer is mounted at the manifold.

It is used to monitor the pressure and verify that mer-

cury has been dlstrlbuted to t_e thrusters after the

isolation valve has been opened. Another fill and

drain valve is also placed in the system at chls Dolnt,

in order Co purge the system, and properly load and

unload the mercury.

The temperature transducer is mounted to the propellant

tank wall, and will be used Co monitor the mercury and

nitrogen pressurant temperature.

Distribution System

The manifold distributes the mercury to the BIMODs or

thrusters.

The flexible 81mbal line is a coiled spring tube which

complies with the movement of gimbals. Field joints

are used in the appropriate places such as at the valves,

and across structures. Tubing will vary from I/8-inch

diameter for the tubing on the tank side of the manifold,

to 1/16 inch diameter tubing on the thruster side. The

1/8-inch diameter tubing is required co evacuate the

system during the filling operation. The 1/16-inch tub-

ing is more than adequate for mercury flow, and is used

13-9
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to keep the propellant utilization high because of the

small mercury volume in tubes and components. The 1/16-

inch diameter tubing in the flexible glmbal line is

easier to flex than the I/8-1nch tubing.

All materials in contact with the mercury have been

flight tested on SERT II for nine years. The pressures

of both feed systems on SERT II have been monitored

during the lifetime of the flight. The decrease in

pressure has been directly related to utilization of

the mercury.

Thermal

The required thermal environment(s) for the propellent

storage and distribution system shall be maintained by

a combination of multilayer insulation and supplementary

heaters.

The propellant feed lines shall be located inside the

BIMOD cavity and between the aft insulation of the B[MOD

and the thrusters. In a non-operating mode at distan_

astronautical units (A.U.). it will be required to wrap

the feed lines with multilayer insulation and supplemen-

tary heaters to prevent the freezing of mercury. The

amount of heater power required is to be determined (TBD).

The propellant storage system shall be located in the

interface module along with other components. Previous

analyses of the interface module indicate that the storage

13-10
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system temperature limits can be maintained with the

assistance of approximately 15 watts of supplementary

heaclng fcr each propellant tank.

Operational Characteristics

The present propellant storage tank has a capacity of

i000 kg of mercury. The tank is designed to operate at

50-psia nitrogen pressure at the beginning of the flight,

and at 15 pale when all of the mercury in the tank has

been expelled.

Interface Definition

ElecLrlcal

The electrical interface definitions as referred co in

the functional description (section 13.3.1) are as

shown in figure 13.4.1-i. They consist of the solenoid-

operated latching valves, the pressure transducers, and

the temperature transducers.

The solenoid-operated latching valves use a three-pin

Bendix PTIH-8-3P electrical connector, or equal for the

three wires. The electrical schematic of the connector

is shown in figure 13.5.10-1.

The pressure transducers use an electrical connector

designated as HSC $7002-8-4P for four wires. The elec-

trical wiring for this connector is shown in Figure

13.4,2-6.

The temperature transducers will operate across a

.i
w

4.
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standard resistive telemetry circuit as shown in

figure 13.5.12-1.

Mechanical

The propellant storage and distribution system is

shown schematically in figures 13.3-1 and 13.3-2.

The various components that make up this system are

listed in table 13.4.2-1, along with other appropriate

information.

The mercury tanks (fig 13.4.2-2) are suspended from

the interface truss by eight 1-inch aluminum robes

which are attached to four mounting points at the tank

flange using adapter fittings as described in section

10,3.2. The temperature transducer (fig 13,4.2-3) is

threaded into a tapped hole located at the base of the

mercury tank. T,Le nitrogen fill valve (figs. 13.4.2-4

and 13.4.2-5) is welded into the nitrogen chamber on

the top side of the mercury tank. A pressure trans-

ducer (fig. 13.4.2-6) is mounted in the comnon mercury

line using a fitting similar to that shown in figure

13.4.2-7. The transducer is threaded into the fitting.

The mercury lines are brazed into the fitting. The

mercury fill and drain valves (figs. 13.4.2-8 and

13.4.2-9) are located at two points. One valve is in

the main mercury feed line, the c_her is near the end

of the main manifold (figure 15.4.2-I0). The mercury

lines are brazed into the valve flanges There are two
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solenoid latching valves (fig, 13.4,2-ii) located

between the mercury tanks and the main manifold.

These valves use Resistoflex fittings to connect them

to the mercury lines. The main manifold is shown in

figure 13.&.2-I0. All mercury lines are brazed into

the manifold. A pressure transducer (Fig. 13.4.2-6)

is threaded into one end of the manifold.

A solenoid latching valve (fig. 13.&.2-Ii) is used in

the line to each thruster. The Joints are Resistoflex

fittings. A flexible gimbal line (fig. 13.4.2-12)

is used to get the mercury across the gimbal joinT.

A "Y"-fitting (fig. 13.4.2-13) is used in each BIMOD

to divide the mercury feedline to each thruster. The

mercury lines are brazed into this Y-fitting. All

of the field joints used in the PS&D system are Resisto-

flex fittings as shown in figures 13.4.2-14 and 13.4.2-15.

The mercury lines are brazed into _hese fittings.

Thermal

The design temperature limits of the propellant storage

and distribution system are +80°C and -35 ° C.

The propellant tank is located in the controlled thermal

environment of the interface module. Constant tempera-

ture control of the mercury is desirable.

P_erformance Description

Materials Compatibility

The materials used for the construction of the mercury

13-13
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propellant tank and all components of the pzopellant

storage and distribution system have been in constant

use in the developmenzal testing of mercury ion pro-

pulsion systems by Hughes, NASA LeRC, and others, for

over twenty years. The same materials have been flight

qualified during the SERT II and the ion auxiliary

propulsion system (IAPS) programs, and have been in

functional use on the SERT II spacecraft for over nine

years of space operation. During that period, there

has been no evidence of stress corrosion, electrc!yte

attack, or other symptoms of material failuse or incom-

patibility.

A list of the materials that would be in contact with

the mercury are:

i) 300 series stainless steel, pri_aril_ alloys 304

end 321

2) 17-4 PH stainless steel

3) Butyl rubber

A) Buna "N" O-ring material

Mercury Purity

There are two known basic concerns of mercury purity.

First, non-volatiles, such as silver, gold, and copper,

may cause mercury to wet the porous tungsten vaporizer

and cause liquid mercury penetration of the pores.

Second, gases absorbed in the morcury, such as 02, H20 '

N2, may be evolved through the v_porizer and cause

13-14
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cathode insert contamination.

The required mercury purity was established during the

SERT II flight program, This requirement is being

used for the 8 cm thruster IAPS flight Drogram: A

LeRC specification for "Mercury, Standards for Hl_h-

Purity" was written in 1965. It is included as applica-

ble document No. 13,8-1. The recuired 9urity liszed in

this specification is too high, and was modified for :he

SERT II and 8 cm thruster programs.

The following revised mercury purity specification

is recommended: The total non-volatile concentration

shall be 1.5 ppm or less, and the maximum limit of any

one element shall be 0.5 ppm or less.

For the lAPS flight DroKram the absorbed _,ases in the

mercury will be removed bv the followln_, handling ._ro-

cedure. Vacuum dis_illa_ion of mercury directl" into

the propellant tanks allows volatile 7ases to be re._.eved.

The distillation also tenCs -_o further reduce an'.'

nonvolatile impurity, Another way _.o rez_,'c.._a_c.s fro:_

mercury is to permit liquid mercury '.e ._._la_h ever a

series of baffles x._hile the ba[flc re_J_.-, i_ hei._--

vacuu_ Dumped. qo known euantira-ivc _eas'ar_..-cn's ar_-

available _¢ron }:iFhes or Lew! _ :or ':ola _.ilc._ in Iicui d

mercury, either be.:ore cr after vactv:'t trcnr_en- ?.o'.:-

ever, most mercury sa_.nles. '::hen ,.':cu::m _u.-.._cd. -,'ill

"bump" or "gurc.le" :.,bile releasi._7, ab_,_rbed c_._c<

i_-]5
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Therefore, It is recommended chac either vacu_ dis-

tillation or vacuum splashing be used.

Mercury Slosh Dvnamlcs

An important consideration in the use of a propellant

_ank of the SEP design is the evaluation of the liquid

sloshin E characteristics of the partially loaded flexl-

ble tank. A study was made to analytically determine the

resonant frequencies of the tank system and compare them

with the anticipated control natural frequency of a

spacecraft. This work was accomplished In reference

13,1.1. The system studied was the 20-1nch diameter

tank.

For this system, the lowest natural frequency was found

to be 0.593 hertz, which is higher than the 1owes_ natural

frequency of most proposed spacecraft. This lowest nat-

ural frequency was assured to be at the root of the

solar array (0.015 Hz).

Two Tank System

The only difference between the schematics sho_m in

figures 13.3-I and 13.3-2 is the number of s_orage tanks.

The single tank system i_ lighter than a multiple tank

system, The total weight of the suppor_ structure and

tank system combined is lighter for the multiple tank

system. Multiple tank loads are easier to distribute in-

to the support structure and hard mounting points, Either

system is acceptable.

Two tanks operate exactlv like a single tank system after

13-16
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they are filled. In order to expel mercury at an equal

rate from both tanks, the tanks are pr_ssurlzed with a

cordon llne. This filling procedure insures that the

gas pressure is equal in both tanks, and mercury will be

expelled at the same rate, Sloshing dynamic effects

are different for a single tank than for a two tank sys-

tem because mercury can flow from -nk to tank. Although

the calculations of this natural frequency have not been

made, each tank should act as though it is somewhat iso-

lated because the tubing acts as an orifice causing damp-

ing of the flow. If a two tank design is considered,

natural frequency calculations should be made.

Off-Loading the Tank

A large increase in pressure of the proDellant could cause

intrusion (ie, liquid penetration) of the vaporizers

Since mercury is an incomoressab!e fluid, and its therv...al

coefficient of exvansion is _reater than the stainless

steel, the tank cannot be comoletelv filled. If the tank

were completely filled, a temperature rise would cause

a large increase in pressure which would in turn cause

intrusion of the vaporizers. In order to 9revent i?uru-

sion the tank will be filled to something below its maxi-

mum capacity. Figure 13.5.5-1 shows fill _raction and

reservoir pressure (bo_h at 80 ° C) as a function of

loadlnR temperature for a tank fill fraction (initial)

of 0.96 and a reservoir pressure (initial) of 50 vsia.

The 0.96 fill fraction was arbitrarily chosen for this

13-17
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calculation. X£ the maximum temperature expected is

80°C, then a higher starting fill fraction could have

been selected. The dynamic support o£ the mercury will

be better if the fill fraction is as high as possible.

It would be better to use a fill fraction of 0.99.

Figure 13.5.5-1 also shows the increase in pressure of

the gas preasurant due to an increase in loading tempera-

ture. This increase is almost Insi_ificant.

System Utillzation

The BIMOD propellant storage and distribution system

ideally is capable of 98.5% utilization. The residuals

are caused by the bladder of the tank and by the glow

volume of the components, primarily the tubing. Appli-

cabte document 13.8.3 (NASA Dra_tng CD-638484) _hows the

bladder rib pattern that is used to control the mercury

to the tank outlet hole especially whsn the tank is almost

empty.

A small amount of mercury will be trapped in the corners

of the ribs. _en the bladder is layin 8 against the front

hemisphere of tt.e tank, it cannot displace mercury, and

the amount of mercury trapped in the coraponents and lines

is not usable.

Tank Con£i_uration

For a number of reasons, the best configuration for

housing a heavy liquid such as mercury is a sph. re. The

shape of the ga- pressurant volume can vary to suit the

13-1B
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packaging needs of the sDscecraft. The original

tank configuration as proposed by Electro Optical Sys-

tems had a cylindrical section and a hemisphere for the

nitrogen gas volume. (fig. 13.5.7-I) This configuration

is long. In order to reduce the package length, [he gas

volume was redesigned for SERT II (fig. 13.3.2-1).

By increasing the diameter, the length of the package was

reduced. The back of the gas enclosure was designed as

a constant s_ress membrane.

The tank shown in figures 13.&.2-2 and 13.3.2-2 has

been designed for SEPS. The merc,_ry is enclosed in a

sphere. For load carrying capabili:y the mounting flange

of a large tank normally can be as h_a_y, as the rest of

the tank. The front part of the flange is designed as

a part of the front hemisphere It is designed as a

hollow, high-torsion cagability, lightweight section.

The liner (bladder _upport) is welded to the other half

of the flange that is used to clamp the bladder and seal

the mercury and gas pressurant. The gas enclosure is

welded to the front flange. This design double seals

_he mercury. The flange clamps the O-ring of the

bladder. Then the gas enclosure, the flange, and the

fron_ hemisphere form a closed tank. This design allows

the gas pressurant enclosure dia_e_er to be as larqe as

the flange diameter yielding a very compact configuration.

Tank Stress Calculations

13-19
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A stress analysis of the 50.8-cm dia_eter tank shown in

figures 13.3.2-2 and 13,4.2-2 was made by the Vehlcle

Structures Section of _ASA LeRC using the following

assun_.tlons: (1) a factor o£ safety of 1.667 was used

for burst pressure, (2) burst pressure 1.667 X 50 psi

= 83.3 psi, and (3) the flight design loads were; (a) op-

eratln_ pressure - 50 psi, (b) mercury weight - 936 kg,

(c) inertia !oad factors; 10 g longitudinal and 6 g

lateral.

a cogy of the co_nlete analysis is available in applicable

document 13.8.2.

Fill Valves

The fill and drain valves eho,_ in figures 13.4.2-_ and

13.A.2-5 were flown on SERT II and have been in sDace for

over nine years. A valve similar to the SERT II valve

was designed by Electro Optical Systems for the SERT

ap_llcation. The nrinci_le of the spring loaded plunger

was retained, bu_ the seat design _as modified. The re-

vised design allo_,s the O-ring (fig. 13.4.2-4) to seat

fla_ a_ainst the valve housing. A lock nut was added to

the _lun_er to ,revent _he valve fro_ vlbra_ing open

during the launch environgent. The valve in the closed

position (fi_. 13.4.2-L) shows the plun_er secured in

place. The valve is double sealed by the O-rin_ seal

that is designed into _he can. ReferrinK to figure 13 _.2-5

(valve in the ones DosIEion). the lock nut has been removed.

and _he cap has been re_laced by a stem which sutomatlcall,,

13-20
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depresses the plunger to open the valve. The stem is

designed so thac its O-rlng is sealed before the plunger

is disturbed during installation. The plunger is seated

before the stem O-rln£ is disengaged durln_ removal. This

valve design was used for both the _ercury and nitrogen

pressurant.

Figures 13,4.2-8 end 13.4.2-9 show the same valve with a

manifold type base. This design will be used for remote

operation, where the base could be mounted to a structural

member.

Solenoid Latchin_ Valve

The solenoid latchiug valve or isolation valve is a Valcor

Engineering Part No. V27200-578 (see fig. 13.4.2-11). The

moving element is held in its open or closed position by

a permanent magnet c£rcuit that requires no holding power

The solenoid latching valve has the following parameters:

Weight (estimated), Ib ................... 0.6

Operating pressure, psi_ (bidirectional)_30

Proof pressure, nsi_ ..................... 50

Burst pressure, pslg ................... 120

Temperature (ambient and Fluid). OF ..... -36 to 176

The valve electrical parameters are:

Power at 22 Vdc, L4...................... 30

Voltage, Vdc ............................ 22 to 3&

Duty cycle .............................. Intermittent

Latching pulse (minimum),misc ........... 50 to I00
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The valve electrical connector is a 3-pln Bendix

PTIH-8-3P, or equal. The electrical schematic of the

connector is shown in figure 13.5.10-i.

The Valcor valve was selected over pyrotechnic-type

valves after an extensive testing pzozram. The inform-

ation has been documented in a Hughes report, "Test

Report, Mercury Shutoff Valves, Special Test" (see

applicable document 13.8.4).

One of the anticipated problems of using an isolation

valve is that when the valve is opened the dynamic effect

of the mercury flow could cause intrusion of vaporizers.

As a part o£ the S-cm IAPS flight prosram Hughes tested

the valve to determine what pressure surge could be

identified at the vaporizer. The test setup is shown in

figure 13.5.10-2. Mercury was loaded in the system up

to the _est valve. The llne between the test valve and

the high response pressure transducer was evacuated through

valve V-4. The system was pressurized to 35 psia and

the test valve opened. A plot of the pressure vs. time

(fiE. 15.5.10-3) shows that the surge was very low. The

reason is the high impedance to flow was caused by the

1/16-inch-diameter tubing, and the simulated feed tube

coil. The valve was also actuated with mercury in _he

system. There was no apparent pressure increase due to

the actuation. The Valcor valve has no effect on the

vaporizer operation.
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13.5.11

13.5.12

Pressure Transducer

The pressure transducers are the same transducers that

are used by Hughes for the rAPS program. The trans-

ducer (C.J. Enterprises Model CJSG-3101) has a range of

0 co 50 psla and has the following eleetrlcal parameters:

Current (maximum), mA .................... 15

Input voltaBe, Vdc ....................... 28_&

Output voltase, Vdc ...................... 0 t_ 5

Limiting voltage, Vdc .................... -1 and 7

Output impedance, ohm .................... 100

Output noise, mVRMS (de to I0 kHz) ....... I0

Isolation resistance at 50 Vdc, Mohm ..... 1O0

The regulation of these transducers is _5 mV maximum

change over the entire range of 28_4 Vdc. The transducers

electrical connectors are designated as HSC S 7002-8-AP

and wired as:

Pin A is Pos. Ext. Pin B is _os. Out

Pin C is Neg. Out Pin D is Heg. Exc.

As a part o ¢ the IAPS program, _[ughes has written a test

procedure and test report covering the propellant tankaze,

valves, and feed unit (applicable documents 13.S.5 and

13.8.6, respectively). The pressure transducer testing

was included.

Temperature Transducer

The cemperacure traosducer is a Fenwall Electronics, Inc.

the_,_isEor. The iso-curve thermistor is a CB34PM2W2 unit

DotEed in a H31 probe assembly,
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13.5.13

Tha thermistor's electrical parameters are:

Input voltage. Vdc .......................... 5

Output voltage, Vde ......................... 0 to 5

Resistance (Ro) at 77 ° F, Kohm .............. 4

Operating temperature range, o F ............ -50 to +350

The temperature transducer will operate across a standard

resistive telemetry, circuit a_ shown in figure L3.5.12-1.

Field Joint

The field Joints all use Resistoflex fittings (shown in

fl 8. 13.4.2-14 and 13.4.2-15). These fittings are all the

same size except for the mounting hole for the mercury

tubes. The design attributes of the Reslstoflex fittings

shown in figure 13.5.13-1 are listed below:

1) The beam portion of the shoulder continues to

seal at its inner edge after tightening. The

Belleville spring action serves as a lock for

the entire union, preventing looseninF. The

forces built up in the union are parallel to the

center line, which assures no deformation of the

sealing interface or restriction of the fluid

stceams. This also permits each area to serve its

own function without being dependent on any other

function.

2) Reslstoflex _ittings are lighter than flared, modi-

fied flared and flareless fitting designs.

3) The protrusion of the tube shoulder into the connec-
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13.5.14

13.5.15

13.6

tot is at a miniumm. This facilitates installation

of tubing particularly short runs and straight lengths.

4) Because thu stress on sealing surfaces |s controlled

by the build-in dimensions, the Resistoflex fitting

is not torque sensitive.

Fill and Drain Procedure

The actual fill and drain procedure has not been finalized

for a SEPS size propellant tank. The proposed _tll and

drain procedures are similar co chose used for SERT II

(applicable document 13.8.7) and 8-cm IAPS (applicable

docmnent 13.8.5) programs.

The drain or removal of mercury has been considered by

Hughes in two documents: (1) "Procedure for Removal of

Mercury from Thruster-Gimbal Beam Shield Unit (TGBSU)"

prepared by C.R. Dulgeroff (applicable document 13.8.8)

and (2) "Special Procedure for Removal of Mercury from

the Resezvoir" (applicable document 13.8.9).

CleaninK Procedure

All of the stainless steel parts will be cleaned and

passivated per finish no. 5.4.1 of MIL STD-171A. All

parts will also be ultrasonic cleaned using frcon.

(applicable document 13.8.10) The "SERT II Process Spec,

Ultrasonic Cleaning of SERT II Hardware" will be used

as the basis for the freon cleaning.

physical Characteristics and Constraints

Table 13.6-1 Is a list of the weights of the components

shown in the system schematics (figures. 13.3-1 and 13.3-2).
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The weight of the propellant tank will vary with the

slze, The mass fractlon (tank weight divided by the

weight of the mercury capacity of the tank) was calcu-

lated f:Jr s r,umber of different tank sizes. Table 13.6-2

shows the weights and corr,_sponding mass fraction.

It is obvious from table 13.6-2 that in the larger tank

sizes, the _._ass fraction is close to 0.020. If the

amount of mercury required for a particular mission is

known, the weight of tl-- tank can be found by interpolating

table 13.6-2.

Table 13.6-3 gives a rough physical size of the three

largest tanks shown in table 13.6-2.

R is the radius of the sphere of mercury. R' is the

radius of _he gas volume. L is the length of the

•tralght section of the Ras volume.

K_ferring to the dual tank system schematic of figure

13.3-1, a system weight breakdown would be as shown in

table 13.6-4 assumir 8 1600 kg of mercury and eight

thrusters.

Development !listory

In 1965 and 1966, a mercury propellant storage and dis-

tribution tank was deslgned and fabricated by the Electri-

cal Optical Systems Company, under a NASA LeRC contract.

The design consisted of a positive expulsion tank in which

an elastomeric bladder separated the liquid mercury from
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pressurant gas. Two fill and drain valves, one for the

mercury and one for the gas were also included. The

basic EOS design is shown in figure 13.5.7-i.

This design formed the basis got the SERT II flight tank

(reference 13.1.2). The SERT II system utilized two

tanks to supply mercury to each thruster, one for the main

propellant and one for the neutralizer cathode. This was

done to individually monitor the utilization of mercury

to the thruster and the neutralizer. Two nhruster systems

were used on the SEKT II spacecraft.

The SERT II spacecraft was launched February 3, 1970.

The pressures of the two main propellant tanks have been

monitored for the lifetime of the flight, most recently

in March of 1979. The pressure is still directly reiaLed

to the mercury utilization. The concept and the material

selection have proven flight worthy. The two systems with

two tanks each, have been successful for over nine years

in space.

This same concept and materials selction have been

adopted and flight qualified for the ion auxiliary pro-

pulsion system (IAPS). A photograph of the ion auxiliary

propulsion system is shown in figure 13.7-1. An au.xiliary

propulsion system will be flow on the United S_ates Air

Force STP P80-I flight in late 1981. The ion auxiliary

propulsion system will consist of two 8 cm thruster sys-

tems and associated diagnostics.
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13.8.5

Figure 13.7-I shows the STP P80-1 engineering-model,

qualification system. A solenoid latchlng valve, pressure

transducer, and field joints have been added to the system

and qualified for flight.

The SZP propellant storage and distribution system

(shown in fig. 13,3-1) utilizes the same flight qualified

and proven components, procedures, and materials as

for the SERT II and Pg0-1 programs. The only new com-

ponent is the manifold. It could be considered in the

category of tubing hardware.

The.propellant storage and distribution system is the

most flight _roven system of all the SEP systems.

Applicable Documents Enclosed

Mercury, Standards for High-Purity - NASA SPECIFICATION

for NASA LeRC No. i01, 1965,

Edwards, R. C.; and Seeholzer, T. L.: Comet/Ion Drive

Propellant Tank Stress Analysis. Dec. 1978.

Propellant Storage and Distribution System Drawing List.

Mercury Shutoff Valves Special Test. (Hughes Aircraft

Co.; NASA Contract NAS3-21023.) June 1978.

Test Procedure, Peopellant Tankage, Valves, and Feed

Unit (PTVFU). (TP-300, Hughes Aircraf_ Co.; NASA Con-

tract NAS3-21023.) Jan. 1978.
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13.8.6

13.8.7

13.8.8

13.8,9

13.8.10

13.9

Propellant Tankage, Valves, and Feed Unit - Design

Verification Program. (TR-300, Hughes Aircraft Co.;

NASA Contract NAS3-21023.) Aug. 1978.

Check Sheet 7 - Thruster Fe.d System _ssembly Loading.

(SERT II Ion Thruster System.)

Dulgeroff, C. R.: Procedure for Removal of Mercury

from Thruster-Gimbal-Beam Shield Unit (TGBSU). (NASA

Contract NAS3-21023.) Mar=h 1978.

Special Procedure for Removal of Mercury from the

Reservoir. (Hughes Aircraft Co.; NASA Contract NAS3-

21023.) March 1978.

SERT II PROCESS SPEC, Ultrasonic Cleaning of SERT II

Hardware. Sept. 1968.

Groun d Support Equipment

A fixture for vibration testing the tank, pressure and

temperature transducers, fill valves, and solenoid

latching valve, has been designed, and is being manu-

factured. Equipment for loading and unloading the sys-

tem has been designed.
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TAB: Z3.6-Z

C(l_P_mmqT

FILL VALVE

FR_SUP_ T_tSDUC_

TD_PEI_TUI_ TRANSDUCER

SOL_OID IATCXI_ V_LVE

FIELD JOI_T

_3_ING W/FT. 1/8 D_A.

w/m,. 1/_ D_.

_IYOL9

C__ _J_'B

_o

1.3

181.

._ Wn

.oz3_

i_,

%
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TABLE 1].6-2 Tank Weight, _rcury le£ght, Nasa reaction

TARK WEIGHT MERCURYWEIGHT MASS _(M

SEHT ZI i.3 _. 5 .089

3.7 L_O. .03_

_.8 1_. .o_,3

17.O T22. .O235

_.5 800. .c_.

2O. ? 931. . C_2

22.2 10OO. ._222

26.2 1250. ._ZO

.o 16oo. .o_oo

q
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TABLE 13.6-3 Tank Size Versun Mercury Weight

/.-- R1
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TASLE 13.6-4 Dual Tank System Welqht Breakdown

e

IRTERFACE TI_/SS

ca_PommTs w_zo_ (Kg)

T_nks (2) 37.

Temp. Transducer (I) .0013

Pressure Transducer (2) .1_J_6

Fill Valves (3) .2TO

Solenoid LaSchlng Valve (3) .362

M_knlfold .1

Tubing .I

TOTAL 37.9779

BIMOD SZCTI0mS

Field Joints (27) .254

Solenoid IAtchlng Valve (S) 1.4J_

TUbing "Y" .050

Tub1._ .18

TOTAL 1.9_

TuTAL SYSTa_ 39.7"_ _
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Hg FILL VALV[-
JUIOKANIFOLO

It)utslC,_e of Imterfoce Truss

i
Pressure Transducer

/

rleld Joints _- - --
%

%
%

/kiln Vapor Izer_

Cathode ¥o?orlzer--_ "_" _-

..... Solenoid Latchtn O Valve

)

.... Flexible Glnba! Line

_ Neutralizer Vaporl=er

I:'IGUI_[ 1.1.3-1 lllMOD, PSD, THRUSTER SYSTEN SCHENATIC - DUAL TANK SYSTEM
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j,,_ _._ ..... Solenotct La_e3ui=s Va3._

1_e14 Jolats _ ....

%q, .... Flexible G4,-bal _.J_e

_udLn VUporizer_,_ _ _j

FIGURE I].3-2 BIHOD, PSD, THRU5TER SYSTEM SCHEmATIC-SINGLE STORAGE TANK
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FIGURE 13.3.2-I SER? II TANK DESIGN
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FOLL LOAD

LINCR POSITION

FIGURE 13.3.2-3 Mercury Propellant Tank
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Fill Valve

.Liner (_laa=er Support)
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14,0

14. I

14.1.I

14.2

Interface l_odule Scruccure/Thermal Control

Reference Documents

Space Shuttle Program, Space Shuttle System Payload

Acco_daCions, Level II Program Definition and Require-

laentl. NASA JSC 07700, Volume XlV, Revision F. June

1978, including Change No. 27, November 1978.

Functional Requirements

The primary function of the interface module is co

pc_vide a direct load path from the four BIMODs co

the supporclng Avionics Package while malncalning simple

interfaces. In addition co thls primary function, this

module also serves to support the two propellant tanks

and house the interface control electronics.

The structural requirements imposed on the design of

the interface module consisted of quasi-scaC£c inertia

loading conditions and minimu_ frequency conditions.

The quasi-static loads were taken from reference 14 1.1

and applicable doctnnents 14.8.1 and 14.8.2. wieh an

appropriate factor Co account for possible dTnamlc re-

sponse of the SEP system mounted on the IUS interface

(see Section 9.2). In order co minimize dynamic cou-

pling with the STS/IUS/SEP system, a minimum cantl-

levered frequency of the TSS was taken as I0 Hz.

Functional Descripclon

Hechanical

The interface module is an aluminum space frame type

14-2 )
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14.3.2

structure with tubular structural members (fig. 14.3.1-1).

Hard points are provided at the bottom and top of the

[rame for easy attachment of both the 8IMODs and the

Avionics Package. Each mercury tank is supported by

eight struts which attach to the moduleat the top nodes.

The vertical tank loads are transferred directly from

these nodes into the Avionics Package while the in-plane

tank loads (kick loads) are carried by the cop chord

members of the frame.

The BIHOD loads are transferred directly to the nodes

aC the bottom chord, travel through the planar cruse,

which forms the sides of the frame, and Into the Avion-

ics Package. The interface control _lectronics is housecl

on the Lnterlor of the frame; the exact nature of their

supports w£11 depend on its size and weight.

Thermal

As shown in figure 14.3.i-i, the interface module will

be wrapped in MLI blankets. This MLI provides a thermal

enclosure for the interface module equipment. The heat

generated by the interface module electronics will be

used to maintain the interface module components within

their allowable temperature ranges. Since the ion drive

controller dissipates 6 watts almost conLinually, a pas-

sive radlacor (5.0 cm by 7.6 cm) wlth an emittance of

0.9 will be provided to reject the excess heat and main-

tain its temperature within the specified limits.
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14.4.2

The MLI blanket on top of the interface module consists

of the same ma_erials as discussed in Section 9, 3.2.

In order to provide meteoroid and cometary dit part i,:tv

protection, as well as preventing solar flux from [m-

pinging on the inLerlor of the interface module, the

PILl placed around the interface module will consist of

the same maEerials as discussed in cable 9.3.2-1 of

Section 9.3.2

Intezface Def£ni_Lon

Mechanical

The interface module Interfaces w,th the Avionics Pack-

age and the BIMODs. The £n_erfaces were purposely kept

simple so that a_semblyand disassembly could De achieved

with mlnlmmn effort. The top chord of the interface

module contains I0 hard points (pads) which can be at-

tached to the Avionics Package. The bottom chord has

provisions for each BIMOD at four places. The outside

envelope of the module forms a rectangular parallele-

piped whose dimensions are approximately 0.7_ m high

by 2.6 m long by 0.96 m deep.

Thermal

Th_ MLI blankets wrapped around the PPUs provide the

thermal interface between the BIMOD thrust systems and

the interface module and thermally isolate them from

each other. Similarly. the MLI blanket across the top
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14.5

14.6

14.7

of the interface module structure provides the thermal

interface between the interface module and the Avionics

Module and thermally isolates them from each other.

The MLI blanket around the space exposed surfaces pro-

vldes the thermal interface between the interface

module and t'le space environment.

Performance Description

To date no interface module hardware has been constructed.

Therefore, there has been no hardware perfo_Tnance to de-

scribe. BIMOD structures are attached to the interface

module. Section 9.5 is a performance description of the

BIMOD structure.

Physical Characteristics and Constraints

The physical size of the interface module is approximately

0.75 m high by 2.6 m long by 0.96 m deep. A complete

description of the envelope and protruding parts is TBD.

The overall mass of the interface module is TBD.

The interface module shall be designed to withstand the

functional requirements outlined in Section 14.2.

Development History

The development history of the interface module has con-

sisted primarily of configuration studies as outlined

in Section 10.7. To date no hardware has been constructed

The actual fabrication and assembly of this module is
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14.8.2

14.9

considered straightforward and no problems are en-

visioned.

Applicable Documents Enclosed

Trubert, M.; Bamford. R.: Limit Loads for Preliminary

Design of the Gal£1eo S/C and its Components. JPL

Interoffice Memorandum, March 1978.

IUS/Spacecraft ICD Parametric Interface Requirements

STS/Twin Stage IUS-NASA Generic. Boeing Company ICS-A-

8_225, July 1978.

Ground Support Equipment

Handling fixtures will be required. The exact nature

of these fixtures is TBD. Vibration fixtures will also

be necessary for vibration testing at both the compon-

ent level (i.e.. interface module with tanks and elec-

tronics) and the stage level (TSS).
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